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DEDICATION
I would like to dedicate this work to the students. My 
hope is that this study will ignite the spark in students 
so that they may know the joys of reading, and gain wisdom 
to draft effective compositions. I believe that the REGROW 
reading/writing strategy will assist students in connecting 
the reading and writing instruction that they received in 
the past to the instruction (in both disciplines) that they 
will receive in the future. May their excitement for 
learning and thinking critically, REGROW.
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to examine the impact of 
the REGROW reading/writing strategy on the comprehension of 
community college students enrolled in a Developmental 
English course. The study looked specifically at (a) 
reading and writing as processes, (b) traditional reading 
comprehension strategies, (c) traditional direct writing 
instruction, and (d) the impact of the REGROW 
reading/writing strategy on comprehension. The focus of 
this study was to conduct six mini-case studies on students 
classified as below average, average, and above average, 
and to track their actions when exposed to direct writing 
instruction and the REGROW reading/writing strategy. By 
providing in-depth description of the case study 
participants, this study has increased awareness that 
reading and writing problems and insecurities are not 
reserved for only those students labeled as at-risk. 
Furthermore, the study urges educators to reexamine the 
connection between the reading and writing processes. The 
findings are as follows:
(1) The REGROW reading/writing strategy facilitated
increased comprehension of the textual strategies 
used in composition;
xiv
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(2) The strategy helped students think critically before 
composing their essays; and
(3) The strategy was perceived as effective by the 
students when compared to direct writing 
instruction.
xv
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
THE PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
"It is time that instructors of reading, a higher 
order thinking skill that is closely interwoven with 
writing on the college level, become conversant in the 
field of written composition" (Kennedy 1980). In a time 
when research has revealed the connection between these two 
disciplines, few reading instructors have tried to examine 
or explain their students' writing behavior. Problems that 
students experience with reading and writing are not due to 
a specific problem or disability, but are the results of a 
larger framework. These students have insufficient 
experience with written discourse, insufficient experience 
with reading and with writing compositions.
Historically, education has been presented as a 
banking model. Information is given to students as a loan. 
Periodically, the teacher makes withdrawals of this 
information from the students' cognitive domain for testing 
purposes. However, somewhere along the way comprehension 
has been confused with question-answering. Students are 
provided with information, but not given the 
rationalization behind that information. For this reason, 
students should not be penalized for their inability to use
1
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strategies that encourage critical thinking. If they are 
unable to employ appropriate critical thinking strategies, 
it is highly unlikely that these students will use these 
strategies to self-monitor their composition.
With so many social and economic factors influencing 
the lives of our youth, it is essential that educators 
develop instructional methods that address the needs of all 
students. Historically, the pendulum of reading 
instruction has swung back and forth between phonics and 
literature-based learning, with neither producing success 
across the board. Educators talk about the importance of 
reading with competency, but take no time to focus on the 
problems students face in their day-to-day lives. Some 
believe that it is not the responsibility of the teacher to 
act as a counselor, but it is the teacher's responsibility 
to determine where the student has deficits and how the 
teacher can meet the student's needs based upon this 
determination.
The purpose of this study was to examine the impact of 
the REGROW reading/writing strategy on comprehension in a 
community college setting. This is an original strategy 
whose purpose is to assist students in making meaningful 
connections between the processes involved in reading and 
writing. The strategy is important to the reorganization
2
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of the students' schema, in that they will be equipped with 
the appropriate strategies that will allow them to think 
critically about reading, and to produce thoughtful 
compositions. The REGROW reading/writing strategy is an 
invaluable tool in aiding community college students in 
negotiating meaning and writing papers with deeper content, 
meaning that explanation of topics will go beneath the 
surface.
It is not the intention of the REGROW reading/writing 
strategy to discredit the knowledge base that students 
already have in place, but to build on that base so that 
the students can successfully use critical thinking skills 
to integrate new text into schema.
HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE: THE SETTING 
THE SCHOOL
This case study was conducted in a community college 
in south Louisiana (referred to in this study as New Hope). 
Enrollment at New Hope Community College is approximately 
nineteen hundred ninety-six students for the spring 2000 
semester. At this time, all students attending the college 
are housed in two buildings (two separate campuses). The 
average age of the student attending NHCC is twenty-five 
years. The college enrollment is composed of traditional
3
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and non-traditional students with a white-black ratio of 
approximately 60%-40%.
Upon entering the brightly colored lobby of NHCC, 
there is a long corridor. Proceeding down the hallway, 
restrooms for males and females are on each side of the 
opening. Looking over to the right side of the hallway, 
just beyond the ladies' restroom one sees an oblong 
rectangular glass to the right of the door. A latch-type 
opening device has replaced the standard silver metal 
doorknob that one must push down on to open the door. When 
the door is opened, a small room is revealed. There are 
six rows of desks neatly placed in rows of four facing the 
blackboard. In the right corner of the room, one sees a 
rolling podium. Above the podium is a 25" television and 
VCR mounted on the wall.
Case study participants are registered for 
Developmental English 091. The objective of this course is 
to assist students in perfecting the structure of the 
essay. Students receive instruction on a variety of the 
most frequently required college essays formats (i.e., 
argumentative, narrative, comparison-contrast). Students 
are placed in this course by the use of ACT or SAT English 
scores, or by the NHCC accuplacer exam. All students
4
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received the REGROW reading/writing strategy as well as 
direct instruction.
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY
In this age of technology/ with the Internet and 
prewritten essays at their fingertips, books on tape, and 
the ever-reliable Cliff's notes, students find many reasons 
not to read and write. Not only do they choose not to read 
and write, but find these to be boring and time-consuming 
tasks. Reading was once viewed as rewarding because of 
the knowledge gained from it, and because it opened doors 
to many new worlds. Now, educators have to develop creative 
methods to show students that the ability to read 
critically and write effectively is essential to success 
and is worthwhile.
This study is expected to have implications for 
students in primary, secondary, and post-secondary 
educational institutions. Many students have not been 
taught to think critically about what they read. Because 
they do not employ strategies to delve beneath the text 
printed on the surface when they are expected to write, 
they do not think critically about what they compose. 
Reading and writing are connected, and should be taught 
across the curriculum.
5
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The REGROW reading/writing strategy incorporates 
contemporary textual materials and prompting questions to 
elicit responses from students. Instead of the instructor 
merely supplying multiple-choice questions or study-guide 
type models, students have to think about their answers and 
provide reasons for their choices. When students truly 
understand the criteria that constitute effective 
compositions, then they are able to transfer those 
strategies to their own writings.
There have been a few studies that were conducted in 
the mid-80s that have focused on the reading/writing 
connection; however, during the past ten years, interest in 
this important aspect of learning has diminished. In an 
effort to address a growing problem with literacy and 
critical thinking, this study may also spark renewed 
attention on this untapped educational resource, that 
reading and writing instruction should be integrated.
THE RESEARCH QUESTIONS
This study examined the impact of the REGROW 
reading/writing strategy on comprehension of community 
college students by attempting to answer the following 
questions:
1. How does the REGROW reading/writing strategy impact 
students' understanding of the textual strategies used
6
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in composition in a community college setting compared 
to direct writing instruction?
2. Does the REGROW reading/writing strategy help students 
to think critically during reading assignments and 
before composing essays?
3. How do case study participants perceive the 
effectiveness of the REGROW reading/writing strategy 
as compared to direct writing instruction?
7
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CHAPTER 2 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
During the past twenty years, educational researchers 
have vocalized what has been suspected all along. Reading 
and writing are interrelated, and should not be viewed as 
single, distinct acts. Reading and writing should not be 
viewed as ends in themselves, but as "tools," "lenses," or 
ways of knowing (McGinley and Tierney 1989), which help 
students construct knowledge or make meaning. Ruddell and 
Haggard (1985) state that oral and written language 
development is directly related to and interacts with 
reading acquisition and development. Selfe (198 6) also 
believes that self-conscious writers can affirm that 
reading and writing are connected at some level. Beach 
and Liebman-Kleine (1986) assert that schemata provides 
links between reading and writing in that writers develop 
schema about readers and how readers read, which allows 
them to imagine reader attributes and use those to assess 
their own writing.
Ironically, research has focused attention on the 
reading/writing connection and the benefits of teaching the 
two disciplines in combination, yet these subjects are 
still usually taught in isolation. Salvatori (1983) warns 
that this division can be dangerous because it suggests
8
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that the processes involved in one activity are 
antithetical to the teaching of the other process. Because 
the processes of reading and writing crossover, it has been 
suggested that the cognitive capacities of students develop 
best when teachers join the teaching of reading and 
writing, and view one as being interrelated to the other 
(Birnbaum 1986).
The literature review that follows focuses on four 
broad areas: (a) the reading and writing processes, (b)
traditional reading comprehension strategies, (c) study 
skills strategies, and (d) the impact of reading/writing 
strategies on comprehension in a community college setting. 
In order to determine if teaching reading and writing in 
conjunction is beneficial to community college students, it 
is necessary to look at reading and writing as distinct 
processes. Only by doing so can it be determined what, if 
any impact, the reading/writing connection has on 
comprehension. Furthermore, examination of reading and 
writing as "modes of learning" in lieu of the processes 
involved in performing each task can assist teachers in 
determining if these strategies are worthy of being taught 
in the college classroom.
9
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THE READING AND WRITING PROCESSES
"There is nothing special about reading, apart from 
everything that reading enables us to do" (Smith 19941) . 
Writing can be viewed in much the same way. Readers and 
writers are able to transcend time, in creating or 
recreating text. By mastering the ability to read and 
write, people are able to express themselves as effectively 
as possible within the limits of language. The abili-ty to 
look at a page in a book and decipher the author's intended 
meaning is powerful. In addressing the impact of 
reading/writing strategies on comprehension, it is 
necessary to understand the reading and writing processes, 
and what it means to be functionally literate (Stedmas.n & 
Kaestle 1987) .
Because reading occurs rapidly and privately in the 
mind, no one fully understands the process (Harris & Sipay 
1990). Authors create text as an expressive way to convey 
meaning. The task for the reader is to uncover that 
meaning. First, the reader must have the skills necessary 
to recognize the printed word, and to determine its 
meaning. If the reader brings prior knowledge to the 
understanding of the first word of text, this builds 
anticipation that leads to the next word and so on. Words
10
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are identified and placed in short-term memory, while the 
reader is attempting to make sense of the entire sentence.
In examining the process of writing, Ruddell and 
Haggard (1985) observed that children's early written 
products resemble spoken language. Expressive written 
language is heavily dependent on oral language knowledge. 
Like readers, Kucer (1987) indicates that writers construct 
meaning through (1) utilizing prior knowledge; (2) the 
written language systems operate by feeding into a common 
data pool from which language users draw when constructing 
meaning; and (3) readers and writers display common 
processing patterns when constructing meaning.
Overall, reading and writing encompass similar 
processes that create meaning by building relationships 
between the text and what is known, believed, and 
experienced (Wittrock 1983). Both are acts of composing. 
According to Alvermann (1987) explanation as to why 
increased writing ability should have an impact on reading 
development range from the belief that both involve the 
structuring of meaning to "writing influences sight word 
recognition" to "writing enhances memory."
TRADITIONAL READING COMPREHENSION STRATEGIES
Research on reading is extensive, but there is still 
much that is not known. We do know that many strategies
11
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exist which focus on vocabulary and comprehension, but 
until recently did not fully acknowledge the importance of 
writing. While these strategies may contain written 
exercises, the primary focus is not on perfecting the 
ability to write as effectively as read, but to enhance 
comprehens ion.
Different strategies exist as a way to provide 
scaffolded instruction to students so that they may attain 
literacy. What is meant by literacy is the ability to 
understand, recreate, and elaborate on text. The four 
criteria that Maria (1990) lists that good readers possess 
are (1) Asking questions, (2) Predicting, (3) Summarizing, 
and (4) Clarifying. Most strategies that have found favor 
with instructors contain steps that reinforce Maria's 
criteria. Although numerous strategies exist, several 
strategies in particular incorporate these criteria and 
have served as the basis for present day research.
SQ3R (Survey, Question, Read, Recite, and Review), 
which was developed by Robinson (194 6) was one of the first 
and most popular study methods described in professional 
literature. "The SQ3R method of study was designed to take 
advantage of the consistent format in most traditional 
textbooks" (Tierney, Readance & Dishner 1990). When using 
this strategy the intention is for teachers to scaffold
12
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instruction initially, in an attempt to give students 
familiarity with self-monitoring and self-questioning.
When students exhibit competency in the self-questioning 
strategy, the teacher removes herself/himself from the 
comprehension process.
Students using SQ3R follow five steps. First, the 
student surveys the text looking at the table of contents, 
subheadings, etc. The purpose of this step is to obtain an 
overview of the author's purpose. Second, the student 
generates questions from the titles, headings, and 
subheadings of the reading material. The student should 
turn the headings into questions that allow the student to 
predict what will happen in the text. Third, the student 
reads the text in its entirety. Fourth, the student 
recites what he or she has learned. Recitation is used to 
determine whether the student has mastered the material. 
Finally the student reviews the material, to help retain 
information over time.
Wong (1985) concluded that the studies in which 
children were taught to ask these higher order questions, 
self-monitoring questions, and questions that relate to 
prior knowledge demonstrated that these strategies improve 
comprehension. Gustafson and Pederson (1986) concluded
13
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that the SQ3R method is effective, but no more than other 
study procedures.
Other strategies have emerged from SQ3R, with only 
minor modifications. SQ4R is a technique developed by Pauk 
(1984) that suggests that a student should initially survey 
material, and then form questions to focus his/her 
attention. The modifications are in terms of recording and 
reflecting. Pauk integrated the recording of notes into 
the studying process. This step comes after reading but 
before recitation. In conclusion, the student is expected 
to reflect, by thinking about the information that he or 
she has read. A PQ5R method for studying was proposed by 
Graham and Robinson (1984), and S. Simons (1989) proposed 
the PSRT strategy.
D. Ogle (1986) developed KWL (What I Know, What I Want 
to Learn, What I Learned) to ensure that the teacher has a 
framework to elicit children's background knowledge and 
engage student interest. This strategy intends to help 
students access appropriate knowledge when reading 
expository text. Some teachers have encouraged students to 
make lists for the K, the W, and the L. The first step, 
Step K, involves brainstorming and generating categories 
for ideas. Step W, allows the student to begin developing 
interests. The teacher is responsible for turning these
14
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interests into a reason for reading. The final step, Step 
L, represents what has actually been learned.
Besides SQ3R and KWL, strategies such as think-alouds 
have been integrated into the content area reading 
classroom. "In think-alouds, teachers make their thinking 
explicit by verbalizing their thoughts while reading 
orally" (Vacca & Vacca 1999). Students usually make 
hypotheses first. Then the student develops images by 
describing pictures in one's head as a result of reading. 
The student should be able to link this new information 
with prior knowledge. This strategy should also help the 
student to self-monitor comprehension. This strategy has 
proved to be effective in many cases.
In addition, QAR's (Question-Answer Relationships) 
have been used to guide comprehension in the classroom. "A 
reader draws on two broad information sources to answer 
questions: information in the text and information inside 
the reader's head" (Vacca & Vacca 1999). Other questions 
the student asks require that the student reflect on what 
he or she has read in the text.
DRTA (Directed Reading-Thinking Activity) created by 
Stauffer (1969), "Attempts to get children to relate prior 
knowledge and new information." It also attempts to equip 
readers with the ability to examine reading materials
15
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critically, suspend judgments, assimilate information, and 
make decisions based upon reading (Tierney et al. 1990) . 
This strategy is intended for use in a classroom that 
utilizes a balanced method of instruction.
Strategies such as advance organizers, anticipation 
guides, and three-level .guides have also been created and 
implemented as a means of increasing comprehension. Though 
logistics may change, the goal of each strategy remains the 
same. Advance organizers reiterate schema theory because 
the strategy uses short passages in an attempt to develop 
the organizational framework in the mind. Anticipation 
guides intend to present the student with a situation where
either he or she has to guess the outcome and read to prove
or disprove it, whereas three-level study guides require a 
student to refine his or her skills in looking at the 
literal, interpretative, and inferential meanings within 
the text.
The list of reading strategies provided is generally 
used to enhance study skills and general comprehension. 
Although many more strategies exist, this brief overview 
serves as a snapshot, discussing the skills educators
generally try to identify in their students and build upon.
With the amount of research available that supports the 
connection between reading skills and writing skills, it is
16
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difficult to see why most strategies fail to incorporate 
more writing or vice versa.
STUDY SKILLS STRATEGIES
Study skills strategies encompass objectives ranging 
from note taking to life management skills. These lessons 
are taught in an effort to help students use their time 
efficiently. The usual list of study skills includes step- 
by-step guides to listening and note taking; self-directed 
means for improvement of memory; principles of stress 
management; and test taking preparation strategies (Manzo 
and Manzo, 1990).
Because of the influx of students with poor academic 
preparation into community college systems, it is believed 
that courses geared toward these skills are certainly 
needed. Knowing how to study is a complex task. Kletzien 
and Bednar (1988) suggest that to take control of his/her 
studying the student must know himself/herself, set goals, 
assess tasks, and employ strategies. The student must also 
be able to evaluate his/her performance when he/she studies 
so he/she has a sense of whether he/she knows the material 
sufficiently to complete the upcoming test successfully.
Note taking involves comprehending, organizing, and 
recording only the essential information that is needed. 
Palmatier (1973) designed the Notetaking System for
17
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Learning to (1) provide students with a systematic means of 
organizing class notes, and (2) provide a sound means for 
reviewing content information. Students are advised to use 
only one side of the loose-leaf page, and leave a three- 
inch margin to the left. Students should write down the 
important points of a lecture (on the right side of the 
page) , and go back later to insert reading notes to the 
left. Finally, the student should organize his/her notes 
by labeling each section of information presented and 
adding other important ideas that may have been overlooked 
during the lecture.
The Cornell Notetaking System created by Pauk (1989) , 
features taking two or three columns of notes. The student 
records notes on the right side of the page, much like the 
NSL. The difference is in the 2^ inch left margin. Pauk 
suggests that students add missing information, clarify 
confused information, and rewrite portions that might be 
unclear. Once this step is complete, the student creates 
key words for each section and writes them in the left hand 
margin. By covering the notes on the right side of the 
page, the student can use the key words to question 
himself/herself on the material.
Graphic Information Lessons (Reinking 1992) are also 
useful in helping students to use graphic representations
18
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to increase comprehension, and to interpret important 
textual information. PLAE (Preplan, List, Activate, and 
Evaluate) is a study system with the purpose of helping 
students monitor and control their learning. Simpson and 
Nist's (1984) strategy asks students to first define the 
study task assigned by asking a series of questions. Then, 
the students must determine how to deal with each task by 
listing a plan for studying. Next, the students activate 
their plan of study and monitor its effectiveness.
Finally, they check what they gained from the studying 
session against their performance on the test.
Other simple study strategies include using mnemonics. 
Levin (1993) states that a mnemonic strategy "involves a 
transformation of otherwise difficult-to-remember material 
into something more memorable." Acronyms, rhymes, and 
acrostics are all mnemonic devices that can be used to aid 
students' memories. Students can also skim reading 
passages to get an overview of the information in a piece 
of text. "Low-achieving readers tend to read everything at 
a slow rate" (Gunning 1998). It is suggested that skimming 
be introduced when a task demands it. Scanning can also be 
used to check information when looking for a specific bit 
of data when time is of the essence.
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THE IMPACT OF READING/WRITING STRATEGIES ON COMPREHENS ION 
IN A  COMMUNITY COLLEGE SETTING
In researching the history of the reading/writing 
connection in the community college setting, the good news 
is that it spans a brief time frame, from approximately the 
early 80's to the present. The bad news is that 
reading/writing strategies and instruction are not solely 
reserved for the reading and/or English classroom, but 
cross over into many other disciplines, thus this area has 
expanded to become a part of other histories. While 
reading and writing are gaining prominence as "modes of 
learning" (Quinn 1995), discussion about the integration of 
the two acts has been taking place since the early 1800s 
without much success.
Reading specialists and composition instructors have 
long been concerned with only providing instruction in 
their specific disciplines. Now with the teaching of 
writing and reading increasingly becoming the 
responsibility of all teachers, some researchers have 
attempted to provide the benefits of teaching across the 
curriculum. Gebhard (1983) surmises that writing requires 
close observation of experience and higher order thinking 
skills. Reading programs require those same components for 
successful comprehension, therefore the two must be taught 
in an interrelated manner. Kennedy (1980) believes that it
20
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is time for instructors in the reading field to become 
knowledgeable about written communication because the 
skills for both areas are interwoven.
A number of studies have focused on the role of 
writing instruction and its impact on reading instruction 
and vice versa. Stotsky (1982) acknowledges that 
composition teachers have long suspected that developing 
writing skills enhances the development of reading skills. 
She specifically looked at the processes of dictation, 
reproduction, precis writing, sentence combining, and 
copying as a means for students to reproduce, manipulate, 
add to the content, or reduce language. Each writing 
strategy gives the students experience with the literal 
meaning of the text, which is very much a concern of the 
teacher. The exercises give students, "Active practice in 
grappling literally with the language and ideas of these 
forms of discourse (informational and argumentative 
material) which may be particularly useful for the 
secondary or post-secondary reading teacher" (Stotsky 
1982).
Where Stotsky's work focused primarily on writing 
exercises being tied directly to a written language 
stimulus, Collins' (1979) research provided insight into 
the positive effect that free expressive writing could have
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on a reading program. She found that expressive writing in 
combination with reading instruction improved the 
comprehension of her college freshman class in contrast to 
reading instruction alone. Foster (1997) also found the 
reading/writing connection to be beneficial to students in 
an expressivist, personal writing course. His conclusion 
was drawn not because reading helped the students to use 
appropriate textual strategies, but because the reading 
assignments had a strong impact on their attitudes about 
themselves as readers and writers. Through reading the 
course assignments, students were able to observe the tone 
of the text, but in some cases were unable to distinguish 
the direction of the tone, which made it difficult for them 
to rationalize their own feelings. In this case, reading 
leads to self-discovery.
Contemporary methods of understanding curriculum as 
autobiographical text have led to research in the area of 
reading and writing, which is also a means of self- 
discovery. Pinar's (1996) currere is a strategy designed 
to disclose experience so that one can see it more clearly. 
Beach (1990) also believes that autobiographical 
experiences can increase comprehension. By writing, the 
student is discovering and clarifying his/her knowledge 
surrounding the text. He argues that if students elaborate
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on their experience, then they are more likely to develop 
the conventions to be violated, which in turn, is related 
to the point of the experience.
Known as the Father of the "Whole Language" movement, 
Goodman (1983) examines the relationship between reading 
and writing. He, and wife, Yetta state, "Children use in 
writing what they observe in reading. But they must also 
be reading like writers." Students observe certain 
characteristics when reading a text, and only when they 
begin to write, is there an attempt to recreate the style 
of language that was previously read. Sanacore (1983) also 
supports this idea of using text, and encouraging students 
to identify various types of discourse. By doing so, the 
teacher is helping the student to understand the different 
processes and constructs, which improves reading 
comprehension and allows students the opportunity to gain 
insights into the behaviors that are similar in reading and 
writing. Reading, response to literature, and composition 
all have similarities (Petrosky 1982). His argument is 
that understanding is composing. The best way to represent 
one's understanding of text is to write.
Reading and writing are both complex processes that 
involve organizing, selecting, and connecting (Spivey 
1990). In examining the constructive processes involved in
23
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reading and writing, Spivey (1990) is able to draw 
parallels in that both readers and writers actively engage 
with text. The reader does so in the construction of 
meaning as the new text is integrated into his/her schema. 
The writer is also organizing, selecting, and connecting 
information whether he/she is integrating research for a 
paper or original thoughts in a journal.
Modeling is constantly used in teaching as a method of 
scaffolding instruction for the attainment of reading and 
writing skills. Seldom are the models analogous. Trosky 
and Wood (1982) developed a writing model to teach reading 
based on the rationale that writing is built on a number of 
processes including building relationships as well as the 
ability to uncover those relationships. In using these 
skills to enhance the writing process, the reading process 
may also be enhanced.
Stotsky (1983) reviewed a large number of studies 
examining the effects of writing on reading, which are 
broken into two categories: those attempting to improve 
writing through writing instruction, and those attempting 
to improve reading through the use of writing. She found 
that a number of studies, old and new, suggest that writing 
assignments are beneficial to the improvement of 
comprehension of reading material. Increased reading
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experience tends to lead to improvement in writing, whereas 
specific reading instruction does not.
Since most students have not made writing a 
significant part of their lives, Browning (1986) suggests 
the use of journal writing to help improve reading, 
writing, and thinking. Her study required students to read 
and give their opinions of the assigned texts in terms of 
personal reaction rather than summarization. Students 
found the assignments beneficial because they were able to 
read a wider variety of materials; they believed that their 
comprehension was better, and that they were more aware of 
the reading process.
Journal writing is more informal and lengthy, whereas 
the microtheme is a writing-to-learn strategy that forces 
students to read and condense the material considerably 
(Stanley 1991). Bean, Drenk, and Lee (1982) created 
several microthemes, including the summary posing and the 
thesis-support microthemes. This strategy is advocated in 
Writing-Across-the-Curriculum programs, because students 
are able to read a variety of different materials and 
communicate their substance to others in a condensed form. 
Reading material and being restricted to succinct language 
is a way of assisting the student in thinking carefully
25
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about content, meaning, and determining what details are 
worthy of mention.
Receiving instruction in how to use writing plans can 
help students to become more effective readers and writers 
(Dougherty 198 6). First, students need to be familiar with 
the different types of texts, be they expository, 
narrative, illustrative, or definition. Then, they need to 
understand that texts are built as a result of asking and 
answering questions. Asking and answering questions leads 
to higher order thinking, which is one of the primary goals 
in both reading and writing instruction.
Because instructors have been working to incorporate 
reading and writing into their courses, new approaches are 
always being tested. Bryan (1996) implemented cooperative 
writing groups to enhance reading and writing 
comprehension. Though grouping is not a new idea, her 
distinct questioning methods and rules for governing the 
groups were. Her study was encouraging in the sense that 
through modeling and discussion, it was apparent that 
increased understanding in terms of reading content and 
writing structure had taken place. Students felt the 
freedom to dissect text for meaning, structural confusions, 
and personal areas of interest, which became the basis for 
essays. These essays were shared with the cooperative
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group, and discussion ensued as a means of communicating 
about the reading and writing processes.
In determining whether writing could be used as an 
independent learning strategy that would help students 
plan, monitor, and evaluate content, Simpson (1986) created 
PORPE (Predict, Organize, Rehearse, Practice, and 
Evaluate). Initially the student reads over text and makes 
predictions as to what questions would make good essays. 
Next, the student organizes notes. Then he/she rehearses 
the content, practices writing the information, and finally 
evaluates the product as if the student is the professor. 
Students using the PORPE method of integrating reading and 
writing produced superior essays as opposed to students- who 
did not use the strategy (Simpson, Stahl & Hayes 1989).
Summarization has also been used as a method of 
improving reading comprehension for many at-risk students. 
Studies found that being provided with the important points 
prior to reading an assignment led to increased 
comprehension scores. The problem with summarization is 
that it is not governed by any distinct guidelines, which 
makes it difficult to describe. "However, summary writing 
in its various forms seems to be one of the best vehicles 
available for implementing a constructivist, process- 
oriented approach to teaching reading comprehension" (Flood
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& Lapp 1990). Not only can summarization serve as a 
measure of reading comprehension/ but it can also provide 
the student's written text so that writing comprehension 
and structure may also be examined.
There is some overlap in strategies, meaning a 
strategy may be coded as both reading comprehension and a 
study strategy. Those presented in this section are no 
different. Many of these strategies have been circulating 
for ten years or more. However, with new insights into the 
comprehension process, educators have begun to fine tune 
strategies to address the immediate need of their students, 
which is to determine the best possible method of 
delivering instruction to maximize comprehension.
FINAL THOUGHT
In spite of the writing-across-the-curriculum movement 
and research supporting the reading/writing connection, 
indications are that most educators still tend to use 
writing either as a test of knowledge or as part of the 
instruction given in writing itself. Overall, the 
developmental educator is still seen as an idealist, trying 
to achieve something that is unattainable. The research 
presented in this chapter is a positive attestation to the 
benefits of integrating two very important aspects of one's 
learning. The research findings and strategies discussed
28
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have perhaps opened the door to a new way of thinking and 
may eventually lead to a restructuring of the current 
reading and writing curriculum.
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According to Yin, case studies are the preferred 
strategy when "how" or "why" questions are being posed, 
when the investigator has little control over actual 
events, and when the focus of the research is on a 
contemporary phenomenon within some real-life context 
(1994). This research study encompasses all three aspects 
of Yin's justification for using this methodology, and was 
utilized upon this basis.
In formulating research questions the ideas of 
substance and form were of the utmost importance. That is, 
conscious attention was placed on what the study was to 
examine and exactly whom it would focus on. The research 
questions were more explanatory, which led to the use of 
the case study method. These questions also dealt with 
phenomena that needed to be traced over time, rather than 
something that happened as an incident (Yin 1994). In 
addition, the behaviors of the participants could not be 
manipulated.
"The case study inquiry relies on multiple sources of 
evidence, with data needing to converge in a triangulating
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fashion, and as another result" (Yin 1994) . This study 
used observation to examine how case study participants 
interact with each other in an effort to use textual 
strategies in the outlining and drafting of compositions. 
Participants were interviewed in an effort to explain and 
illustrate their thought processes.
Case Study Design — Type 4
The case study design that was utilized for this 
project is the Type 4 design suggested by Yin's 2 X 2  
matrix. First, the design is classified as a multiple case 
study because it is composed of more than a single case - 
containing approximately six in-depth cases. Yin (1994) 
recommends the single case study when it represents a 
critical case, when the scientific community is studying 
something that has previously not been accessible or 
observable, or when the case represents something extreme. 
On the other hand, multiple case designs include more than 
a single case and allow for comparisons and contrasts 
between all participants involved. This study did not fit 
a case that contained elements that have not been 
previously accessible or observable. Although the REGROW 
reading/writing strategy is new, numerous reading 
strategies have been tested using similar methods.
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In addition to being categorized as a multiple case 
study, this project was classified as holistic. According 
to Yin (1994), "The holistic design is advantageous when no 
logical subunits can be identified and when the relevant 
theory underlying the case study is itself of a holistic 
nature." The students were selected as the units of 
measurement. In a global sense, the research design can be 
considered holistic because after administering the REGROW 
reading/writing strategy, the project's success/failure was 
viewed at the conclusion. But more important, the 
individual outcomes were observed and reported.
QUALITATIVE STUDY
This study developed as a result of interest in the 
reading and writing connection. Although research revealed 
that the two processes are interrelated and performance is 
enhanced by this intertwined relationship, many college 
courses still separate the two disciplines. Reading 
courses deal primarily with reading instruction, and 
English courses focus on composition.
The REGROW reading/writing strategy was used in a 
community college setting to determine whether combining 
the teaching of the two disciplines resulted in increased 
understanding of the textual strategies used in composition 
as compared to direct writing instruction. Direct writing
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instruction is "teacher-led.." The teacher stands in front 
of the classroom and provides instruction focusing on the 
different types of essays <i.e., persuasive, narrative, 
classification) and the structure of each. What is meant 
by structure is the five-paragraph model, which includes an 
introductory paragraph, three paragraphs for the body of 
the essay, and a concluding paragraph. In addition, some 
focus is placed on outlining, grammar and mechanics. 
Although there may be some focus placed on critical 
thinking, the teacher does not provide strategies to 
enhance students' thought processes.
The REGROW reading/writing strategy differs from 
direct writing instruction in that it provides reading 
material as a basis for motivating students to think 
critically. Where direct instruction merely encourages 
students to think critically, the REGROW reading/writing 
strategy focuses on the use of question-answer 
relationships and guided collaboration as a means of 
enhancing the way students think about issues, which in 
turn should translate into the way that they think about 
their own writing.
"Qualitative methods consist of three kinds of data 
collection: (1) in-depth, open-ended interviews; (2) direct
observation; and (3) written documents" (Patton 1990) . In
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an effort to gather thick, rich descriptions of the 
relationships among students, as well as the reading and 
writing connection, and to gain insights into students' 
thought processes the use of this methodology yielded the 
most informative results.
SAMPLING
"The sampling strategy must be selected to fit the 
purpose of the study, the resources available, the 
questions being asked, and the constraints being faced" 
(Patton 1990). Based upon the criteria for selecting a 
sampling method, it was determined that stratified 
purposeful sampling was best suited for the purpose of the 
study. Stratified purposeful sampling, "Illustrates 
characteristics of particular subgroups of interest; 
facilitates comparisons" (Patton 1990). Above average, 
average, and below average cases (two students in each 
category) were selected using a combination of diagnostic 
essay exam and standardized reading test.
The chosen sampling method provided information-rich 
cases, and mixed ability students were identified. These 
students interacted with each other through guided 
collaboration, which was observed to determine whether 
there was a transfer of textual strategies and critical 
thinking skills. Not only were these students' performance
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during direct instruction and implementation of the REGROW 
reading/writing strategy measured, but also it was reported 
in relation to other students in the sample group.
DATA SOURCES AND COLLECTION
Performing any type of study where human behavior is 
under investigation requires taking steps to ensure that 
the process of gathering data is credible, in that 
trustworthiness has been established. To structure a study 
that investigates the impact of the REGROW reading/writing 
strategy on the use of textual strategies in comprehension, 
it was necessary to triangulate the data. Denzin (1978) 
stated that no single method ever adequately solves the 
problem of rival causal factors, because each method will 
reveal different aspects of empirical reality. Data, 
investigator, and methodological triangulation were used as 
a means to determine the effectiveness of this strategy. 
Patton (1990) also recommends, "A multi-method, 
triangulation approach to fieldwork," because it increases 
both the validity and the reliability of evaluation data.
Data sources consisted of observations, pre- and post­
interviews, documents (written compositions and 
examinations), and standardized test scores. By obtaining 
these different types of data, insight was gained into
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whether the REGROW strategy had an impact on students' 
learning, and whether it was perceived as important.
Prior to the beginning of the study, statistics 
including students' ages and placement test scores were 
obtained. This allowed for a generalized view of who would 
compose the case study sample. Upon the first class 
meeting, students were pre-tested by writing two essays 
(narrative and persuasive). In addition, these students 
were also tested using the Nelson-Denny Standardized 
Reading Test. This test was used to gauge the students' 
levels of performance. Information gathered from the 
statistical printout and the accompanying diagnostic 
examinations served as the basis for the stratified 
purposeful sample.
Pre- and post interviews were conducted using Patton's 
(1990) standardized open-ended interview format. While all 
interviewing techniques have strengths and weaknesses, the 
standardized open-ended method best served the purpose 
guiding this study. This method consists of a set of 
questions that are carefully worded and arranged with the 
intention of taking each case study subject through the 
same sequence. This method is used, "when it is important 
to minimize variation in the questions posed to 
interviewees. This reduces the possibility of bias that
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comes from having different interviews for different 
people" (Patton 1990) . The standardized open-ended format 
involved questions pertinent to building information-rich 
cases and also allowed freedom in responses due to their 
open-ended nature.
According to Lincoln and Guba (1985) persistent 
observation provides "depth" for researchers by helping 
them to identify the characteristics of aspects of the 
social scene that are the most relevant to the particular 
question being pursued. For this reason, observations were 
conducted throughout the semester. These specific 
observations occurred during whole class discussions as 
well as during case study subject group collaboration.
Field notes were accumulated during these interactions.
This step provided insight into the processes that students 
use to make meaning during composition prior to the 
intervention and how they react as a result of the 
intervention. Not only did the observations provide 
insight into the students' thinking but also how they 
assisted one another in this process.
Documents were collected throughout the course of this 
study as a primary source to determine whether the REGROW 
reading/writing strategy had an impact on the students' use 
of textual strategies compared to traditional direct
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writing instruction. Yin (1994) states that documents can 
be the basis for making inferences. Pre-testing essay 
documents were gathered, as well as the compositions 
themselves. Collecting information by using observation, 
interviews, and document analysis resulted in a more 
credible and trustworthy study.
DATA ANALYSIS
Frequently, one method of analysis may not facilitate 
the organization and/or the attempt by the researcher to 
make sense of the data collected. For this reason, 
different portions of methodologies were used. Patton 
(1994) provides several options that may be used to analyze 
observations. These options include chronology, key 
events, and processes. Field notes were analyzed by using 
these methods.
The first set of interviews was conducted following 
the first class meeting. Patton's (1990) standardized 
open-ended interview questions were used with all case 
study participants (See Appendix F) . The post-interviews 
were conducted during the final week of the course (See 
Appendix Q) . Both sets of responses were analyzed using 
Spradley's (1979) Developmental Research Sequence. DRS is 
regularly used throughout the analysis process, but was 
only used after interviews had been conducted. It was
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important to run the entire study and receive student 
responses in order to effectively determine if the strategy 
was successful. There was a clear idea of what was being 
measured and how it should be measured, therefore it was 
not believed that following the steps of the DRS to focus 
interview content was necessary. If the information was 
analyzed throughout the interview process and responses did 
not coincide with what was anticipated, then the researcher 
could have made adjustments in the study design that may 
have jeopardized the credibility of the study.
Descriptive guestions were generated to determine what 
was actually talcing place during the interviews - what were 
the students really saying. DRS was used to search for 
patterns to describe cultural behavior, which gave insight 
into student behavior (reading and writing). Interview 
analysis began by reviewing the discussions with the 
students conducted by the researcher in an effort to 
compile domain analyses. These analyses contained folk 
terms and analytic terms, which provided insight into the 
current student culture. In testing these domain analyses, 
taxonomic analyses were compiled using structural 
questions, and componential analyses were constructed using 
contrast questions. Tables were used as visual 
representations to show the similarities and/or differences
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in the beliefs, learning styles, and educational progress 
of the students.
Two instructors analyzed all documents collected in 
the course in an effort to increase the trustworthiness of 
the study. A grading rubric was used (See Appendix C) to 
determine if the compositions that students wrote included 
well thought out examples and descriptions. This rubric 
has a breakdown that determined whether the essay was above 
average, average, or below average.
Spradley's (1979) Developmental Research Sequence was 
used to analyze observations. Patton's (1990) standardized 
open-ended interview questions were compiled to gather the 
same information from students, but allowed for flexibility 
in terms of individual responses. The analysis of 
documents by using the scoring rubric reduced variation in 
determining the impact of the REGROW reading/writing 
strategy in a community college setting. By triangulating 
the data and the analysis of the data, a study that was 
highly trustworthy and credible was conducted.
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CHAPTER 4
THE CASE STUDIES:
A  PROFILE OF THE STUDENTS AND BACKGROUND HISTORY
Each student who participated in the study provided 
demographics, information on self, his/her attitudes toward 
reading and language, school and education, and his/her 
opinion on the instruction received in the Developmental 
English 091 course (direct writing instruction versus the 
REGROW reading/writing strategy). These headings were 
selected as categories because educators must collect as 
much personal information as necessary from students in 
order to determine what methods of instruction may be used 
to help them overcome literacy deficits. Each subject 
provided invaluable information in that each student came 
from different backgrounds with different life experiences. 
This information has been summarized and will be presented 
in the sections that follow.
ELLEN
"Trap Mouth" would be an ideal way to describe Ellen. 
To extract responses from her was like pulling teeth. It 
was as if the "Jaws of Life" was needed to get her to speak 
at length on any subject. She has always been pleasant. 
Ellen was usually the first student to arrive to class and 
maintained above average attendance, over the course of the 
semester.
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Born on June 25, 1978 (22 years old), Ellen was one of
the youngest case study participants. Ellen describes her
racial/ethnic background as Caucasian. Growing up, she
lived with both parents. In terms of socio-economic
status, she describes her family, with three members
currently in the home, as earning an income in the range of
$60,000 and above. She has three siblings, two brothers
and one sister, all older than she. When asked to describe
her relationship with her brothers and sisters, she stated:
"I am closest to my sister. She is very intelligent 
and gives good advice. But, sometimes she gets too 
bossy and too much like a mother. I hardly ever speak 
to my brothers. I am uncomfortable around men and I 
don't know why. This makes them uncomfortable because 
they sense that I am uncomfortable. So, therefore it 
is a no-win situation."
When prompted to give more descriptive information on the
sibling relationship, she did not elaborate. When speaking
of her relationship with her parents she replied:
"Since I am the baby of the family I am kind of 
spoiled and dependent on my parents. I hope to soon 
become independent and live on my own. I love both of 
my parents dearly."
She declined to add additional information to this comment
as well.
Ellen describes herself as caring and concerned. "I 
like the fact that I am a very caring and concerned person. 
I care about everything and everyone. I don't like to see 
anyone or anything hurt. If I do, it usually affects me,"
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she says. In the Developmental English classroom, these 
traits have never been observed.
After completing her education, she would like to 
become a Public Tax Accountant. Originally, she attended 
Southeastern Louisiana University. When asked why she 
chose to attend New Hope Community College, she said that 
it was for the convenience of the location, and because she 
perceived Southeastern as being harder. She did not cite 
specific reasons for the difference in academic 
expectations between the two institutions. (Ellen's NHCC 
English accuplacer score is 82, which translates to an ACT 
score between 12 and 16.) Ellen also cites gender as a 
reason that she decided to attend NHCC as she stated,
"Because I am a woman I feel like an education is a 
necessity. I want to be able to make it on my own if I 
have to. I don't want to be a housewife and have to depend 
on a husband."
If given a choice to write, read, listen to stories, 
or engage in other activities, Ellen prefers to go to the 
mall. She rated writing as fifth on a scale of one to six,
with 'one' being "most liked."
She believes that she really benefits from the reading 
process. To Ellen, reading is entertaining and beneficial. 
"It improves your vocabulary and other things. It can also 
affect how well you do in school." Ellen thinks that
people her age tend to enjoy reading magazines and
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newspapers. She sees herself as an average reader - that
her reading skills need improving.
"I am slow at reading because I am a perfectionist and 
also because my mind tends to wander elsewhere. I 
read slow so that I can understand what the author is 
trying to say to me."
Writing is also a subject that she believes is 
important.
"I think it is very important to learn how to write 
properly. I think I have the potential to write well. 
But, right now I am not a real good writer and I 
really don't want to be."
If she has to write, Ellen prefers writing about someone
that she knows or her own life and experiences. She also
likes to voice her opinion by journaling.
According to Ellen's response, society, in general
views education highly. "This is why it is so hard for
someone who does not have an education to go out and get a
good paying job." Ellen also thinks that education is
important. "It affects how people see you."
Math is her favorite course. She feels that it is easy
because she understands what is expected in the classroom.
"Everything else I have to work hard at. There is no gray
area in math. You have formulas and that is a clear
outcome. Subjects like English are subjective."
Effectiveness of the REGROW reading/writing strategy
was the last category that Ellen was interviewed about.
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She revealed that she liked the group discussion because it 
helped her better organize her papers. She generated her 
own ideas and points-of-view from listening to the other 
group members. She believed the discussion groups were 
valuable because she was able to make adjustments to what 
she wrote or ideas that she was contemplating because the 
group gave her positive input. Overall, she rated the 
strategy as "very good."
The guided collaboration helped her because it gave an 
idea of what her paper was going to focus on and how to 
monitor what she wanted to say. In addition, when she 
didn't understand the particulars of a topic, her group was 
able to look at her writing and help her revise confusing 
statements.
However, she believed direct writing instruction was
important as well.
"It is important to know the basics when writing. We 
need structure and guidelines when trying to put our 
thoughts down. If we don't have that guidance, then 
papers would ramble on about nothing."
ISABELLA.
Isabella can best be described as "quiet and 
friendly." She intermittently participates in general 
classroom discussion. Isabella is enrolled in only one 
night class. Her class attendance is exemplary.
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Born on November 23, 1980, Isabella is 19 years of
age. Her racial/ethnic background is described as
Caucasian, and she has one younger sister. Her
relationship with her sister was described as different.
"Amanda and I have a love/hate relationship. We get 
along but she likes to pick at and annoy me because 
she is five-and-a-half years younger. She is a very
big tattletale. But when she isn't trying to get me
into trouble we get along pretty well. We usually go 
shopping and swimming, etc."
While growing up she lived with her mother and father.
When asked to describe her relationship with her parents,
Isabella said:
"My parents have a kinda secretive relationship. They 
are very strict on me. I am nineteen years old and 
they treat me like a two-year-old. When I go out I 
have to lie most of the time because they think every 
club is trashy. They are very judgmental about my 
schoolwork and my friends. They judge me especially 
about 'guys.' My sister does more than me because she 
is the baby and gets away with everything."
She still lives at home with her parents. In response to 
the family income question, Isabella selected the category 
of $30,000 to $59,000 to best describe her family's socio­
economic status.
Isabella's career goal after completing her education 
is non-specific. She said, "I hope to get a well paying 
job and maybe one day get married and have kids." The one 
thing that she likes most about herself is that she is 
"pretty easygoing" until people try to take advantage of
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her. "I'm caring. If someone has a problem, I will listen
and try to give advice or let them cry on my shoulder."
If she could change anything about herself, it would
be the way that she "thinks." When prompted to give more
information on her "way of thinking" she could not actually
articulate the change. In terms of family, she likes the
fact that her parents love her too much. What she likes
least is the family arguments.
"When all four of us are at home together, we get into
big arguments. I don't like how my parents favor my
sister and let her get away with murder and if I want 
to do something the answer is usually no."
If given a choice to read, write, talk, listen to
stories, or participate in another activity, Isabella
chooses to talk. "I feel that when I talk, I can say what
I mean better than writing (most of the time)." She enjoys
reading, especially when she is interested in the material.
She believes that people her age prefer reading newspaper
articles, magazines that focus on current events, movie
stars and music artists. Although she enjoys reading and
believes that it is very important to read, she does not
believe that she reads enough.
In general, Isabella enjoys writing when she has a
topic that she understands and has a lot to say about it.
She is optimistic about her vision of herself as a writer.
"I'm not the best writer. Maybe one day I will get better.
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I think I still have some things to learn, but I think I 
will get there."
She is open to trying new things in her writing 
assignments. She mostly enjoys writing about personal 
experiences because they are the easiest topics for her to 
explain. "I like writing about my feelings and what goes on 
each day. It helps release some of the tension and anger 
built up inside of me."
When asked about her opinion of how society views 
education, Isabella said that she believes that society 
views education as a necessity, but she doesn't think it 
gives teachers enough credit. "Many teachers work really 
hard and are always criticized." Personally, she thinks 
that education is needed in order to be successful in the 
world. "Without it, you will have to struggle to live."
Isabella attended Vocation Technical College prior to 
enrolling at NHCC. She chose to attend the community 
college because she disliked going to a vocational school 
and she believed that the instruction she received was 
inferior. She expressed that NHCC is a good school because 
of the smaller class sizes, "You really get to know your 
classmates and teachers." (Isabella's ACT English score is 
12.)
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Her favorite course during her educational career has
been the Developmental English course. "This class and the
discussions have been interesting, plus having an open-
minded teacher helps." When asked about the instruction
she received in her Developmental English course, she
thought that it was helpful. "I thought we really had a
lot of chances to improve our grades." She made no
suggestions for improvement of the course. In terms of
whether or not the Developmental English course helped her
to become a better reader, Isabella stated:
"I don't know if it helped me read better. I guess it 
helped me read my own papers and find problems or 
inconsistencies. It opened me up to reading a variety 
of stories."
Responding to the Developmental English course in terms of 
writing, she stated that she believed that it helped her to 
get a better understanding of how to organize and write 
papers. "I believe I understand how to organize an essay 
and think through the support that I use to back up my 
topics."
For Isabella, the REGROW reading/writing strategy had 
one major benefit. The benefit was, "It helped me to see 
where my problems were at, and how to notice my mistakes." 
She thought the strategy, in general was a good idea 
because the group members were often able to help others 
see the problems with details that they included in their
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essays. In closing, Isabella said that she believed the 
REGROW reading/writing strategy was particularly effective 
if a person within the group followed all of the steps. 
ZELDA
A single parent with "drive" is a phrase that best 
describes Zelda. She was born on February 22, 1974 (26 
years old). Her classroom attendance is above average.
Zelda describes herself as African-American/Black.
She has three brothers and two sisters, four older than 
she. In describing her relationship with her siblings, 
Zelda stated, "We are close sometimes. However, when we 
argue, it takes a while for us to resolve disagreements.
We hold grudges."
Growing up, she lived with her mother and father.
When asked to describe her relationship with her parents 
she stated,
"My father passed away when I was nine years old. My 
stepfather raised me since I was nine. Our 
relationship was good. My relationship with my mother 
has always been close."
Currently, there are two members in her household, her 
son and herself. She describes the total income in her 
household between $0 and $29,000.
After completing her education, Zelda intends to 
pursue a career as a registered nurse. She sees herself as 
"very giving." She says that she has been blessed enough
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so that she is able to help others. She does not want to 
change anything about herself because all of her traits 
(attitude, appearance, beliefs, etc) make her who she is. 
She describes her family as very close. Zelda believes 
that family unity is important. "Family members should 
always be there for one another. We stick together; always 
there for one another."
If given a choice to read, write, talk, listen to 
stories, or choose another activity, Zelda chooses to talk. 
"I like to talk because you can learn a lot about people by 
communicating with them. It has always been easier for me 
to say what I mean verbally."
When discussing her thoughts on reading, Zelda 
responded by saying that reading informs one about the 
world and what is going on in it. "Reading also broadens a 
person's vocabulary." She perceives herself as a moderate 
reader. "If the story is interesting, I'll read it 
completely. If the story isn't interesting, I'll skim 
through it. My reading can stand some improvement." She 
reads more contemporary magazine articles.
On the other hand, Zelda perceives herself as a better 
writer. She believes that writing is an outlet for those 
unable to stand in front of a large group of people and 
make a presentation. She prefers to write about her life
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experiences (good and bad times), other people's mistakes
and the lessons learned from those mistakes.
According to Zelda, society as a whole perceives
education as important. She stated, "Everyone needs an
education because soon a high school diploma will, not be
good enough to obtain a job." She attended Small. Town
University prior to enrolling at NHCC. She decided to come
to NHCC because of smaller class sizes. "It is a. great
college. In my experience - I've had wonderful instructors
that actually cared for their students." She wiil also be
able to complete the pre-requisites toward her RNF degree.
(Zelda's NHCC Placement test score was 53, which translates
to a score of 12 to 16 on the ACT scale.)
English is her favorite course because it has always
been her strongest area. She does not believe that
instruction in her Developmental English course helped her
to become a better reader because it was primarily a
writing course. But, she does believe that the instruction
helped her to become a better writer because, "the more one
writes the better the compositions become." In general she
thought that class and group discussions were informative
but she did not get much out of the sessions.
"It was interesting to hear opposing points and 
thinking-out-louds by others although it didn't sway 
my opinion. Overall I think that the REGROW
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reading/writing strategy can be an excellent strategy 
to help some people."
She would rather use the questions provided to self-monitor
her own compositions rather than collaborate with others.
RAY
Ray is a "stickler for details." He was always in
class. His attendance was excellent. He asked questions
and took the initiative during group discussions. He tried
to get everyone involved in discussions, and tried to
clarify any issues that his classmates were confused about.
Caucasian is the category that Ray feels best
describes his racial/ethnic background. He was born on
April 16, 1954 (46 years old) . He has two brothers and one
sister —  two are older than he.
"I have a close relationship with all of my brothers 
and sisters, especially the youngest. We have always 
communicated frequently. We still gather together for 
holidays and try to plan trips together."
While growing up, he lived with his parents. He is closer
to his mother now contrasted to when he was a child. Two
people are currently living in his household and he
describes the current income as falling between $30,000 and
$59,000.
"I am persistent." This is how Ray describes what he 
likes most about himself. Though he has suffered
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adversity, like diagnosis with Attention Deficit Disorder, 
he continues to pursue his life's dreams.
If given a choice to read, write, talk, listen to 
stories or participate in another activity, Ray chooses to 
read because it is his favorite hobby. He says that he 
loves to read because an individual can learn so much from 
reading. He tends to believe that many people his age do 
not read, and therefore cannot determine what they prefer 
to read if the opportunity presents itself. He thinks that 
he is an average reader, and reads magazines and 
newspapers.
Overall, writing is an interesting and challenging 
endeavor. "I am an average writer," Ray says. "The only 
time I like to write is when I write about my experiences." 
Since his handwriting is not very legible, writing 
intimidates him.
"Society is only concerned about what affects it."
Ray has definite beliefs on what the expectations of 
society are and what society should be responsible for 
doing for its citizens. He believes that wealthy,
Caucasians generally control decision-making power. Only 
when there are problems with the schools attended by their 
children, is there a call for action.
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Ray has never attended another institution of higher 
education. (NHCC English placement test score was 86, 
which translates to a score of 12 to 16 on the ACT scale). 
After being out of the classroom environment, Ray thought 
that a community college would be the best place to start. 
Because he has never attended another college or 
university, Developmental English has been his favorite 
course.
"So far this class has been my favorite because it 
gave me the chance to prove to others that I do have 
the ability to transfer my thoughts to a paper that 
others would be able to read and understand."
During the course of the semester, Ray expressed that
he enjoyed all of the activities in class, especially the
ones that allowed the class to have oral discussions. The
only suggestion for improvement during the course was to
make everyone participate in the discussions.
While Ray believes that he has always been a good
reader, Developmental English has helped him to become a
better writer. "It (Developmental English) has taught me
the correct way to tell a story." In addition, he says
that the course has taught him to write about issues that
he thought were not all that important.
The last section of questioning revolved around the
REGROW reading/writing strategy.
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Q: What do you think of the REGROW reading/writing 
strategy?
A: A  great idea. It gave me a chance to express my 
opinions and hear the opinions of my classmates. 
Anything I was unclear about was answered during group 
time. It also helped me to organize and filter 
through my thoughts and pick the details that would 
best support my position and would be most effective 
for my audience."
Furthermore, he also believed that the group discussion and
reflection had a huge impact on his writing. The group
discussion gave him an opportunity to share his ideas and
observations.
"The strategy worked very well for me. I am a 100% 
better writer compared to how I was at the beginning 
of the semester. I also feel that I have been well 
prepared for English 101."
RODNEY
"Intense" would be the word that best describes 
Rodney. He pays attention to details and is very 
descriptive. He is not very talkative, but provides 
information upon request. There was always a need to 
prompt him for answers to the standardized open-ended 
questions. His demeanor is pleasant and he has a sense of 
humor. His classroom attendance is above average.
Rodney was born on December 14, 197 6 (23 years old).
He describes his racial/ethnic background as Caucasian. He 
has one brother and one sister, both younger than he. When
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asked to describe the relationship that he has with his
siblings, Rodney stated:
"I would describe our relationship as distant. We 
speak to each other on a conversational level, but not 
a personal level. Neither my brother nor my sister 
know what I am like on a personal level."
Growing up, he lived with both parents in the home. His
relationship with his parents was described as parental,
yet democratic, although not like a friendship. "My
relationship with them now is great. When I was younger we
did not get along, but since I do not live with them, we
have a good relationship." He lives alone and has an income
that falls in the range of $30,000 to $59,000.
After completing his education, Rodney wants to become
a Process Technician. He savors the fact that he is a
humorous person, and that he is very friendly. If he could
change anything about himself, it would be his shyness. "I
would change the fact that I cannot get up in front of a
crowd of people and speak on any subject.
Listening is Rodney's preference if given a choice to
read, write, talk, listen to stories, or participate in
other activities. He prefers to listen to others in an
effort to glean information about their lives. "It helps me
to realize that I'm not by myself. Other people experience
the same problems that I'm having." He perceives that
people his age prefer reading magazines and newspapers
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because they're reading about things with which they are 
familiar.
When asked how he perceives himself as a reader,
Rodney stated that he is an average reader. "I do not read 
as much as I should. Reading is an excellent way to learn." 
He perceives himself as an above average writer. "I like 
to write because I can express myself easier when I write." 
When writing he usually writes about his personal 
experiences or things that directly affect him.
"Society wants better education but does not want to 
pay for it," Rodney postulates. To him, "Education is the 
key to success." He originally attended "Big Easy" 
Community College. He chose to attend NHCC because it is 
close to his home and is not expensive. His thinks that 
NHCC is an expedient stepping-stone, if a student is not 
ready for a major university. (Rodney's NHCC placement 
score is 42, which translates to an ACT English score of 11 
and below)
"All of my courses were favorites," Rodney exclaimed.
"They all taught me things that I didn't previously know."
In presenting his opinion of the Developmental English
instruction that he received Rodney said,
"I enjoyed the class discussions that we frequently 
had. In terms of improving the course, I would 
suggest that the teacher remain in control of the 
classroom to keep discussion on an educational level."
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He credits Developmental English with improving his 
reading and writing skills. He indicated that his mind was 
opened to reading short stories and other reading materials 
with which he was unfamiliar. "I feel that after the 
course that I can easily compose an essay without much 
difficulty."
During the post-interview, Rodney suggested that he 
believed both the direct writing instruction and the REGROW 
reading/writing strategy to be significant. "I think once 
students are taught the structure of the writing 
assignment, they should be given the freedom to express 
themselves. The strategy was helpful for that."
RACHEL
"Quiet" and "diligent" are terms that can be used when 
describing Rachel. In the classroom setting, she does not 
appear to be outgoing. Rachel only speaks when she has to 
answer a question. She can be described as a wallflower 
that absorbs the information presented and completes her 
assignments. Rachel only provided minimal responses. Her 
attendance is above average.
Born on August 16, 1963 (35 years old), Rachel is one 
of three siblings. She describes her racial/ethnic 
background as Caucasian. Both of her brothers are older 
than she is. When describing her relationship with them,
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she maintains that they are friendly, but not in constant 
contact. While growing up, she lived with her mother and 
father. Her current relationship with them is also 
described as very good. "We talk and visit all the time." 
Rachel no longer lives with her parents, and describes her 
family's income category as $30,000 to $59,000.
Rachel does not have a specific career goal in mind 
after completing her education. She stated that she wants 
to find a job that she will be happy doing. She currently 
works for the telephone company. She considers herself to 
be a nice person and would like to improve upon her lack of 
confidence. In her opinion, Rachel believes that her 
family possesses great communication skills, but is 
frequently busy and unable to find much time to spend 
together.
If given a choice to read, write, talk, listen to 
stories, or to choose another activity, Rachel prefers to 
read. " I love to read because it opens my mind to 
different worlds." She enjoys reading and believes that 
she reads well, although she should take more time to read. 
She believes that people her age prefer to read romance 
novels and magazines.
In terms of writing, Rachel does not think that she is 
a good writer. "I enjoy writing about things I know about
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— things that I feel strongly about. Sometimes I just feel 
like I am not getting to the core of what I want to 
communicate."
Rachel perceives that society places a great value on 
education - that everyone should have an education. "I 
feel to be successful, one should have a good foundation 
with a good education." She has never attended college 
prior to enrolling at New Hope Community College. She 
decided to enroll because of the convenience and the size, 
and she has grown to like NHCC. "I'm comfortable here." 
(NHCC English Score of 71, which translates to a score of 
12 to 16 on the ACT)
Math is Rachel's favorite subject. Rachel enjoys 
interacting with her classmates while doing math. She 
stated that the instruction she received in her 
Developmental English course was good. It contributed to 
her becoming a better reader, and a better writer. "I think 
that the reading materials exposed me to things that I 
would not normally read." Overall, the class refreshed her 
memory on the techniques of writing.
Rachel, like the other case study participants, 
believes that direct writing instruction and the REGROW 
reading/writing strategy were both beneficial to her 
gaining more confidence in regard to her writing ability.
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"I think I am better because not only did I learn the 
correct structure, but I was allowed to work through my 
thoughts and learned to question some of the things that 
thought were good details."
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CHAPTER 5 
DATA ANALYSIS
The mini-case studies presented give a glimpse into 
the personal lives and ideas held by selected participants. 
However, the sections that follow focus on how the 
designations (above average, average, and below average) 
were assigned and how case study participants performed on 
class writing assignments in an effort to determine whether 
they benefited from the REGROW reading/writing strategy in 
their classroom setting.
DESIGNATIONS OF ABOVE AVERAGE, AVERAGE, AND BELOW AVERAGE
Prior to testing the effectiveness of the REGROW 
reading/writing strategy, it was necessary to determine how 
to distinguish between the designations of above average, 
average, and below average. Although students entered the 
Developmental English course based upon NHCC Accuplacer 
scores or ACT/SAT composites, the "label" designations were 
assigned based solely upon performance on the diagnostic 
essay examination and Nelson-Denny Reading Test.
THE SCORING RUBRIC FOR WRITING SAMPLES
The "Scoring Rubric for Writing Samples" was a tool 
designed to determine whether students were drafting essays 
with "effective" introductions, supporting details, and 
conclusions that represent the students' ability to think
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logically and critically about content. The term 
"effective" merely describes the students' ability to 
provide details that are clear, concise, and fulfill the 
purpose of the essay. The introduction should signal and 
describe the purpose of the text, the body of the essay 
should support the introduction and thesis statement, and 
the conclusion should summarize the entire composition.
In addition to the categories that focus on the 
introduction, body, and conclusion of the composition, 
there are also sections that focus on sequencing, critical 
thinking/content, and the integration of outside 
sources/prior knowledge/thoughtfulness. The range of 
scoring in each category is 4 for a product that fulfills 
the expectations of the category, to zero for no attempt to 
fulfill the criteria of the category.
On the surface it may appear that categories should be 
grouped to allow for some variation. However, the 
categories were not collapsed, because in grading 
compositions to determine the mastery of particular 
aspects, the instructor examines each skill distinctively. 
The makeup of an introduction is different than that of the 
body and the conclusion of an essay. Also, mechanics such 
as sequencing and grammar are seen as completely separate
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when compared to the integration of personal experiences, 
prior knowledge of content and general understanding.
Before arriving at the above average, average, and 
below average designations, two reading instructors on the 
community college campus were asked to test the reliability 
of the scoring rubric. Each was given two essays (labeled 
essay A and essay B) and two scoring sheets (labeled essay 
A and essay B). If either reviewer indicated the same 
numeric score, or there was a variation of one point in 
scoring a category, then the scores were recorded as an 
agreement. For any difference greater than one, the scores 
were recorded as a disagreement. The formula used for 
calculation is Agreement -5- Agreement + Disagreement = 
Percentage of Reliability. On essay A, both instructors 
agreed on five categories and disagreed on one, which led 
to a reliability coefficient of .833. Likewise, on essay 
B, both instructors recorded five agreements and one 
disagreement resulting in a reliability coefficient of 
.833.
To provide numeric designations for above average, 
average, and below average it is important to understand 
the numeric designations under each category. Overall, a 
score of four (4) is above average, three (3) is average, 
and two (2) is below average. The numeric representation
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of each designation (above average, average, and below 
average) was multiplied times six (number of categories) to 
determine the highest score that a student could receive in 
either of the categories (above average, average, below 
average).
To provide further explanation, a score of 4 is the
highest score that can be received in each category, which
when calculated is a total rubric score of 24. If 3 were
scored in all categories, the total calculation would be
18. Likewise, if 2 were scored in all categories, the
total would be 12. These totals are the highest amounts
that can be scored to receive the designation. The numbers
that exist between each designation leaves room for some
flexibility that provides for the range in each
designation. See Table 1 for complete breakdown of figures.
Table 1: Designations of Above Average, Average and Below 
Average based upon scoring rubric_________________
Designation Scoring Range
Above Average 24 - 19
. Average 18 - 13
Below Average 1 2 - 0
THE NELSON-DENNY STANDARDIZED READING TEST
College reading tests are broken into two general 
categories: the survey test, which functions as a screening 
mechanism for placement, and the diagnostic test, which 
provides information to determine the strengths and 
weaknesses of the student (Kingston 1955) .
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In addition to the categories defining reading 
assessment tools, testing methods may take different forms. 
"The most popular method for testing college reading is the 
reading passage accompanied by multiple choice questions" 
(Wood 1988). Gambrell (1985) also reports that the most 
common format for minimum competency tests is the multiple- 
choice format. The Nelson-Denny Reading Test is considered 
to be one of the most widely used and highly regarded 
multiple-choice standardized tests for an adult population.
The Nelson-Denny Reading Test is divided into two 
sections, vocabulary and comprehension. The vocabulary 
section contains approximately eighty items, and the 
comprehension section with passages contains about thirty- 
nine questions. Students'’ reading rate may also be 
measured during the comprehension portion of the 
examination.
Grade equivalents on the Nelson-Denny are determined 
by taking a student's vocabulary score and locating the 
grade equivalent in the vocabulary column on the scoring 
table, then doubling the comprehension raw score and 
locating the grade equivalent in that column. For the 
total grade equivalent, the student's vocabulary and 
comprehension raw scores are added together. That score is 
located in the total raw score column, and the grade
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equivalent next to that score is the student's grade level 
in terms of reading ability. See Appendix D for the Raw 
Score to Scale Score to Grade Equivalent Conversions for 
Forms G and H of the Nelson-Denny Standardized Reading 
Test.
To make a determination of what would be considered
above average, average, and below average on the Nelson-
Denny Standardized Reading Test, the base grade equivalents
were used to show distinctions. See Table 2 for a complete
breakdown of designations and grade equivalents.
Table 2: Designations of Above Average, Average and Below 
Average based upon the Nelson-Denny Standardized Reading 
Test
Designation Grade Equivalent
Above Average 15.0 and above
Average 12.9 to 14.9
Below Average 10.3 to 12.8
During a student's final year of high school enrollment, 
he/she should read on a level of 12.1 to 12.9 based upon 
year and month of continuous enrollment. After completing 
high school, a student should continue to develop based 
upon age and exposure to text. Based on the student's 
final year in high school, the average designation serves 
as the anchor of grade equivalent scores, with the average 
reading level based upon the grade equivalent set at 12 
years 9 months to 14 years and 9 months. 15 years and 0 
months and above is considered to be above average.
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Anything lower than 12 years 8 months is considered below 
average.
SUMMARY OF ABOVE AVERAGE, AVERAGE, AND BELOW AVERAGE 
DESIGNATIONS BASED UPON SCORING RUBRIC AND THE NELSON-DENNY 
STANDARDIZED READING TEST
For the purpose of evaluating the effectiveness of the 
REGROW reading/writing strategy on comprehension in a 
community college setting, it was necessary to define the 
designations that would be used to classify case study 
participants. Six students were selected based solely upon 
their performance on the Diagnostic English examination and 
Nelson-Denny Standardized Reading Test scores.
For a student to be considered above average, he/she 
would have to score between 19 and 24 on his/her Diagnostic 
English examination and have a grade equivalent of 15 years
0 months and above. Likewise, to be considered as an
average student, he/she would have to score between 13 and 
18 on his/her Diagnostic English examination and have a 
grade equivalent of 12 years 9 month to 14 years and 9
months on the Nelson-Denny. A  below average student would
have to score 0 to 12 points on his/her Diagnostic English 
examination and have a grade equivalent of 10 years 3 
months to 12 years 8 months on the Nelson-Denny. Table 3 
gives a summary of these results.
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Table 3: Summary Chart of Above Average, Average, and Below 
Average Designations based upon scoring rubric and Nelson- 
Denny Standardized Reading Test______________________________
Designation Scoring Range based upon Rubric
Grade Equivalent based 
upon Nelson-Denny 
Reading Test
Above Average 24 - 19 15.0 and above
Average 18 - 13 12.9 to 14.9
Below Average 1 2 - 0 10.3 to 12.8
THE CASE STUDY PARTICIPANTS
Six students were selected as case study participants 
in an effort to test the effectiveness of the REGROW 
reading/writing strategy- During the first class period, 
the Nelson-Denny Standardized Test and a two-part 
Diagnostic English exam were administered. The Diagnostic 
English examination served as a pre-test. Students were 
required to choose a narrative essay topic and a persuasive 
essay topic and to write a three to five paragraph essay 
for each. See Appendix E for a list of pre-test topics.
Students completed the Nelson-Denny Standardized 
Reading test first. They were given approximately eighteen 
minutes to complete the vocabulary section and twenty-six 
minutes to complete the comprehension section. Following 
the standardized examination, students were given the 
handout of possible essay topics. The scores for each 
section are recorded below in Table 4 for the students 
selected for the study.
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Table 4: Summary of standardized test and diagnostic essay 










V C T N P AA.,A,BA
Ellen 13.9 10.4 12.7 11 12 BA
Rachel 13.7 10.7 12.5 12 10 BA
Isabella 12.9 16.4 14.4 18 13 A
Rodney 12.9 14.0 13.5 13 15 A
Zelda 17.4 15.1 15.0 21 20 AA
Ray 17.0 15.9 16.6 19 19 AA
Letter Key: V=Vocabulary, C=Comprehension, T=To1 
N=Narrative, P=Persuasive 




During the second week of the course, pre-inter-views 
were scheduled with case study participants to compi-le 
background and demographic information. The standardized 
open-ended interview format was used because this approach 
guides students through the same sequence of questions to 
minimize variation in the questions posed and the responses 
received. The responses provided in pre- and post­
interviews were used to present the mini-case studies.
Table 5 includes folk terms that were used by case 
study participants and the instructor/interviewer in an 
effort to analyze the data in the case studies and tine 
essay content. Definitions are also provided to bettrer 
assist the reader in understanding what students mean when 
these terms are used.
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Not serious about academics; behavior that 
supports carefree living; having fun.
Going out 
of the way








Extremely cognizant of fine points; Person 
that checks and re-checks details to make sure 
all points have been covered.
"Has heart" Feeling compassion for others.
Easygoing Person that does not cause conflict; laidback.
Average
reader
A  reader that does the minimum, that reads 




A reader that reads when text that arouses 
curiosity becomes available.
No so good 
writer
Slow writer; papers have grammatical and 




Writer that in comparison to other writers 
does not create the best possible product.
Better
writer
Writer that in comparison to other 
participants, is better at writing than 
performing those other subjects.
Average
writer
Writer that performs the minimum requirements 
to pass the course.
General
Magazines
Magazines that cover state or national issues 
relevant to the country.
Pop culture 
magazines
Magazines that focus on entertainers, actors, 
current trends, etc.
Use of Spradley's Developmental Research Sequence
revealed differences in the participants' personalities, 
ideas about reading and writing, and opinions about how 
society views education.
BACKGROUND AND/OR DEMOGRAPHICS
Through the examination of the six mini-case studies, 
dimensions of contrast arose. These are presented in
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summary form in Table 6. Use of Spradley''s componential 
analysis assists in showing similarities and differences 
between case study participants.
Ellen, Ray and Rachel are similar in that they all 
have two brothers. Isabella has no brothers, Rodney has 
one, and Zelda has three. Ellen, Isabella, Ray, and Rodney 
have one sister, and Zelda has two. All participants are 
similar in that they grew up with both parents, mother and 
father, in the household. Four of the participants 
classified themselves as coming from middle-level income, 
whereas Ellen classified her family's income as upper 
level, and Zelda as lower level.
Table 6: Dimensions of Contrast in Background Information







Bro. Sis. Both Mother Father Other U M L
Ellen 2 1 X X
Rachel _ g _ mm X X
Isabella mm i X X
Rodney i i X X
Zelda 3 2 X X
Ray 2 1 X X
Letter Key: U = Upper level ($60,000 and a 
M = Middle level ($30,000 to $ 




Case study participants had definite ideas regarding 
the types of personalities that defined each of them, which 
were sometimes in opposition to those traits observed by
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the instructor/interviewer. Table 7 is a domain analysis 
that summarizes the instructor/interviewer's perceptions of 
the case study participants' personalities. Table 8 
summarizes how the case study participants perceived 
themselves.
Table 7: Domain analysis of instructor/interviewers' 
perceptions of the case study participants' personalities
_________________________ Personality_________________________
_____________________Is a way to describe____________________
Trap mouth 
Quiet and friendly 
"Drive"
Stickler for details 
Intense 
Quiet and diligent
Table 8: Domain analysis of case study participants'
perceptions of their personalities___________________
_________________________ Personality_________________
_____________________Is a way to describe_____________






During class observations, Ellen, the first case study 
interviewee, was always reluctant to speak. She always 
smiled and was very attentive in that she listened to 
lectures, etc., but never participated. Even when she was 
addressed directly by the instructor, she would smile and 
look down. In the one-on-one interview session, Ellen 
described herself as caring and concerned. Based solely on
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her demeanor, Ellen appears to describe herself much as she 
is perceived.
Isabella's classroom behavior indicated that she could 
be best described as quiet and friendly. She occasionally 
participated in classroom discussions by offering her 
opinions, yet she was not energetic about doing so. 
Frequently during class activities, she was seen sharing 
comments with Rodney. She described herself as easygoing. 
Her behavior during the course of the semester supported 
her assertion. Whenever she didn't agree with other 
students in the course, rather than challenge them on an 
issue or point of discussion, she chose to remain quiet 
rather than engage in verbal conflict.
During general classroom discussions, case study 
participants revealed bits and pieces about their lives 
that were not points of discussion during the interviews. 
Zelda had previously attended one of the smaller four-year 
institutions in the area. After "playing around" in school 
and getting pregnant, she resigned from the university. 
Following her resignation, she fell into a depression 
because her life was not progressing the way that her 
parents had hoped. After having her baby, she eventually 
enrolled in a vocational school and made the transition to 
New Hope Community College. For this reason, the
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instructor/interviewer perceived her as a case study 
participant who was motivated.
Zelda described herself as giving. Her classroom 
behavior never indicated this characteristic. Although she 
was always kind to others, she never went "out of her way" 
to be accommodating. At times during class discussion, she 
even appeared combative. Combative in terms of "not 
backing down" from her position no matter how tense the 
mood became between fellow classmates and herself.
Details about Ray's life also unfolded during the 
course of the semester, which had an effect on how he was 
perceived by the instructor/interviewer. Ray was diagnosed 
as having Attention Deficit Disorder. Although this 
condition is not unusual, at forty-six years old, he is 
just learning to deal with it. During his early years of 
service in the Navy, the rigor and structure provided by 
military living kept his condition under control. Once he 
retired, he experienced great difficulty with completing 
simple tasks. As a result he underwent a number of tests 
and was finally diagnosed.
Ray was described by the instructor/interviewer as a 
"stickler for details." He was very attentive during class 
discussions, and always asked questions. The questions 
often continued, even in spite of his fellow classmates
7 6
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loud sighs and "rolling" eyes. Ray believed the word 
"persistent" best described him. He expressed that before 
his ADD diagnosis, he believed that something was wrong 
with him, but never gave up. His belief now is that he 
must continue to keep going forward in spite of adversity.
Rodney described himself as a humorous person. 
Observations noted during actual class instruction, 
discussions, and through class break time did not support 
that descriptor. Rodney appeared to be more "intense." 
Intense in that he was not talkative, but provided 
information after mulling over it for a while. His 
responses were always well thought out before spoken. He 
paid attention to details.
"Quiet" and "diligent" were words that the 
instructor/interviewer used to describe Rachel's 
personality. She described herself as friendly. There is 
no doubt that she may be friendly, but during class 
observations she only attended to the lectures and tasks 
assigned to fulfill the requirements of the course. She 
participated in open discussion only when prompted to do 
so. Her demeanor during group assignments was diligent.
Tables 9 and 10 are taxonomic analyses that make 
further distinctions between the case study participants 
perceptions of themselves in contrast to the
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instructor/interviewers' perceptions of the case study 
participants' personalities based upon interviews and 
observations during the course of the semester. Use of 
Spradley's taxonomic analysis allows for more rich 
description of the participants' behaviors that led to the 
particular classifications as determined by the 
instructor/interviewer.
Table 9: Taxonomic Analysis of Instructor/Interviewer's 
perceptions of case study participants' personalities
Reluctant to share
Trap Mouth
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Table 10: Taxonomic Analysis of case study participants' 


















Always finds the bright spot 
Courteous 
Reserved
Examining the students' perceptions of self, it is 
also possible to see dimensions of contrast. Table 11 
outlines the similarities and differences between 
participants' perceptions of their personalities.
Table 11: Dimensions of Contrast in participants' 
perception of self and actions______________





giving Persistent Humorous Friendly
Ellen (BA) Yes No Yes No No Yes
Rachel
(BA) Yes No No Yes No Yes
Isabella
(A) Yes Yes No No No Yes
Rodney (A) No No No No Yes No
Zelda (AA) Yes No Yes Yes No No
Ray (AA) No No No Yes No Yes
Letter Key: BA = Below Average 
A  = Average 
AA = Above Average
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The two students classified as BA (below average) are 
Ellen and Rachel. Both consider themselves to be caring and 
concerned in their actions. Ellen is "very giving" and 
Rachel is not. Rachel is persistent and Ellen is not. 
Neither is easy going or humorous. Both consider 
themselves to be friendly.
Isabella and Rodney, the average level students, also 
have similarities and differences as outlined in Table 11. 
Isabella is caring and concerned whereas Rodney is not.
She is "easy going" and Rodney is not. Neither considers 
themselves to be very giving. Rodney sees himself as 
humorous and Isabella is not. She considers herself 
friendly, and Rodney does not use this word to describe his 
personality.
The above average level students, Zelda and Ray, are 
similar only in terms of their friendliness. They differ 
in terms of having a caring and concerned nature, whether 
they are easy going, giving, persistent or humorous.
Doing a cross case comparison, it can be noted that 
Ellen, Isabella, Rachel, and Zelda see themselves as caring 
and concerned about others, whereas Ray and Rodney do not. 
All case study participants, except Isabella, do not see 
themselves as easy going. Ellen and Zelda see themselves, 
as giving, and all other participants do not. Zelda, Ray,
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and Rachel see themselves as persistent, whereas the other 
participants, Ellen, Isabella, and Rodney do not. Only 
Rodney sees himself as humorous. He does not identify 
himself as being friendly, and neither does Zelda. 
PERCEPTION OF ONE'S SELF AS A READER AND WRITER
Each case study subject was asked how they viewed 
themselves as readers and writers. Reading perceptions are 
recorded in the domain analysis in Table 12, and writing 
perceptions are recorded in Table 13.
Table 12: Domain analysis of students' perceptions of their
reading ability_______________________________________________
_____________________________Reader____________________________
_________________________ Is a kind of________________________
Average
Moderate
Table 13: Domain analysis of students' perceptions of their
writing ability_______________________________________________
____________________________ Writer____________________________
_________________________ Is a kind of________________________
Not real good 
Not the best 
Better 
Average
__________________________ Fairly good __________________
Case study participants identified themselves as 
average and/or moderate readers. No one believed that his 
or her reading skills were above average. Likewise in the 
category that describes them as writers, case study 
participants provided phrases such as, "Not real good," 
"Not the best," and "Fairly Good" to describe their
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ability. Other descriptors that were used were better and 
average.
Further distinction between the reading descriptors of 
average and moderate can be found in the taxonomic analysis 
in Table 14.
Table 14: Taxonomic Analysis of Descriptors of Readers 









The breakdown shows characteristics found in observation 
notes from class meetings that give an indication as to 
what the participants and instructor believed define the 
categories. Students that believe they are average readers 
made an attempt to exhibit critical thinking skills and 
comprehension based skills. Those who read on a moderate 
level defined their reading as sporadic. They only read 
when material interested them or when they chose to read.
In discussing themselves as writers, Table 15 includes 
descriptors that the participants used to define themselves 
as writers.
Ellen believed that she was an average writer.
Isabella said that she was not the best writer. Zelda felt
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that she was a better writer when compared to her reading 
ability. Ray also believed that he was a better writer, 
when compared to his writing performance a couple of years 
ago. Rodney saw himself as a "fairly good writer" and 
Rachel saw herself as a good writer.
Table 15: Taxonomic Analysis of Descriptors of Writers 
gathered from participants' interviews and observation 
notes
Not real good
Organiz at ionprob1 ems
Not the best
Grammar and mechanics problems 
Better in reading or math
Better
Minimal
Progressing but could stand 
more improvement
Average
Can slowly decipher meaning 
from reading text
Makes attempt to express a 
unified purpose and thoughts
Makes attempt to proofread and 
avoid careless errors
Can grasp the meaning of text
Fairly good
Can generally discuss meaning
Through observations and personal accounts, a
componential analysis was compiled to see if any overlap 
existed in how the participants viewed themselves as 
readers and writers. Results are presented in Table 16.
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Table 16: Componential Analysis of Students' Perceptions of 
themselves as readers and writers
Students Level












Ellen BA Y N N N N Y N
Rachel BA Y N Y N N N N
Isabella A N Y N Y N N N
Rodney A Y N N N N N Y
Zelda AA N Y N N Y N N
Ray AA Y N N N N Y N
Abbreviation Key: Avg. = Average, Mod. = Moderate
Ellen and Rachel (classified as Below Average 
students) perceive themselves as average readers. They 
differ in that Rachel believes that she is "not real good" 
at writing. Ellen feels that she is an average writer. The 
distinction made between students that are "not real good" 
at writing and those who are average writers lies in the 
attempts that students make to maintain coherence in the 
content of the work.
Dimensions of contrast also exist between Isabella and 
Rodney (classified as Average students) in how they see 
themselves as readers and writers. Isabella considers 
herself to be a moderate reader and "not the best" writer. 
She reads magazines and articles on famous people when they 
interest her. She enjoys writing when she understands the 
topic. On the other hand, Rodney sees himself as an average 
reader and a "fairly good" writer. He acknowledges that he
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should read more often. In terms of his writing, he found 
it easier to use this method of communication to express 
himself.
Zelda and Ray's (classified as Above Average students) 
beliefs about themselves as readers and writers also show 
dimensions of contrast. Zelda considers herself to be a 
moderate reader, and a better writer. Ray considers 
himself to be an average reader and an average writer.
TYPES OF READING MATERIALS
During the course of the semester, students read short 
stories and other reading materials that they were not 
accustomed to reading prior to enrollment in the course. 
Table 17 is the domain analysis that reflects what students 
were interested in reading prior to engaging in the use of 
the REGROW reading/writing strategy.
Table 17: Domain Analysis of reading materials preferred by
case study participants______________________________________
_______________________ Reading Material______________________





Students listed magazines, newspaper articles, articles on
pop-culture and romance novels as some of the texts they
preferred reading.
Further breakdown in Table 18, the taxonomic analysis 
of reading materials, lists specific printed text that the
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students discussed reading during an in-class discussion 
early in the semester.
Table 18: Taxonomic Analysis of reading materials preferred 












When examining student responses about which materials
each enjoys reading, it is possible to see dimensions of
contrast. Table 19 contains these differences.
Table 19: Componential Analysis of student reading 
preferences







Ellen BA Y Y N N
Rachel BA N Y N Y
Isabella A N Y Y N
Rodney A Y Y N N
Zelda AA Y N N N
Ray AA Y Y N N
Both Ellen and Rachel read newspapers, but differed in 
that Ellen read general magazines like Time and Life, and 
Rachel preferred romance novels. Isabella and Rodney shared
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similarities in that they both read newspapers, but differ 
because Rodney preferred general magazines and Isabella 
preferred pop-culture magazines. Ray read general 
magazines and newspapers, and Zelda read only general 
magazines.
Analyzing across cases in an effort to 
compare/contrast participants, one can see that Rachel and 
Isabella are the only participants that do not read general 
magazines. Zelda is the only participant who does not read 
the newspaper. Isabella is the only participant who reads 
magazines that focus on pop-culture. Rachel is the only 
participant who reads romance novels.
HOW SOCIETY VIEWS EDUCATION
Society's opinion of the educational system swings 
back and forth like a pendulum. Very seldom does society 
as a whole believe that the educational system is working 
just as it is. There are always articles written 
"blasting" education in Louisiana. When students make 
minor gains, those gains are never enough to satisfy 
critics. For this reason, students were asked how they 
believed society views education. Analysis of those 
results is listed in Table 20.
Students have definite ideas of how society views 
education. Looking at the individual interviewee responses
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in conjunction with observations during class discussions,
Table 21, the taxonomic analysis, reveals additional
details to illuminate the students' responses.
Table 20: Domain Analysis of how participants believe that
society views education______________________________________
_________________________Society views education______________________
 Xs a way that____________________________
Highly/Important 
Necessity
Only important when it directly affects large groups of people
Table 21: Taxonomic Analysis of participants' responses to 





Affects how people are perceived
Can't get job without proper 
training__________________
Necessity
High school is no longer enough 
Need education to be successful
Only important 
when it directly 
affects large 
groups of people
Helps people perform tasks 
efficiently
Wants more but people pay less
Biased reporting o f statistics
Table 22: Componential Analysis of students' perceptions of
how society views education__________________________________























when it affects a 
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Table 22, the componential analysis, demonstrates 
similarities and differences in the responses provided by 
the interviewees. Ellen and Rachel (both classified as 
Below Average) believe that education is thought of highly 
—  that it is important to society. Both seem to echo the 
same sentiment in that education equals success. Neither 
of them stated in interviews or during in-class 
observations that they believed that it was essential for 
success or that people are only interested in education 
when it has an effect on them.
Isabella noted that society views education as a 
necessity. "Without it, you will have to struggle to 
live," she said. However, Rodney's view is that education 
is only important to society when it affects a large amount 
of the population. One such example he cited was the on­
going desegregation case in East Baton Rouge Parish, and 
the busing of students away from schools that they live 
near, based upon race. He believed that education would 
not have been seen as a priority by the mainstream if its 
children were not being affected.
Like Ellen and Rachel, Zelda also believes that 
education is highly regarded. Her rationale for providing 
the response is that high school does not do enough to 
prepare people for the world. Nevertheless, Ray does not
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agree with her. He shares the sentiment of Rodney, that 
education only becomes important when certain cross 
sections of the population are affected.
DISCUSSION OF THE ESSAYS
THE DIAGNOSTIC ESSAY (PRE-TEST)
Students were given approximately four narrative and 
four persuasive essay topics. They were instructed to 
choose one topic under each heading and write one narrative 
essay and one persuasive essay. The diagnostic test 
results are recorded in Table 23.







English Diagnostic Essay Scores
Narrative Persuasive
Ellen Below Average 11 12
Rachel Below Average 12 10
Isabella Average 18 13
Rodney Average 13 15
Zelda Above Average 21 20
Ray Above Average 19 19
Students Classified as Below Average
ELLEN: Ellen's narrative essay was written about one 
of her saddest memories, which was the demise of her aunt 
to lung cancer. The essay attempted to present details 
that showed why the relationship between her aunt and 
herself was special. Furthermore, she made an attempt to 
explain why this event was the saddest thing that has 
happened to her. Her attempt at the introduction, body, and
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conclusion of the composition were each rated a score of 2 
(for a total of 6 points). The sequencing of the essay was 
not completely logical (score of 1). The essay told random 
stories that were not tied together through relation or 
transitional words/phrases. She was also given 2 points for 
her attempt to think critically and 2 points for her 
incorporation of her personal experience into the 
composition for a total of eleven points.
The argument posed by Ellen for her second essay was 
that tanning beds do more harm than good. She made an 
effort to state the point of the essay, which was positive. 
However, she stated the topic of her essay in the form of a 
topic sentence rather than a thesis statement (Introduction 
received 2 points). In addition, she made decent points 
for the tanning bed doing more harm than good, but these 
points cannot be substantiated, meaning that they appeared 
to be more hearsay than fact (Body received 2 points). Her 
conclusion attempted to ask for a call to action 
(Conclusion received 2 points). Attempts were also made to 
sequence details, use critical thinking skills and 
integrate her personal experiences (all sections received 2 
points). Her total essay score was twelve points.
RACHEL: For her narrative essay, Rachel chose to write 
about her happiest memory. She had traveled to Samara,
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Russia with her husband to adopt a baby girl, whom, they 
named Grace. Although the paper appeared to be written 
correctly in the beginning, it made a sharp turn in the 
wrong direction. Like Ellen, Rachel also stated her thesis 
statement in the form of a topic sentence (Introduction 
received 2 points). She stayed on track in terms of 
presenting her story chronologically (Sequencing received 3 
points), but why this event was the happiest moment of her 
life never materialized (Body received 2 points). The 
conclusion did not close the composition (Conclusion 
received 1 point). Attempts were made to think critically 
and integrate thoughtfulness (both sections received 2 
points). The total essay score was twelve points.
The second diagnostic essay written focused on open 
adoption versus closed adoption. Again, she began with a 
topic sentence instead of a thesis statement. The sentence 
directly stated her point, which was positive (Introduction 
received 2 points). However, the essay began to 
deteriorate after the introduction. The body of the paper 
began to compare and/or contrast the two types of adoption 
rather than arguing against one or the other as being more 
favorable. This was not the purpose of the assignment. 
Rachel did not provide a conclusion (Body of essay received 
2 points, conclusion 0 points). Rachel made an attempt at
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proper sequencing, critical thinking, and integrating her 
knowledge of the two adoption processes. She received 
points in each category, for a total of 10 points on the 
second essay.
Students Classified as Average
ISABELLA: Isabella decided to write her narrative 
essay on her saddest memory, which was the breakup of a 
relationship. Her introduction signaled the topic of the 
essay (Introduction received 3 points). The logic and 
coherence was moderate in the paragraphs that formed the 
body of her essay (Body received 3 points). The sequencing 
was also chronological, with two or three minor details 
that did not fall neatly in her paragraph placement 
(Sequencing received 3 points). She began at the start of 
the relationship in an effort to show the reader that it 
was a good relationship, and then she progressed to the 
problems. Isabella did an excellent job in presenting this 
particular topic critically (Critical thinking received 4 
points). However, her conclusion fell short of framing the 
composition (Conclusion received 2 points), and her 
integration of personal experiences was adequate 
(Integration of outside sources received 3 points). Total 
points for this essay were eighteen.
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The persuasive essay written by Isabella argued that 
American public schools are not successfully educating 
America's children. Like other classmates, Isabella 
clearly stated her position, but did so at the beginning of 
the introduction, rather than actually "introducing" the 
topic (Introduction received 3 points). The body of her 
essay did not truly support her chosen topic. There were 
one or two good points that were not fully explained (Body 
received 2 point). The essay did not have an adequate 
conclusion that summarized the paper (Conclusion received 1 
point). An effort was made to sequence the events that 
were provided (Sequencing received 2 points). She also 
attempted to think critically in her essay by trying to 
link the uncaring attitude of teachers to poor pay 
(Critical thinking received 2 points). Also, she provided 
her personal experiences to attempt to support the topic 
(Integration of personal experiences received 3 points). 
Total points for the essay were thirteen.
RODNEY: Rodney's narrative essay made an effort to 
tell a story of entering middle school, where he had the 
opportunity to encounter a number of students from 
different racial backgrounds. He made a strong effort to 
state the theme in the introduction, but failed to 
completely tie the strands together (Introduction received
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3 points). The body of his essay made an attempt to develop 
a story focusing on how students were segregated on 
campuses based upon race, athletic ability, etc. (Body 
received 2 points) His conclusion also made an attempt to 
frame his essay. He realized that he did not fit in and 
just gravitated from group to group (Conclusion received 2 
points). Two points were awarded in the remaining sections 
for a total of thirteen points.
Rodney's persuasive essay did a much better job of 
fulfilling the requirements of an essay. The introduction 
of the essay presented details that led to his assertion 
that he agreed with people who think that life was better 
for Americans twenty years ago (Introduction received 3 
points). Specific points that he used to elaborate on his 
position included examples of crime today and the hatred 
among people (Body received 3 points). The conclusion 
integrated details that he had not previously covered in 
the essay, which was problematic because writers are 
instructed not to mention details that have not been 
previously discussed (Conclusion 2 points). Rodney 
attempted to sequence his essay (2 points). He also made a 
strong attempt to think critically about his topic (3 
points), and he made an effort to integrate personal
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experiences into the composition (2 points), for a total of 
fifteen points.
Students Classified as Above Average
ZELDA: Zelda decided to write her narrative essay 
about the happiest moment of her life, which was the birth 
of her son. Throughout the essay, she was very descriptive, 
though she had some structural problems. Her essay situated 
her story by date, time and event. She also included her 
emotions and description of the baby (Introduction received 
4 points). The body of her essay retraced the pregnancy 
from the first trimester to the birth, including such 
details as the doctor's appointments and her building 
anticipation for a healthy child (Body received 4 points). 
However, her conclusion was weak and included more 
discussion about single parents versus couples (Conclusion 
received 2 points). Sequencing received 4 points, critical 
thinking 3 points, and integration of prior knowledge 
received 4 points for a total of twenty-one points.
The topic of Zelda's persuasive essay was couples 
living together before marriage. The introduction clearly 
stated her position and the issue for which she was 
arguing. She even went so far as to include a point of 
support in the introduction (Introduction received 4 
points). The body of her essay contained two paragraphs
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with topic sentences that stated the details that would be 
discussed in each (Body received 3 points). The essay did 
not have an acceptable conclusion (Conclusion received 1 
point). She received 4 points in the final three 
categories, for a total of twenty points.
RAY: As a person who spent most of his adult life in 
the military, Ray decided to write his narrative essay 
about one of his worst life experiences. He had to choose 
between seeing his wife's family or his family on his 
vacation from Japan. The introduction of the essay got to 
the point, which warranted a score of 3. The body of the 
essay was also given a score of 3. After making the choice 
to visit his family, he began to focus on his relationship 
with his father and glossed over important issues like his 
father alcoholism and Ray's own. The tone of the essay 
began to shift from one that focused on the vacation, but 
perhaps should have focused on his relationship with his 
father instead. The conclusion was inadequate in that Ray 
just stated that his father died. He provided no details 
that led to this shock (Conclusion received 2 points). Ray 
received 4 points for sequencing, 3 points for critical 
thinking, and 4 points for the integration of prior 
knowledge for a total of nineteen points.
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His persuasive essay focused on the fact that he 
disagreed with people who thought that others could not 
change. The introduction of the paper clearly stated his 
position and the issue up for discussion (Introduction 
received 3 points). The body of the composition made a 
valid point in terms of people not having the right to 
judge others because of the imperfection of the human race, 
but this fact and subsequent details had nothing to do with 
the thesis of the composition (Body received 2 points).
The conclusion attempted to draw the paper to a close 
(Conclusion received 2 points). Ray received 4 points for 
sequencing, for critical thinking, and for incorporating 
his personal experience in the paper for a total of 
nineteen points.
DIRECT WRITING INSTRUCTION
During the first five weeks of class students received 
direct writing instruction. Direct writing instruction is 
"teacher led." The teacher stands in front of the 
classroom and provides instruction focusing on the 
different types of essays and the structure of each. See 
Appendix G for the complete course outline.
Students were guided through lectures, which explored 
the writing process, prewriting techniques, and the 
structure of the essay. Lectures on the structure of the
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essay included the introduction and thesis statement, topic 
sentences, the body of the essay, and the conclusion. 
Instruction became more focused on the narrative essay 
prior to the first assignment. Focused instruction 
emphasizing the persuasive essay was delivered following 
the narrative essay lecture. Models of essays from prior 
semesters were used as a basis for question-answer 
sessions.
The students selected topics for both essays. They 
were only asked to pick a story that they were interested 
in telling for the narrative assignment and to select an 
issue that they were interested in defending for the 
persuasive essay. The reason for allowing each student to 
choose his/her own topic is that most students produce a 
better composition because they feel a commitment to the 
work and devote the necessary time or effort to producing 
an something that they are proud of. An effective 
composition is one that is logical and coherent. The essay 
has a definite purpose and develops that purpose 
throughout.
THE NARRATIVE AND PERSUASIVE ESSAYS COMPLETED DURING DIRECT 
INSTRUCTION
Instructors A and B scored student essays using the 
Scoring Rubric for Writing Samples. The summary of results 
for each student is listed in Table 24. If the numeric
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difference between the totals for a student is not greater 
than one, the instructors' scorings are in overall 
"agreement." If there is a numeric difference of two or 
more between scores, the instructors' scorings are in 
overall "disagreement."
General discussion of the essays is broken into two 
sections: the narrative essays and the persuasive essays 
and can be found in Appendix H. The sections give basic 
information such as the title and focus of a student's 
essay, and a detailed breakdown of scores given by 
instructors A and B for each student.
Table 24: Summary of Scores on Narrative and Persuasive 
Essays written during Direct Writing Instruction__________
Students | Level [_____Scoring- on Essays during Direct Instruction









Ellen BA 13 12 12 12
Rachel BA 10 10 14 13
Isabella A 16 18 15 14
Rodney A 17 16 20 19
Zelda AA 18 20 21 21
Ray AA 18 21 20 21
DIRECT WRITING INSTRUCTION (POST-TEST)
After concluding the direct instruction portion of the 
semester, students were given a post-test in-class essay 
writing assignment. The list of potential topics can be 
found in Appendix I. Table 25 provides a summary of the 
scores assigned to case study participants' narrative and
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persuasive essays. Appendix J includes individual essay 
totals and discussion of the papers.
Table 25: Summary of case study participants' performance 
on the direct instruction post-test_______________________
Students Level Scoring on Essays during Direct Instruction









Ellen EA 13 13 11 14
Rachel BA 14 14 12 13
Isabella A 16 18 15 15
Rodney A 17 19 20 22
Zelda AA 19 21 21 22
Ray AA 21 22 20 22
THE RE GROW READING/WRITING STRATEGY
REGROW is a reading and writing strategy designed to 
help students use question-answer relationships that focus 
on textual strategies that can be used in the reading and 
writing classrooms. The idea for this strategy came from 
the definition of the word "REGROW" in conjunction with 
research on the reading/writing connection. According to 
Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary, REGROW means, "To 
continue growth after interruption or injury." For many of 
our students who experience difficulties with reading 
and/or writing, problems arose in middle or high school and 
growth in these areas was stunted. This strategy attempts 
to stimulate this stunted growth in new directions so that 
students can begin to think more critically about what they 
read and write.
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STEP 1: R - READ
The instructor may select reading materials to serve 
the purpose of the course. For example, if students have 
not had access to the "canon" of literature, works by 
Shakespeare, Milton, or Chaucer may be used. For case 
study participants in the Developmental English classroom, 
reading materials were selected based upon the students'’ 
level of interest, structure of the reading materials 
(whether they were too easy or too complicated) , and their 
relevance to the lives of the students. After the material 
is selected, it is distributed to students so that they may 
read at their own pace.
STEP 2: E - EMPLOY QUESTION/ANSWER RELATIONSHIPS
In conjunction with dissemination of the reading 
material, question-answer relationship forms (See Appendix 
K) are also distributed. Students are instructed to read 
the assignment and answer the questions to the best of 
their ability. The question-answer relationship form 
covers the basic questions that students should be asking 
themselves when reading assignments or drafting papers.
STEP 3: G - GUIDED COLLABORATION
After students have read the assignment and answered 
the questions on the QAR (question-answer relationship) 
form, whole-class or group discussion of their answers
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takes place. Case study participants reflected a mixed- 
ability grouping and were separated as a group on this 
basis. Mixed-ability grouping is heterogeneous in that 
those students in the group represent different ability 
levels (i.e., below average, average, and above average).
The instructor may or may not choose to take an active 
role in the group collaboration (by leading, guiding, or 
just monitoring discussions). Students are allowed to 
shape the meaning-making process in discussions unless the 
discussion either veers significantly off topic or if 
students are confused about certain aspects of the 
questions. The instructor may interject occasionally to 
provide points that students may not have considered or to 
act as "devil's advocate" to promote additional discussion.
If the instructor chooses not to lead the 
collaboration, students are instructed to elect a leader to 
ask all questions on the QAR guide and to give all students 
an equal chance to respond. Students are encouraged to make 
notes on their sheets in case others raise points that they 
are interested in or had not previously thought about.
STEP 4: R - REFLECT
Reflection is seen as valid because it allows students 
to process the information and integrate it into existing 
schema. After collaborating, students are given time to
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think about what has been discussed. From this reflective 
thinking, students should arrive at possible essay topics 
unless these have been pre-set by the instructor. Students 
are informed that they do not have to necessarily choose a 
topic that reflects the reading assignment; however, they 
should use the same question-answer relationships when 
outlining and drafting their composition.
STEP 5; O - OUTLINE THE COMPOSITION
Outlining before writing is essential if students are 
going to write a composition that is responsive to the 
guidelines set forth for effective essays. Many students 
do not consider their compositions before beginning to 
write. By drafting a structured outline, students are able 
to visually see details, to question whether these details 
are appropriate for the purpose of the paper, and/or 
whether they have chosen enough relevant information to 
include.
The importance of outlining should be stressed during 
this step in a way that informs the student that half the 
job of writing is done upon completion.
STEP 6: W - WRITE
Following the outline, students should begin to draft 
the composition. During this step the instructor reminds 
students to revisit the QAR form to assure that they are
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using the strategies that will guarantee that the 
composition is written for the appropriate audience, 
clearly states the purpose, includes reasons that support 
the purpose of the paper that the target audience will 
identify, and that the conclusion is either restating the 
purpose, summarizing the essay, or calling for action from 
the audience.
Depending on the amount of time available, students 
may be encouraged to engage in peer review for additional 
clarifications.
MODELING THE REGROW READING/WRITING STRATEGY
In the process of modeling the strategy for the first 
time, the importance of reading and writing comprehension 
was reinforced. The strategy was explained step-by-step to 
the students and questions about class expectations were 
encouraged.
The first reading selection used came from the March 
13, 2000 edition of Newsweek Magazine and was entitled,
"Did Kayla Have to Die." The subject of the article was 
the murder of Kayla Rowland by a 6-year-old classmate. 
Issues such as parental responsibility, gun control, and 
race were among the issues addressed. This article was 
selected in response to the various incidences of school
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violence that have plagued our country and what impact this 
has on society as a whole.
Students were given the article and the QAR form. The
name of the magazine was removed from the copies so that
students could guess as to who wrote the article.
Completing this portion of the strategy, students were 
separated into groups to allow for collaboration. The 
instructor maintained a leadership role in the 
collaborative process.
The instructor read through each question and students
were given time to respond. After listening to each
other's positions/opinions, responses were given. Excerpts
from the first classroom discussion follow.
Instructor: Who wrote the text and why do you think so?
Rodney: A man. It was full of facts.
Ellen: I thought that it could be a woman because
it had a touchy-feely kind of vibe about it. 
I don't think that a man would write an 
article with a lot of emotion in it.
Isabella: I just thought it was a journalist.
Zelda: It could have been a parent because it
focused on details that parents would have 
been interested in like the types of things 
the little girl was interested in and the 
clothes she was wearing the morning that she 
was killed.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Instructor: What did you like or dislike about the
reading assignment?
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I took offense to how it started. The first 
couple of lines told that the boy's (the 
shooter) father was in jail. It vilifies 
the boy in our (the reader) eyes already. 
Usually when I read something like this, it 
just makes me want to stop when I get to a 
point like this.
It (the article) just kinds of set the 
reader up for the fact that this kid can't 
be helped. After all, he comes from a 
family on welfare.
Yeah. They (the authors) mentioned welfare 
and stuff like it was the thing that made 
this kid shoot the little girl. I feel for 
the little girl and her family, but this 
article was clearly written to make poor 
people look bad.
What about the fact that the mother left the 
little boy staying at a crack house? She 
didn't help matters much.
Interviews on television indicated that the 
mother was working two jobs to support her 
children. Those jobs were in the 
neighboring town. They had been evicted 
from their home. She said that though she 
knew it was not the best possible 
environment to leave her children in, she 
felt that she didn't have a choice and that 
it was only temporary. Given that 
information, does it change how you see the 
mother?
I guess it could change things. She may 
have been doing the best thing that she 
could for the time being.
But it may not change things. Should we say 
that just because a person comes from a 
certain background that he/she should be 
made an exception?
I wasn't saying that. I was just saying 
that it could change things. I don't think
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Ray:
Rodney:
that because you're poor you should 
necessarily be made an exception to a rule, 
but there are other circumstances that play 
into the motivation for a child to do 
things.
Yeah, the environment can affect how people 
think, what they do, etc.?
Just like the effects of music on the 
behavior of children.







Can you think of additional details that the 
author could have used to get his/her point 
across to the audience?
They (the author) talked about a history of 
school incidents that the boy had. I would 
like to have known what they were.
What about what they (the administrators) 
did to help him?
Yeah, did they offer him help to get past 
whatever problems he had.
That's what I'd like to know.
What's going to happen now? What's going to 
happen to him? He may do it again.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Following group collaboration, students were 
instructed to reflect on everything that had been discussed 
and to determine what story they wanted to tell (for a 
narrative essay) and what position they wanted to argue 
(for a persuasive essay). After reflecting, students were 
instructed to outline and draft the composition, in that 
sequence. These two essays (the narrative and persuasive)
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served as the REGROW pre-test. See Appendix L for the pre­
test form.
REGROW READING/WRITING INSTRUCTION (PRE-TEST)
Results of the pre-test for the REGROW reading/writing 
strategy are listed in Table 26. Appendix M includes 
individual and total scores assigned to each student's 
essay by instructors A and B. In addition to the scores, 
narrative is included to explain what the scores in each 
category mean.
Table 26: Summary of case study participants' scores after 
first use of the REGROW reading/writing strategy__________
Students Level Scoring on Essays during the REGROW Strategy









Ellen BA 14 14 15 14
Rachel BA 14 13 15 14
Isabella A 16 17 16 16
Rodney A 15 17 15 16
Zelda AA 22 19 21 20
Ray AA 21 21 20 20
THE NARRATIVE AND PERSUASIVE ESSAYS COMPLETED DURING THE 
REGROW READING/WRITING STRATEGY
After completion of the REGROW pre-test, students were 
invited to ask questions regarding aspects of the strategy 
with which they were uncomfortable. During the next class 
session, students were instructed that they would be 
required to write a narrative essay.
Students were given the short story, "Bad Characters," 
written by Jean Stafford. This story is a narrative that
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focuses on an incident (stealing) that happened in the main 
character's childhood. While it seems to be funny to the 
main character telling the story in her adulthood, it was a 
very serious incident when she was a child.
In addition to the story, the students were each given 
QAR (question-answer relationship) forms. The students were 
given one class period to read the story and answer the 
questions. The following class period was spent in a group 
collaboration session. Afterwards the students had the 
opportunity to reflect, outline, and write their papers.
Following instruction using the narrative short story 
and completion of their essays, students were given three 
articles from three different magazines on the same 
subject. People, Source, and Spin magazines' June issues 
included articles on a controversial white rapper named 
Eminem. Since rap music has historically been dominated by 
African-Americans Eminem has understandably been 
criticized. Not helping matters is his volatile image and 
the popularity of that image in the eyes of youths. The 
REGROW reading/writing steps were followed and this work 
was discussed as the basis for understanding argument (the 
persuasive essay).
Table 27 contains a summary of the case study 
participants' performance on the narrative and persuasive
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essays written after receiving further instruction using 
the REGROW reading/writing strategy. After the initial 
modeling of the strategy, students were given reading 
materials resembling a narrative. After the narrative 
essays were collected, the students received persuasive 
reading materials and completed the assigned persuasive 
essay. Appendix N includes individual scores and discussion 
regarding each of the case study participants' essays.
Table 27: Summary of case study participants' performance 
on narrative and persuasive essays completed during 
instruction using the REGROW reading/writing strategy____
Students Level Scoring on Essays during REGROW Reading/Writing Instruction









Ellen BA 14 15 16 • 15
Rachel BA 17 16 15 15
Isabella A 19 21 22 22
Rodney A 22 22 20 22
Zelda AA 22 23 23 23
Ray AA 23 23 24 23
REGROW READING/WRITING INSTRUCTION (POST-TEST)
During the final week of class, a final examination 
was administered. Students were not given reading 
materials to supplement discussion, but were given a QAR 
(question-answer relationship) form to assist in the 
drafting of their essays.
Students were not given specific essay topics, but 
were allowed to choose their own. They were not advised of
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this aspect prior to the final examination. However, they 
were cautioned on the importance of monitoring their own 
compositions. They were told that the ability to use their 
new metacognitive questioning skills would help them draft 
essays that included all of the components necessary to be 
successful on the examination. Table 28 is a summary of 
the scores given by instructors A  and B on the case study 
participants'’ narrative and persuasive final essay 
examinations. The direction sheet for the examination can 
be found in Appendix O. Appendix P includes individual 
scoring totals and discussion of each essay.
Table 28: Participants' performance on the final 
examination after using the REGROW reading/writing strategy
Students Level Scoring on Essays during Direct Instruction
Narrative Essay Persuasive Essay
Instructor Instructor Instructor Instructor
A B A B
Ellen BA 16 16 15 15
Rachel BA 16 15 15 15
Isabella A 20 20 20 19
Rodney A 22 23 21 23
Zelda AA 23 23 23 23
Ray AA 24 23 23 24
NELSON-DENNY STANDARDIZED READING TEST SCORES (POST-TEST)
Prior to the final examination, the Nelson Denny 
Standardized Reading test was administered. Table 29 
contains the results in the vocabulary and comprehension 
portions of the examination. The test was administered as a 
portion of the post-test given to all students.
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Table 29: Grade equivalent scores for case study 
participants' on the Nelson Denny Standardized Reading Test
Students Level Nelson Denny Standardized Reading Test Grade Equivalent
Vocabulary Comprehension Total
Ellen BA 14.0 12.9 13.5
Rachel BA 11.6 15.1 13.7
Isabella A 10.2 14. 9 13.1
Rodney A 14.6 17.1 15.8
Zelda AA 14.5 17.1 15.6
Ray AA 17.0 17. n 17.4
Addressed in more detail in Chapter 5, the Nelson 
Denny Standardized Reading Test is being used solely to 
measure students' growth or gains over the course of the 
semester. It is not the intent of these scores to be used 
to suggest that the REGROW reading/writing strategy alone 
produced these gains and/or losses. The test and related 
scores were simply used as a measure of growth that may or 
may not be attributed to the intervention (REGROW) and a 
host of other factors. Table 30 includes prre-test and 
post-test Nelson Denny scores along with an added column 
showing the gains and/or losses for each student.
Both sets of scores (vocabulary and comprehension) 
were provided to show students' overall grade equivalents. 
However, the instruction provided in the conrse emphasized 
improving comprehension through the use of persuasive and 
narrative passages. This emphasis on comprehension may 
have contributed to the decrease in vocabulary scores
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between the pre-test and post-test, since only one student 
experienced a decline in comprehension.
Table 30: Comparison of pre-test and post-test Nelson Denny 
Standardized Reading Test Scores in an effort to determine 














(In years and 
months)
V C T V C T f t H n m
13.9 10.4 12.7 14.0 12.9 13.5 + 8 mos.
Rachel 13.7 10.7 12.5 11.6 15 .1 13.7 + 1 year 2 mos.
Isabella 12.9 16.4 14.4 10.2 14.9 13.1 - 1 year 3 mos.
Rodney 12.9 14.0 13.5 14. 6 17.1 15 .8 + 2 years 3 mos.
Zelda 17.4 15.1 15.0 14.5 17 .1 15 .6 + 6 mos.
Ray 17.0 15.9 16.6 17.0 17.7 17.4 + 8 mos.
Isabella experienced an overall decline between all
pre-test and post-test scores. This decline could be 
attributed to numerous external factors, such as, fatigue, 
sickness, distractions, etc., or the decline may be a 
result of the potential for variances within different 
forms of standardized tests.
ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS OF CASE STUDY PARTICIPANTS' TEST 
SCORES ON WRITING ASSIGNMENTS
Use of Spradley's componential analysis allowed for 
the analysis of the results of the performance of case 
study participants' on their writing assignments and 
facilitated cross case analyses. Table 31 includes all 
scores that the students received on writing assignments.
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Glancing at Table 31 can give some indication of the
overall performance of all case study participants. The
discussion that follows attempts to logically address the
participants' performances when compared across the
semester to their own work as well as when compared to the
work of others. During the analysis, there is a report of
the gains and/or losses that case study participants made
in terms of scores. Those gains and losses are reported by
making comparisons between the scores that one instructor
provided in each category. Gains and losses are not
reported by cross comparing scores between instructors.
DIMENSIONS OF CONTRAST BETWEEN ELLEN'S AND RACHEL'S 
PERFORMANCE ON THE NARRATIVE AND PERSUASIVE ESSAYS IN 
RELATION TO OTHER CASE STUDY PARTICIPANTS
Ellen's performance on narrative and persuasive essays 
written during the semester indicates that she made 
progress. Rachel's performance also indicates that she made 
gains.
At the beginning of the semester, Ellen's narrative 
essay score (determined by the Scoring Rubric for Writing 
Samples) was an eleven (11), with her persuasive essay 
receiving a cumulative score of twelve (12). Rachel 
received scores of twelve (12) on her narrative essay and 
ten (10) on her persuasive essay. The dimensions of 
contrast between scoring were one (1) point between
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narrative essays and two (2) points between persuasive 
essays. The scores that Ellen and Rachel received on their 
diagnostic essays were also different in that they could 
not be compared with scores received by other participants 
in the diagnostic essay category.
During direct writing instruction, both instructors 
agreed that Ellen's narrative essay made a gain of 2 points 
(from a total score of 13 points) and 1 point (from a total 
score of 12 points) respectively when compared to her 
performance on the narrative diagnostic essay. Rachel's 
performance on the narrative essay during direct writing 
instruction actually reflected a loss of two (2) points 
when compared to her performance on the narrative 
diagnostic essay (narrative direct writing instruction 
essay received a score of ten [10] from both instructors).
Ellen's persuasive essay received scores of twelve 
(12) from both instructors. When compared to her 
performance on the persuasive diagnostic essay, her 
progress remained constant (she received a score of twelve 
[12] on the first essay). Rachel's persuasive essay 
received scores of fourteen (14) and thirteen (13) from 
both instructors. When compared to her first persuasive 
essay, it is observed that she made gains of four (4) 
points (according to instructor A) and three (3) points
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Table 31: Summary of scores that case study participants received on writing assignments
Name DIAG(pre) DWI DWI (post) RG (pre) REGROW
RG
(post)IMP N P N P N P N P N P N P
tew*11
INSTRUCTOR
A A A B A B A B A B A B A B A B A B A B A B
Ellen 11 12 13 12 12 12 13 13 11 14 14 14 15 14 14 15 16 15 16 16 15 15
Rachel 12 10 10 10 14 13 14 14 12 13 14 13 15 14 17 16 15 15 16 15 15 15
Isabella 18 13 16 18 15 14 16 18 15 15 16 17 16 16 19 21 22 22 20 20 20 19
Rodney 13 15 17 19 20 19 17 19 20 22 15 17 15 16 22 22 20 22 22 23 21 23
Zelda 21 20 18 20 21 21 19 21 21 22 22 19 21 20 22 23 23 23 23 23 23 23
Ray 19 19 18 21 20 21 21 22 20 22 21 21 20 20 23 23 24 23 24 23 23 24
Letter Key:
DIAG (pre) - Diagnostic Essay pre-test N - Narrative 
DWI - Direct Writing Instruction P - Persuasive 
DWI (post) - Direct Writing Instruction post-test A - Instructor A 
RG (pre) - REGROW pre-test B - Instructor B 
REGROW - REGROW reading/writing strategy intervention 
RG (post) - REGROW post-test
(according to instructor B). Again, when compared to the 
performance of other case study participants, all scores 
are different.
Ellen's narrative direct writing instruction post-test 
also indicated a gain of two (2) points when compared to 
her performance on the narrative diagnostic essay (both 
instructors scored essay 13 points) and a gain of one (1) 
point according to instructor B when compared to her 
performance during direct writing instruction. Rachel's 
scores during narrative direct writing instruction showed a 
gain of two (2) points as well, when compared to her 
performance on the narrative diagnostic essay and a gain of 
four (4) points when compared to her performance on the 
narrative direct writing instruction assignment. Both 
Ellen and Rachel's performance indicates some similarity in 
the case of their identical gain of two (2) points, when 
their essays are compared to those completed during the 
diagnostic phase of the course, but are different in their 
scoring when compared to each other.
After the first intervention (use of the REGROW 
reading/writing strategy during the pre-test phase) Ellen's 
narrative essay scores reflected a gain of one (1) point 
when compared to her narrative post-test essay, a gain of 
one (1) point (according to instructor A) and two (2)
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points (according to instructor B) when compared to her 
narrative direct writing instruction essay and a gain of 
three (3) points when compared to her narrative diagnostic 
essay.
Rachel's scores on the narrative REGROW pre-test essay 
were fourteen (14) and thirteen (13). When compared to her 
performance on the narrative direct writing instruction 
post-test, it can be observed that according to instructor 
B she had a loss of one (1) point. Instructor B scored 
Rachel's post-test essay as a fourteen (14). When 
comparing her performance on the REGROW pre-test with her 
performance during direct writing instruction, she made a 
gain of four (4) points according to instructor A and three
(3) points according to instructor B. Making a comparison 
of her REGROW pre-test narrative essay and her narrative 
diagnostic essay, scores indicate that she made gains of 
two (2) points and one (1) point when comparing the scores 
awarded by instructors A and B respectively.
Ellen and Rachel's scores on the narrative REGROW pre­
test essay indicated that instructor A  believed both 
students to be at the same level, receiving a score of 
fourteen (14) points each. However, instructor B believed 
that Ellen's performance on the narrative essay surpassed 
Rachel's performance on the narrative essay (scores
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received were 14 points for Ellen and 13 points for 
Rachel) . No similarities are apparent when comparing the 
scores of Ellen and Rachel to other case study 
participants.
Ellen's persuasive REGROW pre-test essay scores 
indicated that instructor A believed she gained four (4) 
points, and according to instructor B her performance 
remained constant when compared to her performance on the 
persuasive direct writing instruction post-test. She made 
gains of three (3) points (according to instructor A) and 
two (2) points (according to instructor B) when her 
performance on the persuasive REGROW pre-test was compared 
to her performance on the persuasive direct writing 
instruction essay, and she made gains of three (3) points 
(according to instructor A) and two (2) points (according 
to instructor B) when her performance was compared to that 
on the persuasive diagnostic essay.
Rachel's performance on the persuasive REGROW pre-test 
essay indicated that she made a gain of three (3) points 
(according to instructor A) and one (1) point (according to 
instructor B) when compared to her persuasive direct 
writing instruction post-test. Her progress on the 
persuasive REGROW pre-test was a gain of one (1) point and 
was constant when compared to her performance on the
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persuasive direct writing instruction essay. When her 
scores on the persuasive REGROW pre-test and the persuasive 
diagnostic essay are compared, Rachel made gains of five 
(5) points and (4) points respectively.
Ellen and Rachel's performance on the narrative essay 
(according to instructor A's scores) and persuasive REGROW 
pre-test essay when compared are the same. Therefore, a 
dimension of contrast does not exist in this particular 
category. Likewise, Ellen and Rachel's persuasive essay 
scores (awarded by instructor A) indicate that they were 
scored identically to Rodney (also with a score of fifteen 
[15] in this category) . Other case study participants' 
performance cannot be compared to the scoring performance 
of Ellen and Rachel in this category.
Under the REGROW reading/writing strategy, Ellen's 
narrative essay received scores of fourteen (14) and 
fifteen (15) from the instructors. These scores indicate 
that instructor A believed her performance to be constant 
when compared to the REGROW pre-test narrative essay. 
Instructor B scored her narrative as a gain of one (1) 
point when compared to her performance on the narrative 
REGROW pre-test essay. Gains of one (1) point (according 
to instructor A) and two (2) points (according to 
instructor B) can be observed when the REGROW narrative
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essay is compared to Ellen's performance on the narrative 
direct writing instruction post-test. Ellen's performance 
on the narrative direct writing instruction essay indicates 
a gain of one (1) point and three (3) points when compared 
to the narrative REGROW essay. Ellen's performance on the 
narrative REGROW essay indicated that she made a gain of 
three (3) points (according to instructor A) and four (4) 
points (according to instructor B) when compared to her 
narrative diagnostic essay.
Rachel's scores on the narrative REGROW essay were 
seventeen (17), which was awarded by instructor A and 
sixteen (16), awarded by instructor B. When comparing her 
narrative REGROW essay to her performance across the other 
categories, her gains were: three (3) points according to 
both instructors in the REGROW pre-test category, three (3) 
points (according to instructor A) and two (2) points 
(according to instructor B) in the direct writing 
instruction post-test category, a gain of seven (7) points 
(instructor A's scoring) and four (4) points (instructor 
B's scoring) when compared to the direct writing 
instruction category, and gains of five (5) points 
(according to instructor A) and six (6) points (according 
to instructor B) when performance is compared to that in 
the diagnostic essay category.
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The persuasive essays completed during the 
intervention of the REGROW reading/writing strategy were 
closely matched based upon scoring. Ellen's scores were 
sixteen (16) and fifteen (15). Rachel was given a score of 
fifteen (15) by both instructors.
In comparing the essays completed during this portion 
of class with others completed previously Ellen gained one
(1) point between her performance during REGROW and the 
REGROW pre-test, had a gain of five (5) points (according 
to instructor A) and (1) point (according to instructor B) 
when comparing the REGROW essay to the persuasive direct 
writing instruction post-test, gained four (4) points and 
three (3) points when comparing her performance on the 
REGROW persuasive essay to her direct writing instruction 
essay, and gained four (4) points and three (3) points when 
making the comparison between her diagnostic essay and the 
REGROW essay.
Rachel's scores on the persuasive REGROW essay were 
fifteen (15) points, scored by both instructors. When 
comparing her performance to previous essays, she actually 
scored a gain of one (1) point when her persuasive REGROW 
essay is compared to her persuasive REGROW essay according 
to instructor B. Instructor A's scoring indicated that her 
progress remained constant. She gained three (3) points
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(instructor A's assessment) and two (2) points (instructor 
B's assessment) when comparing her REGROW essay to her 
direct writing instruction post-test persuasive essay, 
gained one (1) point according to instructor A and two (2) 
points according to instructor B when comparing her REGROW 
essay to her direct writing instruction essay, and gained a 
total of five (5) points when making the comparison between 
the diagnostic essay and the REGROW essay.
Searching for dimensions of contrast between REGROW 
essays, instructor A's scores indicate a difference of one
(1) point. Instructor B believed their performance to be 
the same, scoring both students fifteen (15) points. Ellen 
and Rachel are the same in their identical persuasive essay 
score from instructor B, but share no similarities in 
scoring when compared to other case study participants in 
this category.
The REGROW post-test scores for Ellen's narrative were 
sixteen (16) (awarded by both instructors). When compared 
to the diagnostic essay, Ellen made a gain of five (5) 
points, moving from the category of below average (12 to 0) 
to the category of average (18 to 13) according to the 
scoring rubric for writing samples. Ellen's persuasive 
post-test scores were fifteen (15) (awarded by both 
instructors). When compared to her performance on the
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diagnostic essay, Ellen made a gain of (3) points, moving 
from the category of below average (12 to 0) to the 
category of average (18 to 13).
Rachel's REGROW post-test scores were sixteen (16) and 
fifteen (15). When compared to her diagnostic essay she 
made gains of four (4) points and three (3) points moving 
from the category of below average (12 to 0) to the 
category of average (18 to 13). Rachel's persuasive essay 
scores were fifteen (15) points (awarded by both 
instructors) . When compared to her performance on the 
diagnostic essay, she made a gain of five (5) points, and 
moved from the category of below average (12 to 0) to the 
category of average (18 to 13).
When compared both students received the same scores 
from instructors A and B on their persuasive REGROW post­
test essay, and received the same scores from instructor A 
on their narrative essay. Difference arose in instructor 
B's assessment of Ellen and Rachel's performance on the 
narrative REGROW post essay. Likewise, these scores 
contrast with all performances of other case study 
participants in this category. Both students made overall 
progress in their performance from the beginning of the 
course until its conclusion.
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DIMENSIONS OF CONTRAST BETWEEN ISABELLA/ S AND RODNEY'S
PERFORMANCE ON THE NARRATIVE AND PERSUASIVE ESSAYS IN 
RELATION TO OTHER CASE STUDY PARTICIPANTS
Over the course of the semester, the data in Table 31 
indicated that Isabella and Rodney also made gains in 
performance on their narrative and persuasive essays.
On the diagnostic narrative and persuasive essays 
Isabella scored an eighteen (18) on her narrative and a 
thirteen (13) on her persuasive. Rodney received scores of 
thirteen (13) on his narrative essay and fifteen (15) on 
his persuasive. The dimension of contrast between the 
students is represented by a difference in five (5) points 
between narrative scores and two (2) points in persuasive 
scores. An additional difference exists in the fact that 
these scores are entirely different than the scores 
received by all other students in this category.
During direct writing instruction, Isabella received a 
score of sixteen (16) from instructor A and eighteen (18) 
from instructor B on her narrative, and received fifteen 
(15) points from instructor A and fourteen (14) points from 
instructor B on her persuasive essay. When these scores are 
compared to her performance on the diagnostic essays, 
instructor A believes that she actually suffered a loss of
(2) points on her narrative and instructor B believed her 
performance to be constant (both essays received eighteen
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[18] points) between narratives. She actually demonstrated 
progress in terms of her persuasive essay performance by 
gaining two (2) points according to instructor A and one
(1) point according to instructor B on the persuasive 
essays.
Rodney's direct writing instruction scores on the 
narrative essay were seventeen (17) and nineteen (19). His 
persuasive essay scores were twenty (20) and nineteen (19). 
When compared to his performance on the narrative 
diagnostic essay his gains were four (4) points according 
to instructor A  and six (6) points according to instructor 
B. He gained five (5) points according to instructor A and 
four (4) points according to instructor B when comparing 
the persuasive direct writing instruction essay and the 
persuasive diagnostic essay.
Though Isabella and Rodney are both classified as 
average students, the scores that they received in the 
direct writing instruction category are altogether 
different. There is no overlap. However, Ray's 
performance on the persuasive essay was similar to Rodney's 
performance on the same essay according to instructor A's 
scores (both students received a twenty).
Direct writing instruction post-test narrative and 
persuasive scores for Isabella were sixteen (16) and
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eighteen (18) (for the narrative) and fifteen (15) for the 
persuasive. Comparison of her performance during this 
stage of the course with the direct writing instruction 
phase reveals that her progress remained consistent between 
the two narrative essays (received the same scores from 
both instructor's on both). When comparing the narrative 
direct writing instruction post-test to the narrative 
diagnostic, Isabella's scores project a loss of two (2) 
points according to instructor A and a gain of five (5) 
points according to instructor B. Examination of her 
persuasive essay scores across the three categories affirms 
that she made a gain of two (2) points from the diagnostic 
to the post-test, remained consistent in terms of her 
performance between direct writing instruction and the 
post-test according to instructor A, and gained one (1) 
point between direct writing instruction and the post-test 
according to instructor B.
Seventeen (17) and nineteen (19) were the narrative 
direct writing instruction post-test scores for Rodney.
The persuasive direct writing instruction post-test scores 
were twenty (20) and twenty-two (22). His progress in 
terms of the narrative essays is as follows: a gain of four
(4) points between the diagnostic and post-test and 
consistent scores between direct writing instruction and
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the post-test (both instructors gave Rodney the same scores 
for both essays). His progress when comparing the 
persuasive essays is as follows: a gain of five (5) points 
according to instructor A and seven (7) points according to 
instructor B when the diagnostic and post-test are 
compared, progress is consistent based upon instructor A 's 
scores in the direct writing instruction category and the 
post-test category, and Rodney gained two (2) points 
according to instructor B in those two categories.
No similarities exist between Isabella and Rodney's 
performance on the narrative and persuasive essays written 
for the direct writing instruction post-test. According to 
the score that instructor B gave Rodney on the persuasive 
direct instruction post-test essay, his performance is 
similar to Zelda and Ray's performance in the same 
category. Instructor A's scores on the persuasive essays 
indicate similar performance between Rodney and Ray as 
well.
Isabella's scores on the narrative and persuasive 
REGROW essays seem to be consistent with her prior 
performance. Her narrative essay scores reflect a loss of 
two (2) points according to instructor A and one (1) point 
according to instructor B, when compared to her diagnostic. 
Instructor A's scores show consistent progress on narrative
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essays submitted in the previous categories. Instructor 
B's scores indicate gains of at least two (2) points in 
each category. Persuasive essay scores reflect a gain of 
nine (9) points when the diagnostic is compared to the 
REGROW essay, a gain of seven (7) and nine (9) points when 
compared to the direct writing instruction essay (according 
to both instructors), a loss of seven (7) points when the 
REGROW essay is compared to the direct writing instruction 
post-test, and a loss of six (6) points when the REGROW 
essay is compared to the essay completed for the REGROW 
pre-test.
Rodney's narrative and persuasive REGROW essay scores 
were twenty-two (22) , twenty-two (22), twenty (20) and 
twenty-two (22). On narrative essays across categories, 
Rodney made a gain of nine (9) points between the narrative 
REGROW essay and the diagnostic, a gain of four (4) points 
and three (3) points according to instructors A and B on 
the direct writing instruction essay, and his progress 
remained constant between his direct writing instruction 
essay and the REGROW pre-test narrative essay. Rodney's 
performance on persuasive essays across categories is as 
follows: a gain of five (5) points according to instructor 
A and seven (7) points according to instructor B between 
the diagnostic and REGROW essays, constant progress
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according to instructor A's scores on the direct writing 
instruction, direct writing instruction post-test, and 
REGROW essays, and a gain of five (5) points and six (6) 
points between the REGROW pre-test essay and the REGROW 
essay.
Isabella and Rodney's performance is similar according 
to instructor B's scores on the persuasive essay in the 
REGROW category. However, those scores are different when 
compared to all other case study participants' performance.
The final category, the REGROW post-test, contains 
scores that are consistent with those in the REGROW 
category. Isabella scored twenty (20) points, twenty (20) 
points, twenty (20) points, and nineteen (19) points on the 
narrative and persuasive essays. Rodney's essay scores 
ranged from twenty-one (21) to twenty-three (23) points.
The gains in this category for both students are similar to 
those gains reported in the REGROW category. Isabella and 
Rodney's scores have no similarities when compared to each 
other. However, there is similarity in the scores that 
instructor B gave to Rodney, Zelda, and Ray's narrative 
essay, and similarity between Rodney and Zelda's persuasive 
essay scores (according to instructor B).
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DIMENSIONS OF CONTRAST BETWEEN ZELDA'S AND RAY'S
PERFORMANCE ON THE NARRATIVE AND PERSUASIVE ESSAYS IN 
RELATION TO OTHER CASE STUDY PARTICIPANTS
Unlike students in the below average and average 
categories, case study participants with the above average 
designation, do not have much variation between scores.
For the most part their progress during the semester 
remained consistent- Their gains averaged one (1) to two
(2) points.
Zelda's diagnostic narrative and persuasive essay 
scores were twenty-one (21) and twenty (20) points. During 
direct writing instruction, her narrative scores were 
eighteen (18) and twenty (20) points, showing a loss of 
three (3) points according to instructor A, and a loss of 
one (1) point according to instructor B. Persuasive scores 
when compared reflect a gain of one (1) point.
Ray's scores in the diagnostic category were nineteen
(19) points on his narrative and persuasive essays. The 
direct writing instruction scores were eighteen (18) and 
twenty-one (21) points for the narrative, and twenty (20) 
and twenty-one (21) points on the persuasive essay. 
Instructor A's score indicates a loss of one (1) point when 
performance on the direct writing instruction narrative is 
compared to the narrative diagnostic essay. Instructor B's 
score indicates a gain of two (2) points. Ray made gains
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of one (1) point and two (2) points when comparing his 
progress between persuasive essays.
Dimensions of contrast exist between the students' 
performance in the diagnostic and direct writing 
instruction categories. However, according to instructor 
A, Zelda and Ray's narrative essay performance was similar, 
and similarity exists between instructor B's score for 
their persuasive essays.
When comparing Zelda's direct writing instruction 
post-test narrative scores to those in the previous 
categories, instructor A's scores reflected a loss of two
(2) points when making the comparison between the 
diagnostic and direct writing instruction post-test, and a 
loss of one (1) point when comparing the direct writing 
instruction narrative essay to the direct writing 
instruction post-test. Instructor B's scores shows that her 
performance was consistent across the categories. Her 
performance on the persuasive essays showed basic gains of 
at least one (1) point.
Ray's narrative and persuasive diagnostic essay scores 
were nineteen (19). Comparison between the diagnostic 
essays and the direct writing instruction post-test essay 
showed gains of two (2) and three (3) points on the 
narrative and one (1) and three (3) points on the
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persuasive. Similarly, his gains were two (2) and one (1) 
points when comparing the narrative direct writing 
instruction essay and the direct writing instruction post­
test, and a gain of one (1) point in the persuasive 
categories.
Similarities exist between instructor B's persuasive 
direct writing instruction post-test essay scores for 
Zelda, Ray, and Rodney. However, dimensions of contrast 
exist between all other case study participants in this 
category.
REGROW pre-testing is the only category remaining that 
reflects a loss in performance for Zelda. According to 
instructor B, she lost two (2) points when comparing her 
narrative REGROW pre-test score to her narrative diagnostic 
essay. She also lost one (1) point when comparing 
instructor B's REGROW pre-test score to the score that he 
assigned for the direct writing instruction category, and a 
loss of two (2) points when his scores are compared between 
the REGROW pre-test persuasive essay and the direct writing 
instruction post-test essays.
Comparing performance across categories also indicates 
that Ray performance resulted in a loss of three (3) points 
when comparing the REGROW pre-test narrative essay to the 
direct writing instruction narrative essay. He also
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experienced a loss of one (1) point when comparing 
instructor B's scores for the persuasive direct writing 
instruction essay to the persuasive REGROW pre-test essay, 
and a loss of two (2) points when comparing the direct 
writing instruction post-test scores to the persuasive 
REGROW pre-test essay scores.
Zelda and Ray's performance was similar when comparing 
instructor B's scores in the persuasive REGROW pre-test 
category. However, dimensions of contrast exist between 
these scores and the scores for other case study 
participants in this category.
The final two categories, REGROW and the REGROW post­
test, show growth in the performances of Zelda and Ray. 
Gains range from two (2) points when comparing Zelda's 
narrative diagnostic essay to her narrative REGROW post­
test essay to a gain of five (5) points when comparing 
Ray's performance in the REGROW post-test category to his 
performance in the persuasive diagnostic essay category.
Similarities exist when comparing Zelda and Rodney's 
performance in the narrative REGROW category (according to 
instructor B's scores). Instructor B's scores in the 
REGROW persuasive category reveals similarities in Zelda 
and Ray's performance. During the REGROW post-test, Zelda, 
Ray, and Rodney's performance was similar on the narrative
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essay (according to instructor B), and on the persuasive
essay (according to instructor A). Differences exist
between the scores of the students mentioned previously and
other case study participants.
THE INSTRUCTOR'S LOG (AN ANNOTATED VERSION) :
COMMENTS ON STUDENTS' PERFORMANCE
Instructors A and B communicated about student 
performance only through use of the scoring rubric.
Insights into overall performance and student growth were 
ascertained through constant interaction between instructor 
and students over the course of the semester. Personal 
observations and discussion of students' performance 
follow.
ELLEN
Ellen exhibited minor signs of growth from the 
beginning of the semester until the end. Her diagnostic 
essay revealed that she had difficulty with drafting a 
strong essay with a logical and coherent introduction, 
body, and conclusion. Some details that she provided in 
the essay were misplaced and others were just irrelevant. 
She had good ideas, but had difficulty placing those ideas 
into the proper paragraph structure.
As the semester progressed, Ellen became more willing 
to discuss her essay topics, the supporting details that 
she would use for her topics, and the structure that she
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planned to employ. Although she appeared to still have 
some problems with her essay conclusions, she made strides 
to correct the major problems that she had with other 
aspects of her essay. Her thesis statements were stronger 
and clearer. Her support was more defined. Her structure 
was clearer.
RACHEL
Initially, Rachel appeared to experience problems in 
that she did not directly answer the objectives of the 
assignments. For example, if an essay were persuasive in 
nature, she would not write an essay that argued for or 
against someone or something. As the semester progressed, 
she gained more knowledge of what defined particular 
aspects of the narrative and persuasive essays and she was 
able to develop hers accordingly.
Rachel found that it was easier to write and monitor 
her papers for relevant details when it was a topic that 
she was passionate about, for example, the adoption of her 
child from Russia. On the other hand, when she wrote an 
essay focusing on financial planning, she found it to be 
more difficult. She made some progress, and it is believed 
that she will continue to do so. Toward the end of the 
course she started openly using the self-monitoring 
questions practiced in the course to filter through details
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that she planned to include in her essay to determine 
whether they fit.
ISABELLA.
It was observed that Isabella provided sufficient 
details to support her essay topics and chose topics that 
were significant to her life. However, she had difficulty 
structuring the essays with proper transitions, supporting 
one topic in one paragraph, and drafting strong 
conclusions. It was further observed that she found it 
easier to write when she was allowed to control the topic 
and write about an experience that was meaningful to her in 
contrast to a more mundane assigned topic.
Isabella's progress was a "hit or miss" situation.
When she is interested in the topic she writes a moderately 
effective essay. When she is not interested in the topic 
or other external factors such as time restraints are 
imposed, her final product tended to be mediocre.
RODNEY
Rodney'' s primary difficulty was that he tended to 
provide too many details. Brevity was not his strong 
point. Another difficulty that he occasionally experienced 
was the inability to transition within his essays from one 
topic to another. As a result, he was unable to tie the
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various threads of his essay together to make an effective 
composition.
Over the course of the semester, Rodney's writing 
appeared to become more thoughtful. He included relevant 
details to paint the image of what he was presenting in a 
narrative or to frame his argument in persuasive essays, 
without burdening the reader with details that were either 
irrelevant or unimportant. Class discussions indicated 
that he made a note of employing some of the question- 
answer relationships in an effort to create a better essay. 
ZELDA
Grammar, mechanics, and structure were problems that 
Zelda had with writing her essays. Her positive attributes 
were that she attended to the details that she chose to 
include in her writing as well as choosing topics that were 
meaningful to her. Even when she received a general topic, 
she would narrow it so she could construct something with 
personal meaning.
During the semester, Zelda became a stronger writer in 
regard to practicing her essay structure and self­
monitoring for grammar and punctuation problems. It seems 
likely that many of the problems that she experienced in 
those areas were because she did not plan the essays in 
advance. Overall, she made gains during the semester.
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By far, Ray was the most thoughtful when compared to 
the other case study participants in terms of topic and 
detail selection. Most of his difficulties resulted from 
the failure to develop important information/details in the 
essay that he had inserted. In addition, he would 
occasionally insert information that was not relevant to 
the topic he had chosen to discuss.
As the semester progressed, Ray became more 
comfortable with group collaboration and used this to his 
advantage. He reflected on his writing and questioned the 
content of his papers, which resulted in more effective 
essays. Consequently, he experienced significant 
improvement over the course of the semester.
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CHAPTER 6
FINDINGS, LIMITATIONS, AND IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
FINDINGS
This study examined the impact of the REGROW 
reading/writing strategy on the comprehension of students 
in a community college setting. Interviews provided 
background information that focused on the students'' 
families, their ideas about reading and writing, and their 
ideas about direct writing instruction versus the REGROW 
reading/writing strategy. Whole-class and group 
observations furnished details that served to support the 
comments students provided in interviews, and to provide 
rationales regarding why the topics of the essays are 
significant to them.
This study investigated three questions that related 
to the interactions that occurred in the Developmental 
English classroom. These questions were:
1. How does the REGROW reading/writing strategy impact 
students' understanding of the textual strategies used 
in composition in a community college setting compared 
to direct writing instruction?
2. Does the REGROW reading/writing strategy help students 
to think critically during reading assignments and 
before composing essays?
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3. How do case study participants perceive the
effectiveness of the REGROW reading/writing strategy 
as compared to direct writing instruction?
QUESTION 1
The first question sought information to determine 
whether the REGROW reading/writing strategy impacted 
students' understanding of the textual strategies used in 
composition in a community college setting compared to 
direct writing instruction. The answer appears to be yes.
First and foremost, students perceived that the 
strategy was an effective means of assisting them in 
monitoring their own writing and proofreading abilities.
Not only did they express comfort in planning for their 
essays, but also expressed confidence in being able to ask 
the questions to filter through questionable details.
Direct instruction alone, according to each case study 
subject, was not helpful. Although it was necessary to 
receive basic writing instruction, many believed that it 
would not have been beneficial to receive this instruction 
alone. They agreed that direct writing instruction should 
precede any interventions that the instructor would choose 
to incorporate in instruction because it is crucial that 
students know what components are included in an 
introduction, body, and conclusion of an essay.
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Furthermore, case study participants expressed their 
need to understand how to determine which details were 
effective and which details were not effective in their 
essays, an activity the REGROW reading/writing strategy 
facilitated. In addition, the strategy allowed them to 
practice critical thinking skills collectively through the 
use of prewritten articles and stories, which alleviated 
any stress about simultaneously attempting to write a paper 
and monitoring their choices of details.
The REGROW reading/writing strategy makes an effort to 
develop and/or utilize the student's higher order thinking 
skills. Gebhard (1983) observed in her study that writing 
requires close observation of experience and higher order 
thinking skills. Since reading requires those same 
components, it would be natural to combine the two. The 
questions that students are required to use as a basis for 
monitoring focus on audience, purpose, and subject, as well 
as requiring the student to think critically about details 
included or not included in the essay and to express their 
personal opinions about the articles.
Although it is premature to say that the case study 
participants have a complete understanding of all of the 
textual strategies emphasized during the semester, they are
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aware of how to recognize the audience, aspects of the 
subject and purpose.
QUESTION 2
Question two examined whether the REGROW 
reading/writing strategy helped students to think 
critically during reading assignments and before composing 
essays. First, most of the case study participants stated 
that they have never had exposure to reading materials in 
their classes. The types of reading materials that they 
were unfamiliar with were short stories, poems, and 
expressive writing. There was some familiarity with the 
standard novel and expository text. So, with this new 
intervention, students read more carefully for meaning.
During in-class collaboration, students used the 
question-answer relationship forms as guidance in 
determining the connection between reading passages and 
questions. When students were invited to share their 
responses, typically all of the case study participants had 
different points-of-view. They listened to each other and 
occasionally stated that although they could understand why 
a person held a particular belief, they articulated their 
opinion and why they believed as they did.
Through guided collaboration, case study participants, 
with the assistance of the instructor, were able to use the
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question-answer relationship forms as a basis for 
discussion of the importance of comprehending the reading 
passages and those techniques that could be used to enhance 
comprehension. In addition, the students had a visual 
guide that made them aware of the components essential in 
comprehens ion.
Thus, as students started writing their own 
compositions, they questioned whether their topics were 
descriptive, whether the details were responsive to the 
audience, whether the details supported their purpose 
(whether to entertain, persuade, elicit sympathy), or after 
writing whether they could have included additional details 
to make their essays more effective.
QUESTION 3
The third question examined the beliefs of the case 
study participants regarding the effectiveness of the 
REGROW reading/writing strategy as compared to direct 
writing instruction. Effective is defined in terms of 
whether either or both of the strategies implemented in the 
course served as a positive force in the students' 
acquisition of comprehension skills.
During in-class discussions and post-interviews, the 
case study participants indicated that direct writing 
instruction and the REGROW reading/writing strategy were
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both effective. The students did not believe that one was 
more effective than the other, but that both served the 
intended purpose.
Ellen enjoyed the REGROW group discussions that 
centered on the reading assignments. She was able to get 
ideas from and to hear the points-of-view of other group 
members. She believed that the groups were positive in 
assisting her in making adjustments to her essays or ideas 
by providing input. Likewise, she felt that direct 
instruction was important. "It is important to know the 
basics when writing. We need structure and guidelines when 
trying to put our thoughts down. If we don't have 
guidance, then papers would ramble on about nothing."
Isabella agreed with Ellen in her response to the 
instruction she received in the Developmental English 
course. She believed that the direct writing instruction 
helped her with organization and writing. The major benefit 
of the REGROW reading/writing strategy is that it helped 
her to monitor her writing for mistakes. She believed that 
the strategy was effective, if all of the steps were 
followed.
"It was interesting to hear opposing points and 
thinking-out-loud by others, but it didn't sway my 
opinion," said Zelda. She believed that the REGROW
14 6
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reading/writing strategy assisted her in monitoring her 
writing. She also thought that direct instruction was 
important to provide structure.
Ray took a different approach to discussing both 
strategies. In reacting to direct instruction, he believed 
that he now understands the appropriate procedures in 
telling a story, and is comfortable in writing about issues 
that he once thought was unimportant. Also, he believes 
that the REGROW reading/writing strategy assisted him in 
organizing and refining his thoughts so that he could use 
the most effective ones when composing.
Rodney expressed the sentiment that both methods of 
instruction were important. "I think once students are 
taught the structure of the writing assignments, they 
should be given the freedom to express themselves. The 
strategy was helpful for that." Rachel concurred with 
Rodney. She believes that she is a more confident writer 
because she had the benefit of both strategies. She 
learned appropriate structure, and was then allowed to work 
through and question her own thoughts.
The interviews and observations conducted over the 
semester support the contention that both types of 
instruction (direct writing instruction and the REGROW 
reading/writing strategy) are essential for exercising and
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increasing comprehension skills. Much like the interactive 
reading approach that falls between skills-based and whole- 
language supporters, students in this study believe that 
both methods of instruction can be equally effective when 
used together.
LIMITATIONS
As with any research project, limitations are 
inherent. This study proved to be no different. Within 
this research study, the following limitation was noted. 
MEASUREMENT OF GROWTH
This study revealed that case study participants' 
writing performance increased over the course of the 
semester. Although this growth cannot be directly 
attributed to any one method of instruction provided in the 
course, it is not possible to say that this growth is not a 
result of use of the REGROW reading/writing strategy. 
IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
During the mid-eighties, research indicated that 
teaching reading and writing, as an interrelated process 
was beneficial to students since both processes are 
similar. Application of higher order thinking skills 
permits the transfer of these skills between disciplines 
giving struggling readers and writers the tools to become 
more effective readers and writers.
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The REGROW reading/writing strategy is a strategy that 
can be employed in both the reading and writing classrooms 
and can have positive benefits. The REGROW strategy 
contains the following components that have implications 
for the future teaching of both reading and writing: (1) It 
contains reading materials that allow the students to 
practice reading,. (2) teaches question and answer skills,
(3) provides time for group collaboration, (4) reinforces 
the importance of reflection and outlining, and (5) 
requires writing.
Earlier research has already substantiated that there 
is a valuable connection between teaching reading and 
writing. Yet, as important as these discoveries were, 
dialogue on the topic is minimal. This study has provided 
a current view of the positive aspects of integrating 
reading and writing instruction.
The REGROW reading/writing strategy is a strategy that 
incorporates all of the skills that are recognized in good 
readers and writers. Students activate critical thinking 
to determine what textual strategies are important. In 
addition, they have valuable practice in reading and 
writing.
Based upon the data presented in this study, educators 
may realize that they do not have to teach one methodology
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to the exclusion of others. The REGROW reading/writing 
strategy is an invaluable tool, but should not be utilized 
exclusively. Direct writing instruction also plays an 
important role in reading and writing classrooms. Students 
must be provided with structure and a direction for 
expanding their knowledge. Direct writing instruction 
provides that structure. Thus, when students are 
comfortable with this framework, strategies to develop 
reading and writing skills can be integrated into daily 
instruction.
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APPENDIX A
LETTER REQUESTING PERMISSION FOR STUDY
May 15, 2000
Dear Dr.
I am currently preparing to begin gathering data to 
complete the research necessary to write my dissertation. 
This dissertation will complete the requirements set forth 
by Louisiana State University for a doctorate degree in 
Reading Education. I would like to have permission to 
conduct the proposed study in my Developmental English 091 
course.
My study will involve giving students a diagnostic essay 
assignment as well as covering the material designated on 
the generic Community College Developmental
English 091 Syllabus. In addition to written assignments,
I will also be observing the students and conducting 
interviews outside of the class, which will not interrupt 
regular instruction.
I will be happy to meet with students selected for this 
study to explain this project. I feel that the information 
that I gain will be of benefit to me, as an instructor, and 
to others as they examine issues related to increasing the 
use of critical thinking skills in reading and writing 
instruction in a community college setting.
If you have any questions or concerns about this issue, 









First, I would like to thank you for participating in this 
case study. It means a great deal that you have joined me 
in an effort to examine whether the REGROW reading/writing 
strategy will have an impact on critical thinking skills in 
a community college setting.
This is a collaborative effort among us all. You can 
expect and will receive complete ethical behavior. I have 
a positive responsibility to safeguard your rights, 
interests, and sensitivities. Although I am your 
instructor, participation in this project will in no way 
affect your grades in this course. My requests are simple. 
One is that you give this project one hundred ten percent 
of your effort, and the other is that I may observe and 
interview each of you with the expectation of receiving 
honest answers. I will not share any findings without your 
verbal and written consent. You will have the opportunity 
to review the transcripts from our interviews and make any 
necessary corrections and/or clarifications. All 
participants, documentation, interview responses, and 
observations will remain anonymous.
Your signature below indicates that you agree to take part 
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APPENDIX C 




4 Logical, coherent, signals and describes the purpose
of the text.
3 Average attempt to develop the purpose of the text.
2 Makes an attempt to express a unified purpose.
1 Few details not well developed.
0 No attempt made at providing the purpose of the text.
The Body:
4 Clear and focused paragraphs that support the 
introduction and thesis statement; well developed.
3 Logic and coherence is moderate in paragraphs.
2 Attempt is made to support introduction and thesis
statement.
1 Paragraphs do not stay on topic, are not organized, 
and are not well developed.
0 No attempt is made to write clear, focused, and 
logical paragraphs
Conclusion:
4 Well-developed summary paragraph(s), representing 
writer's understanding of the topic.
3 Adequately developed summary paragraph(s) , 
representing that writer moderately understands topic.
2 Attempt is made to provide summary information.
1 Inadequate conclusion that does not explain any of the
previous text.
0 No attempt made at summarizing essay.
Sequencing:
4 Every paragraph is in chronological and/or logical 
order with adequate support.
3 Some details do not fall neatly in paragraph 
placement.
2 Attempt is made to maintain logical order of 
events/discussion topic.
1 Has problems focusing and remaining on the topic.
0 No attempt made to write chronological/logical
paragraphs.
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Critical thinking/Content:
4 Essay reflects that student understands his/her topic 
and presents topic with great detail.
3 Essay reflects that student is confused and presents
his/her topic with uncertainty.
2 Essay reflects that student made an attempt to present
his/her topic but with little understanding.
1 Essay reflects that student does not understand
his/her topic and only presents a retelling of common 
knowledge.
0 No attempt made to make any sense of the topic.
Integration of Outside Sources/Prior
Knowledge/Thoughtfulness:
4 Writer includes relevant ample personal experiences,
accurate prior knowledge of topic, and/or research in 
his/her writing to relate to topic - information 
provided has been well thought out.
3 Writer includes some personal experiences, prior
knowledge (accurate or inaccurate), and/or research to 
relate to his/her topic - but information provided 
does not demonstrate that student completely thought 
out position.
2 Writer includes personal experiences, inaccurate prior
knowledge, and/or research that does not relate to the 
paper topic - paper is full of errors and there is 
little evidence that writer thought through paper 
before presenting information.
1 All of writer's essay support has no relevance to
topic - did not think about content.
0 No attempt made to integrate any outside information.
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APPENDIX D
RAW SCORE TO SCALE SCORE TO GRADE EQUIVALENT CONVERSIONS
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APPENDIX E
ENGLISH DIAGNOSTIC ESSAY - PRE-TEST
Directions: Select one topic from each section below
(narrative and persuasive). Write a three to five 
paragraph essay for each one that you choose. Write on 
every other line of the page, and do not write on the back 
of the paper. On the first sheet in the upper right-hand 
corner write your name, and your social security number. 
Number and initial each of the following pages. Also 
remember to give each of your essays a title.
Before starting this exercise take a minute or two and jot 
down a few ideas that you want to include in your essay. 
This may better assist you in drafting. Reminder: The best 
essays are those that are thought out before they are 
written.
Narrative Topics (choose one)
To narrate means to tell a story. After choosing a topic, 
your essay should tell the reader a story about that topic.
1. Write about a childhood experience, or about an important 
turning point in your life or in the life of your family.
2. Write a narrative based upon your earliest memory.
3. Write about your happiest/saddest memory.
4. Write a narrative about an experience that first caused 
you to become aware of social, class, gender, racial, or 
other distinctions.
Persuasive Topics (choose one)
When one writes a persuasive essay, he/she is choosing a 
position and trying to convince the reader that his/her 
point of view is the right one. When trying to persuade, 
the author may not always convince the reader to switch 
sides on an issue, but he/she can at least give the reader 
something to think about.
1. I disagree with people who believe
__________________________. (You must fill in the blank and
show why these people are wrong and why the reader should 
support your view)
2. Select one invention or technological advancement and 
argue that it has done more harm than good.
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3. Agree or disagree: Life in America is much better today 
than it was five, ten, twenty, or thirty years ago. (You 
choose the time frame.)
4. Agree or disagree: American public schools are 
successfully educating our children.
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APPENDIX F
STANDARDIZED OPEN-ENDED INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 
ATTITUDE AND INTEREST INVENTORY
Name: __________________________________________
Age:   Date of Birth: ____________________
Gender: Male Female
Racial/ethnic background can be described as: 
Black/African-American Caucasian Native American
Asian American
Other (If other, please state in the space provided) 
Family
1. Do you have any brothers or sisters? (Use a number) 
  Brothers ____  sisters
Are they older or younger? (Place relation in blank) 
_____older  younger
2. How would you describe your relationship with your 
brother(s)/sister(s):
2. Growing up, you lived with:
□ Mother □ Father □ Mother and Father □ Other
(If other, please list whom? Example: grandmother, uncle, etc)
Describe your relationship with your parent(s)/guardian:
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3. Do you still live with your parent(s)/guardian?
□ Yes □ No
If, no
Do you live alone? □ Yes □ No
With someone? □ Yes □ No
4. Please indicate current household size — How many people live 
in your household? ___________________
5. Insofar as income, please select a category that you feel best 
describes your family:
□ $60,000 and above
□ $30,000 to $59,000
□ $0 to $29,000
Self
1. After completing your education, what is your career goal?
2. What do you like most about yourself?
3. If you could change anything about yourself, what would it be?
4. What do you like the best about your home or family?
5. What do you like least about your home or family?
Attitudes on Reading/Language
1. Given a choice, which do you like the best: writing, reading,
talking, listening to stories, other? ____________________
Why?
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2. What do you think about reading, in general?
3. What types of materials do you think people your age enjoy 
reading?
4. How do you see yourself as a reader?
2. How important do you think it is to learn to read?
□ Very Important □ A little □ Not at all
3. Given a choice of the following, rank from number 1 to 5, the 
order in which you would prefer to do?
Watch videos _____
Read a book _____
Hang out with a friend _____
Go to the library _____
Watch television
9. Do you ever read magazines? _______ Comics? ______  Newspapers?
10. What do you think about writing, in general?
11. How do you see yourself as a writer?
12. When you write, what types of things to do you enjoy writing?
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School and Education
1. How do you believe society views education?
2. What do you think about education?
3. Have you attended another university prior to coming to NHCC? 
Yes No
If yes, please list the university or universities
4. Why did you decided to come to NHCC?
5. How do you feel about New Hope Community College?
6. Do you like school? Yes No
7. During the course of your educational career, what has been 
your favorite course? ______________________
Why?
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APPENDIX 6
ENGLISH 091- COURSE OUTLINE
Dates Xn-class activities and. assignments
T 6-6 Introduction (Discussion of Syllabus)
Nelson-Denny
Diagnostic Essays
Th 6-8 Chapter 1 - Exploring the Writing Process 
Subject, Audience, and Purpose 
Chapter 2 - Prewriting to Generate Ideas
Freewriting, Brainstorming, Clustering, Asking 
Questions and 
Keeping a Journal
In-class activity: Prewriting Practice 
Chapter 14 - Writing the Essay
Making the transition from paragraphs to essays 
Structure
Chapter 14, Part C - generating ideas 
Outlining
T 6-13 What makes a good essay 
Writing the Essay continued
Chapter 14, Part B - the thesis statement 
Chapter 16 - the introduction, body, and 
conclusion
Chapter 14, Part D - putting the essay together 
Chapters 6 and 15 (Part B) The Narrative
Planning the Narrative Essay (generating ideas, 
outlining, and putting the essay together) 
In-class activity: Drafting the Narrative Essay
Th 6-15 The Narrative Essay Due (bring 2 copies)
- Modeling of Peer review - How to provide feedback 
to your classmates on their papers
- Chapter 14, Part E, Chapters 19,20, 21 - How to 
Revise and Edit your essay
- In-class peer review of the Submitted Narrative 
Essay
- Revising and Editing
T 6-20 Revision of the Narrative Essay Due 
Chapters 13 and 15 (Part I) The 
Persuasive/Argumentative Essay
Planning the Persuasive/Argumentative Essay 
(generating ideas, outlining, and putting the 
essay together)
In-class activity: Drafting the 
Persuasive/Argumentative Essay
Th 6-22 Persuasive/Argumentative Essay Due (2 copies)
Chapter 25 Avoiding Sentence Errors (Fragments, Run- 
ons, comma splices)
In-class peer review of the submitted
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Persuasive/Argumentative Essay 
Revising and Editing
T 6-27 Revision of Persuasive/Argumentative Due 
In-class post writing assignments
Using question-answer relationships and collaboration 
to make good papers better papers.
Th 6-29 Modeling REGROW strategy
In—class activity: Reading and employing QARs 
Group Collaboration on QARs 
5. Topic selection and outlining
T 7-4 HOLIDAY - INDEPENDENCE DAY
Th 7-6 Pre-writing REGROW: Drafting the essays
Self-monitoring the writing and revising of the essay
Discussion of the final draft
Question-Answer Session on Essays
Full class discussion of REGROW
T 7-11 In-class activity: Narrative reading assignment 
R - read 
E - employ QARs
Th 7-13 In-class activity: narrative continued 
G — guided collaboration 
R - reflection 
0 — outlining 
W - writing
T 7-18 Narrative Essay Due (2 copies)
Peer review
In-class activity: Persuasive/Argumentative reading 
assignment 
R - read 
E - employ QARs
Th 7-20 Narrative Essay Revision Due
In-class activity: persuasive/argumentative continued 
G — guided collaboration 
R — reflection 
0 - outlining 
W - writing




Th 7-27 Persuasive/Argumentative Essay Revision Due 
In-class critique of Diagnostic Essays 
Review for Final Examination 
Question-Answer Session
Final Examination - TBA
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APPENDIX H
DIRECT INSTRUCTION 
INDIVIDUAL SCORING ON NARRATIVE AND PERSUASIVE ESSAYS
THE NARRATIVE ESSAYS
Direct writing instruction, which focused on the 
structure of the narrative essay, was delivered first.
After receiving this instruction, students were given the 
assignment of writing an essay telling the story of their 
choice. Results of those essays are as follows.
Ellen's narrative essay was entitled, "A Night in New 
Orleans." Her intent was to tell the story of one 
particular night of activities that she experienced in the 
city. Table HI is a summary of individual and total scores 
given by Instructors A and B.
Table HI: Summary of Ellen's narrative essay scores
Rubric categories Narrative Essay Scores Agreement or Disagreement
Instructor B A or D
Introduction 2 2 A
Body 3 3 A
Conclusion 1 1 A
Sequencing 3 2 A
Critical thinking 2 2 A





Total 13 12 A
Both instructors assigned a score of two to the 
introduction, which indicated that Ellen made an attempt to 
express a unified purpose. The body of her essay received a
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score of three from both instructors signaling that logic 
and coherence was moderate in paragraphs. Both instructors 
also believed that the conclusion was inadequate and did 
not explain any of the previous text, which warranted a 
score of 1. In terms of sequencing, instructor A scored a 
two for the student making an attempt at maintain logical 
order, but instructor B scored sequencing as one in that 
the student had problems focusing and remaining on topic. 
Both instructors assigned a score of two for critical 
thinking and integration of outside information.
"Cellulose Insulation," was the title of Rachel's 
essay. Rather than write a narrative essay, her essay 
explained a process. She received scores from both 
instructors even though this paper did not meet the 
requirements of the assignment. Table H2 includes the 
summary of scores for Rachel's narrative (process) essay.
It can be noted that after submitting this essay for grade, 
Rachel realized that her essay was not telling a story and 
requested to do a rewrite.
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Table H2; Summary of Rachel's narrative essay scores
Rubric categories Scores Agreement or Disagreement
Instructor B A or D
Introduction 1 1 A
Body 2 2 A
Conclusion 1 1 A
Sequencing 2 2 A
Critical thinking 2 2 A





Total 10 10 A
Rachel's introduction, provided few details and was not 
well developed, and received a score of one from both 
instructors. Scores in the categories of the body, 
conclusion, sequencing, critical thinking and the 
integration of outside knowledge were two, one, two, two, 
and two respectively.
Isabella's narrative essay focused on one of the 
scariest moments in her life. The moment that she described 
happened at a friend's home. Isabella's friend and the 
friend's roommate had a major fight. Table H3 is a summary 
of individual and total scores given by instructors A and 
B.
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Table H3: Summary of Isabella's narrative essay scores
Rubric categories Scores Agreement or Disagreement
Instructor B A or D
Introduction 3 3 A
Body 3 3 A
Conclusion 1 3 D
Sequencing 3 3 A
Critical thinking 3 3 A





Total 16 18 A*
* Essay was rated as an overall agreement. Instructors A and B's 
scores in the conclusion category were scored as a disagreement. 
However, student has 87% agreement when the remaining categories are 
combined.
Instructor A and Instructor B agreed on the scores
that Isabella's essay received in five of the six 
categories. Numbers assigned in the conclusion category 
were scored as a disagreement. Instructor A scored the 
section as a one because she felt that the conclusion was 
inadequate and did not explain any of the previous text. 
However, Instructor B scored the section as an adequately 
developed summary paragraph that represents that the writer 
moderately understood her topic. The concluding paragraph 
mentioned the trial, which resulted from the outcome of the 
attack. Isabella never tied this outcome back to why the 
situation that she was writing about was one of the most 
horrible experiences that she has had.
Rodney decided to write a narrative essay that retold 
his experience of having eye surgery. The title was, "My 
Experience with Lasik." Table H4 is a summary of
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individual and total scores assigned to Rodney's essay by
instructor A  and instructor B.
Table H4: Summary of Rodney's narrative essay scores
Rubric categories Scores Agreement or Disagreement
Instructor B A  or D
Introduction 3 3 A
Body 3 2 A
Conclusion 3 2 A
Sequencing 3 3 A
Critical thinking 2 2 A





Total 17 16 A
Both instructors scored the introduction and 
sequencing sections of Rodney's essay with a three 
indicating that the details provided were above adequate. 
Instructor A  scored the body of the essay to reflect that 
the logic and coherence was moderate, whereas instructor B 
believed that an attempt was made to support the 
introduction and thesis statement. Instructor A  also 
thought that the conclusion was adequately developed, 
whereas instruction B through that an attempt was made to 
support the essay. Critical thinking was scored as a two.
"Decisions," was the title of Zelda's essay. She 
focused on making the transition from a four-year 
institution to a vocational school, and grappling with the 
perception that she was not the perfect daughter and was 
settling for less in making the choice. Table H5 includes
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the individual and total scores given to Zelda's essay by
instructor A and instructor B.
Table H5: Summary of Zelda's narrative essay scores
Rubric categories Scores Agreement or Disagreement
Instructor B A or D
Introduction 4 4 A
Body 3 3 A
Conclusion 2 3 A
Sequencing 3 3 A






Total 18 20 A*
* Essay was rated as an overall agreement. Instructors A and B's
total scores are a disagreement in theory. However, student has
100% agreement when all of categories are combined because there is
not more than one deviation in numeric scoring in each category.
The introduction was scored as a four, which indicates 
that it was logical, coherent, and signaled and described 
the purpose of the text. Both instructors scored the body 
of Zelda's essay as moderate in terms of logic and 
coherence. The conclusion was scored as a two by 
instructor A, indicating that only an attempt was made to 
provide summary information, whereas instructor B scored 
the section as a three, indicating that it was an 
adequately developed summary paragraph. Sequencing and the 
integration of outside knowledge were both scored as three, 
indicating that some information did not neatly fall in 
place in the essay structure (paragraphs). A difference in 
scoring was in the critical thinking area. Instructor A 
believed that the student was confused and didn't present
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her topic with certainty. Instructor B believed that the 
student presented her topic with accuracy. (Instructor A 
noted that the topic of the essay was really not the topic 
at all. Student had an underlying theme that should have 
been the focus of the paper.)
Ray's narrative essay was simply entitled, "Attention 
Deficient (sp) Disorder." The intent of his essay was to 
chronicle the problems that he had experienced before being 
diagnosed with ADD and how he is coping after the 
diagnosis. Table H6 includes individual and summary scores 
assigned by instructor A and instructor B to Ray's essay.
Table H6: Summary of Ray's narrative essay scores
Rubric categories Scores Agreement or Disagreement
Instructor B A or D
Introduction 3 4 A
Body 3 4 A
Conclusion 3 4 A
Sequencing 3 3 A
Critical thinking 3 3 A





Total 18 21 A*
* Essay was rated as an overall agreement. Instructors A and B's 
total scores are a disagreement in theory (18 and 21). However, 
student has 100% agreement when all of categories are combined 
because there is not more than one deviation in numeric scoring in 
each category.
Instructor A scored the introduction as an average
attempt to develop the purpose of the text. However, 
Instructor B thought that the introduction was logical, 
coherent, and described the purpose of the text. Scores
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for the body and conclusion of Ray's essay represent the 
same rationale provided for the introduction. Both 
instructors scored sequencing, critical thinking, and the 
integration of outside sources as moderate.
THE PERSUASIVE ESSAYS
Students wrote persuasive essays after receiving 
additional direct writing instruction and in-class modeling 
exercises. Students were allowed to choose their own 
topics. The results are as follows.
Ellen's persuasive essay was entitled, "Women Should 
Add Weight Training to Their Workout Routines." Scores, 
individual and summary, are provided in Table H7.
Table H7: Summary of Ellen's persuasive essay scores_______
Rubric categories Scores Agreement or Disagreement
Instructor B A  or D
Introduction 3 3 A
Body 3 3 A
Conclusion 1 1 A
Sequencing 3 2 A
Critical thinking 2 3 A





Total 12 12 A
Both instructors believed that the introduction of 
Ellen's essay was an average attempt to develop the purpose 
of the text. Likewise, both instructors thought that the 
body of the essay was composed of paragraphs that were 
moderate in terms of logic and coherence. The conclusion
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was rated as inadequate. It did not explain any of the 
previous text. With regards to sequencing, instructor A 
thought that Ellen made an above average attempt at 
chronological order, whereas instructor B believed that 
only an attempt was made to maintain logic and coherence. 
Critical thinking was scored as a two by instructor A, 
indicating that the student made an attempt to present her 
topic with little understanding. Instructor B thought that 
the student was confused and presented her topic with 
uncertainty. Neither instructor believed that the student 
made an effort to integrate any outside information albeit 
personal or research.
Rachel's persuasive essay topic focused on the issue 
of adoption, and was entitled, "International Versus 
Domestic Adoption." A summary of the individual and total 
scores assigned to her essay can be found in Table H8.
Table H8: Summary of scores for Rachel's persuasive essay
Rubric categories Scores Agreement or Disagreement
Instructor B A  or D
Introduction 2 2 A
Body 2 2 A
Conclusion 3 2 A
Sequencing 2 2 A
Critical thinking 2 2 A





Total 14 13 A
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Both instructors believed that Rachel's introduction 
and the body of her essay both attempted to present a 
purpose and support that purpose. The conclusion of the 
essay was seen as adequately developed by Instructor A. 
Instructor B saw Rachel's conclusion as merely an attempt 
at development. Both instructors agreed that the student 
made an attempt to sequence ideas and to use critical 
thinking skills. In the final section, instructor A's 
score indicated that she believed that the writer included 
personal experiences and prior knowledge, and was able to 
relate it to the topic. Instructor B's score indicated the 
same.
Isabella's essay argued for continued production of 
sport utility vehicles and was entitled, "The Sport Utility 
Vehicle Should not be Discontinued." Table H9 includes 
individual and summary scores for Isabella's persuasive 
essay.
Table H9; Summary of scores for Isabella's persuasive essay
Rubric categories Scores Agreement or Di sagreement
Instructor B A or D
Introduction 3 3 A
Body 2 2 A
Conclusion 2 2 A
Sequencing 2 2 A
Critical thinking 3 2 A





Total 15 14 A
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Instructors were unanimous in scoring all categories, 
except critical thinking. Instructor A believed that the 
student was confused and presented her topic with 
uncertainty. Instructor B gave the critical thinking 
section a score of two. This score indicated that the 
student only attempted to present her topic, but with 
little understanding.
"Carnal Knowledge of a Juvenile," was the title of 
Rodney's persuasive essay. The summary of individual and 
total scores can be found in Table H10.
Table H10: Summary of Rodney's persuasive essay scores
Rubric categories Scores Agreement or Disagreement
Instructor A Instructor B A  or D
Introduction 4 4 A
Body 4 3 A
Conclusion 3 3 A
Sequencing 2 2 A
Critical thinking 4 4 A





Total 20 19 A
The introduction of Rodney's essay was strong. Both 
instructors believed that it was logical, coherent, and 
signaled the purpose of his argument. Likewise, both 
instructors also believed that the body of the essay was 
above average. Instructor A scored the body as a four, 
which indicated that she believed the body was clearly 
focused. Instructor B thought that there were minor
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problems, but that the body moderately supported the 
purpose of the paper. Both instructors, signifying that 
the conclusion of his paper was adequately developed, 
scored Rodney three. Sequencing received a score of two, 
indicating that the writer attempted to maintain a logical 
order of events. Critical thinking was exhibited in the 
essay, and the writer integrated personal experience and 
was scored three.
Zelda's essay was entitled, "Children Should be 
Disciplined by Corporal Punishment." The essay discussed 
the positive aspects of a child being spanked as a means of 
discipline. Table Hll is a summary of individual and total
scores for Zelda's persuasive essay.
Table Hll: Summary of: Zelda's persuasive essay scores
Rubric categories Scores Agreement or Disagreement
Instructor B A or D
Introduction 4 4 A
Body 3 4 A
Conclusion 4 4 A
Sequencing 3 3 A
Critical thinking 4 3 A





Total 21 21 A
The introduction of Zelda's essay was considered to be 
strong, therefore she received the maximum points allowable 
in that category. Similarly, her body and conclusion were 
seen as strong. Instructor A gave her a score of three to
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indicate that the body of the essay was moderately logical 
and coherent. Both instructors scored the conclusion as 
well developed. Instructor A thought more highly of the 
critical thinking skills that Zelda exhibited in the essay 
opposed to Instructor B thinking that she was a little 
confused in her presentation of details. In the final 
category both instructors agreed on the fact that Zelda 
included personal experiences and prior knowledge.
"Single Parents Should Date," was the title of Ray's 
persuasive essay. He expressed strong feelings about this 
topic during class discussion and asked if it was 
permissible to write on the topic. Table H12 includes
individual and total scores for Ray's persuasive essay.
Table H12: Summary of: Ray's persuasive essay scores
Rubric categories Scores Agreement or Di s agreement
Instructor B A  or D
Introduction 4 4 A
Body 3 4 A
Conclusion 3 3 A
Sequencing 4 4 A
Critical thinking 3 3 A





Total 20 21 A
The introduction of Ray's paper was solid and received 
a score of four. The body of his paper was assigned a 
score of three by instructor A, indicating that she 
believed that the logic and coherence was moderate in the
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paragraphs. Instructor B saw that the body of the essay 
was above average. The remaining categories received the 
same scores from the instructors indicating that each 
believed that Ray attempted to draft a clear, logical 
product that was above average.
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APPENDIX I
DIRECT INSTRUCTION - POST TEST
Directions: Select a topic from each section below
(narrative and persuasive). Based upon class lectures and 
discussions, draft an essay for each one that you choose. 
Write on every other line of the page, and do not write on 
the back of the paper. On the first sheet in the upper 
right-hand corner write your name, and your social security 
number. Number and initial each of the following pages.
Also remember to give each of your essays a title.
Before starting this exercise you should jot down ideas 
that you want to include in your essay (an outline). This 
will assist you in drafting. Reminder: The best essays are 
those that are thought out before they are written.
Narrative Topics (choose one)
1. Winning a contest, a race, a lottery, etc, can be an 
exhilarating experience. However, many people have lost 
more often than won. Provide a narrative about something 
that you lost (excluding a relative, a 
boyfriend/girlfriend, friend).
2. Tell about a time that you had to make a major decision, 
or a challenge or an obstacle that you faced.
3. A work or school experience that you would rather forget 
/or will always remember.
4. Tell about the best experience/time you ever had —  
whether it was going out to a party, going on a vacation, 
etc.
Persuasive Topics (choose one)
1. Agree or disagree: Participation in college sports should 
be considered a profession and athletes compensated for 
their work.
2. The media should be restricted from publishing 
information, which intrudes upon the privacy of 
individuals.
3. Stronger laws need to be enacted to protect the rights of 
airline passengers.
4. The harmful side effects of organized gambling far 
outweigh any positive effects.
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APPENDIX J
DIRECT WRITING INSTRUCTION (POST-TEST) 
INDIVIDUAL SCORING ON NARRATIVE AND PERSUASIVE ESSAYS
THE NARRATIVE ESSAYS
The essay topic that Ellen selected for her narrative 
was a high school experience that she would always 
remember. This experience was attending Louisiana State 
University prior to entering her senior year in high 
school. Table J1 is a summary of the scores assigned to 
Ellen's essay.
Table Jl: Summary of Ellen's narrative essay scores
Rubric categories Scores Agreement or Di sagreexnent
Instructor B A or D
Introduction 3 3 A
Body 2 2 A
Conclusion 2 3 A
Sequencing 2 2 A
Critical thinking 2 1 A





Total 13 13 A
The introduction of Ellen's narrative essay appeared 
to both instructors to be an average attempt to develop the 
purpose of her story. Both also agreed that the body of 
the essay was only an attempt to support the introduction 
and thesis statement. Disagreement in theory, but not 
according to the guidelines for counting scores arose in 
the conclusion category, where instructor A believed the
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conclusion to be an attempt to provide summary information, 
and instructor B scored the section as an adequately 
developed summary paragraph. Both instructors agreed that 
the student attempted to maintain a logical order in 
sequencing. Critical thinking was scored as a two by 
instructor A indicating that the student made an attempt to 
present her topic, but did not completely understand how to 
do so. Instructor B's scoring reflected the fact that the 
student didn't think critically about her story. In the 
final category, the student was given credit for 
incorporating personal experience, but the paper had a few 
errors that interfered with readability at times.
Rachel wrote her essay on the topic of gambling. Her 
narrative essay was entitled, "My First Gambling Loss."
This composition focused on the first time she played 
poker. Table J2 reports the summary of individual and 
total scores given to Rachel's narrative essay.
Table J2: Summary of Rachel's narrative essay scores
Rubric categories Scores Agreement or Disagreement
Instructor B A or D
Introduction 2 2 A
Body 2 2 A
Conclusion 2 2 A
Sequencing 3 3 A
Critical thinking 3 3 A





Total 14 14 A
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Instructors A and B scored Rachel's narrative essay 
the same in all respects. Both believed that the 
introduction, body, and conclusion made an attempt to 
express a unified purpose. Likewise, the instructors 
believed that the sequencing of her essay was moderate, 
that she was somewhat confused in presenting certain 
aspects of her paper, and that she made an attempt to 
integrate outside sources.
Isabella's narrative essay was entitled, "Something I 
Will Always Remember." The paper focused on an exciting 
event that happened on Valentine's Day at her job at a 
florist shop. Table J3 includes the individual and total 
scores that Isabella's essay received.
Table J3: Summary of Isabella's narrative essay scores
Rubric categories Scores Agreement or Disagreement
Instructor B A or D
Introduction 3 3 A
Body 3 3 A
Conclusion 2 3 A
Sequencing 3 3 A
Critical thinking 3 3 A





Total 16 18 A
Both instructors scored the introduction of Isabella's 
narrative to indicate that they believed that she made an 
average attempt to develop the purpose of the text. The 
body of her essay received a score of three, meaning that
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she made an above average attempted to support her: 
introduction and thesis statement. Instructor A b>elieved 
that the conclusion was inadequate and did not explain any 
of the previous text. Instructor B's score on the 
conclusion indicated that he believed that Isabella made an 
attempt to summarize her paper. Sequencing, critical 
thinking, and the integration of outside sources were 
scored as moderate.
Rodney's narrative essay was entitled, "The Trip."
Its focus was on an overnight camping trip that he took 
with friends and under-aged drinking took place, wliich was 
an event that he would never forget. Table J4 includes 
individual and summary scores for Rodney's essay.
Table J4: Summary of Rodney's narrative essay scores
Rubric categories Scores Agreement or Disagreement
Instructor B A  or D
Introduction 4 4 A
Body 3 3 A
Conclusion 2 3 A
Sequencing 2 3 A
Critical thinking 3 3 A





Total 17 19 A
Rodney's introduction was scored four by both 
instructors indicating that it was logical, coherent, and 
signaled the purpose of the text. The body of his essay 
was an above average attempt at supporting the introductory
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paragraph. Instructor A scored the conclusion as 
inadequate, whereas instructor B scored the conclusion as 
an adequate attempt to summarize the paper. Sequencing was 
scored as problematic by instructor A  and instructor B's 
score indicates that some details did not fall neatly in 
paragraph placement. Critical thinking and the integration 
of outside sources were scored as average.
"God has a Plan," was the title of Zelda's narrative 
essay. In this essay she told how she had to tell her 
boyfriend that she was pregnant again. She discussed the 
fact that God has a plan for everyone and that people have 
to trust those plans. Table J5 includes individual and 
summary scores for Zelda's essay.
Table J5: Summary of Zelda's narrative essay scores
Rubric categories Scores Agreement or Di sagreement
Instructor B A or D
Introduction 4 4 A
Body 3 4 A
Conclusion 3 4 A
Sequencing 3 3 A
Critical thinking 3 3 A





Total 19 21 A
Zelda's introduction was scored to indicate that it 
was logical, coherent, and signaled the purpose of the 
text. Instructor A  thought that the body of her essay was 
an above average attempt to write clear, concise paragraphs
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that supported the purpose of the text. Instructor B 
believed that the body of the essay was composed of clear, 
concise paragraphs that supported the introduction and 
thesis statement. Scores on the conclusion indicated that 
instructor A thought that Zelda's attempt to summarize the 
essay was adequate and instructor B thought that the 
summary paragraph was well developed. Sequencing, critical 
thinking, and integration of outside sources were all 
scored three to indicate average attempts to fulfill the 
purpose of the categories.
Ray's narrative essay was entitled, "True Friendship," 
and told of a time in the military when he needed and 
friend and one was always there. Table J6 includes 
individual and summary scores for Ray's essay.
Table J6: Summary of Ray's narrative essay scores
Rubric categories Scores Agreement or Disagreement
Instructor B A or D
Introduction 4 4 A
Body 4 4 A
Conclusion 4 4 A
Sequencing 3 4 A
Critical thinking 3 3 A





Total 21 22 A
Both instructors scored Ray's essay identically, 
except for the sequencing category. Instructor A's score 
indicates that she believed that some details did not fall
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neatly in paragraph placement. Instructor B believed that 
every paragraph was in chronological and/or logical order 
with adequate support. The introduction, body, and 
conclusion were scored to indicate that Ray had fulfilled 
the requirements for those categories. Critical thinking 
and the integration of outside sources were scored to 
indicate that the effort was average.
THE PERSUASIVE ESSAYS
Ellen's second essay was written to support the fact 
that gambling has long-term negative effects. Table J7 
includes a summary of individual and total scores assigned 
to Ellen's essay.
Table J7: Summary of Ellen's persuasive essay scores
Rubric categories Scores Agreement or Disagreement
Instructor B A or D
Introduction 2 3 A
Body 2 3 A
Conclusion 1 3 D
Sequencing 2 2 A
Critical thinking 2 3 A





Total 11 14 D*
* Total essay scores when compared are a disagreement. In the past, 
when a student has had agreement in most categories, essay is scored 
as an agreement. However, fundamental differences exist in 
categories, leading to an overall difference between the two scorers.
This essay was scored as a difference between 
Instructor A and Instructor B. Among the differences that 
existed, Instructor A believed that the introduction made
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only an attempt to express a unified purpose, whereas 
Instructor B believe the introduction was an average 
attempt to develop the purpose of the text. Likewise, the 
two instructors had differences in how they viewed the 
conclusion and the integration of outside information. 
Instructor A believed that that conclusion was inadequate - 
that it did not summarize the essay topic. She also 
believed, based upon scoring that Ellen, did not attempt to 
include any summary information. Instructor B's scores 
indicated that he believed that Ellen's conclusion was 
adequately developed and that she did include outside 
information in the composition.
Rachel also wrote her persuasive essay on the fact 
that gambling does more harm than good to a community. 
Results from Rachel's persuasive essay can be found in 
Table J8.
Table J8; Summary of Rachel's persuasive essay scores
Rubric categories Scores Agreement or Disagreement
Instructor B A or D
Introduction 3 3 A
Body 2 2 A
Conclusion 1 2 A
Sequencing 2 2 A
Critical thinking 2 2 A





Total 12 13 A
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Her introduction was an above average attempt at 
pinpointing her purpose for writing and was scored as a 
three by both instructors. The body of her essay was 
scored as two indicating that Rachel made an attempt at 
supporting the purpose of her paper. The instructors 
scored the conclusion differently. Instructor A  believed 
that the conclusion was inadequate and scored it a one. 
Instructor B believed that the conclusion was an adequate 
attempt to bring closure to the paper. Sequencing, 
critical thinking, and the integration of outside knowledge 
were all scored as adequate.
"College Athletes are. not Doing a Job," was the title 
of Isabella persuasive essay. In this essay she argued 
that college athletes should not be paid to play sports. 
Table J9 includes individual and summary scores for 
Isabella's essay.
Table J9; Summary of Isabella's persuasive essay scores
Rubric categories Scores Agreement or Disagreement
Instructor B A or D
Introduction 3 3 A
Body 3 3 A
Conclusion 3 3 A
Sequencing 2 2 A
Critical thinking 2 2 A





Total 15 15 A
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The introduction to Isabella's essay was scored to 
indicate that an average attempt was made to develop the 
purpose of the text. Likewise in the body category both 
instructors agreed that Isabella made an effort to maintain 
logic and coherence in the paragraphs. The conclusion was 
scored to indicate an above average attempt to bring the 
essay to a close. Both instructors agreed that sequencing 
in the paper was problematic, that the student did not 
fully think through her position (thus the critical 
thinking score of two), and did not integrate much prior 
knowledge.
"Are We Flying the Friendly Skies," was the title of 
Rodney's persuasive essay. In this essay he argues that 
there should be stricter legislation enforced to protect 
everyone on airplanes, from the passengers to the
employees. Table J10 includes individual and summary 
scores for Rodney's essay.
Table J10: Summary oi: Rodney's persuasive essay scores
Rubric categories Scores Agreement or Disagreement
Instructor A Instructor B A or D
Introduction 4 4 A
Body 4 4 A
Conclusion 3 4 A
Sequencing 3 3 A
Critical thinking 3 4 A





Total 20 22 A
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The introduction of Rodney's essay was logical, 
coherent, and signaled the purpose of the text. Likewise, 
both instructors agreed that the body of his essay included 
clear and focused paragraphs that supported the 
introduction and thesis statement. Instructor A believed 
that the conclusion was an adequately developed summary 
paragraph, whereas instructor B thought that it was well 
developed. Both instructors believed that some details did 
not fall neatly in paragraph placement, thus the score of 
three in the sequencing category. Instructor A thought 
that the student was a little confused in the presentation 
of some details and scored critical thinking as a three. 
Instructor B through that the student understood his topic 
well and scored critical thinking as a four. Rodney 
received three points from both instructors for his 
integration of some personal experiences into his paper.
Zelda's essay was entitled, "Adults Should Have the 
Right to Gamble," and she argued for this point. Her essay 
argued that people should have the right to gamble if they 
want to and that the government already has too much 
control over what people do. Table Jll includes individual 
and summary scores for Zelda's essay.
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Table Jll: Summary of Zelda's persuasive essay scores
Rubric categories Scores Agreement or Disagreement
Instructor B A  or D
Introduction 4 4 A
Body 4 4 A
Conclusion 4 3 A
Sequencing 3 3 A
Critical thinking 3 4 A





Total 21 22 A
The introduction and body of Zelda's essay received 
the highest scores possible, indicating that she fulfilled 
the requirements of each of the categories. Instructor A's 
score in the conclusion category indicated that she thought 
that the conclusion adequately summarized the paper, 
whereas instructor B thought that the introduction was well 
developed. Both instructors thought that sequencing was a 
little problematic. In the critical thinking category there 
were scores of three and four indicating that one 
instructor thought that the student was a little confused 
when providing certain aspects of the paper and the other 
instructor thought the student did a good job in presenting 
her details. In terms of the integration of outside 
sources, instructor A  thought that the student integrated 
some personal experiences that enhanced the paper. 
Instructor B thought that all of these experiences were 
relevant and scored this category as a four.
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Ray's persuasive essay argued against gambling and was 
not titled. Table J12 includes individual and summary 
scores for his essay.
Table J12: Summary of Ray's persuasive essay scores
Rubric categories Scores Agreement or Disagreement
Instructor B A or D
Introduction 4 4 A
Body 4 4 A
Conclusion 3 4 A
Sequencing 3 4 A
Critical thinking 3 3 A





Total 20 22 A
The introduction and body of Ray's essay was scored to 
indicate that each fulfilled the requirements of the 
category. The introduction was logical, coherent, and 
signaled the purpose of the text. The body supported the 
introduction. Instructor A believed that the conclusion 
and sequencing were average attempts to summarize and 
sequence the details. Instructor B believed that the 
conclusion was well developed and that all details were in 
chronological and logical order. The categories of 
critical thinking and integration of outside sources also 
received scores indicating that his attempts at thinking 
critically and integrating personal experiences were 
average/moderate.
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A P P E N D IX  K
QUESTION ANSWER RELATIONSHIP STRATEGY FORM
1. What do you think the reading assignment is about?
2. Why to you think this?
3. Are there any other ideas that you might have 
regarding the subject of the reading assignment? What 
else might the assignment be about?
4. Who wrote the text?
5. What makes you think this?
6. Who was the text written for (the audience)?
7. Do you see any clues in the text that makes you think 
this? If so, what are they?
8. What is the writing talking about (the subject)?
9. What makes you think so?
10. Is there anything in this reading assignment that
you may think is a subject but you're not really sure? 
What is it? Why do you think this is a subject?
11. Why do you think this text was written (the 
purpose)? What makes you think this?
12. What did you like or dislike about the reading
assignment?
13. How does the main character in the text compare
to you?
14. Can you think of additional details that the
author could have used to get his/her point across to 
the audience?
15. What details would you have used it this were
your composition? Why?
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We have spent half of the semester discussing the structure 
of the essay. In addition we have focused on the narrative 
and persuasive essay formats. Your in-class writing 
assignment is to tell a story (narrate) and to argue a 
point (persuasive) in two separate essays.
Having used question-answer relationships to analyze a 
reading assignment, you are somewhat familiar with the 
types of issues that may arise regarding your essay's 
subject, purpose, and audience. A list of those questions 
is below. In outlining and writing your essay you should 
keep these questions in mind. After drafting you may want 
to refer back to this list and even add others that you 
feel are important to writing an effective essay.
1. What will your essay be about?
2. How will the reader know this? (Meaning, do you have 
enough details.)
3. Are there any other subjects that the reader may think 
that your essay is about? What are they? Are these other 
issues relevant to the subject of the paper?
4. What audience is this essay being written for? Besides 
the obvious (the teacher assigned the work), what would 
make a reader think this essay was written for an 
instructor?
5. Why are you writing this essay (to tell a story, to 
describe something, etc.)?
6. After writing this essay, what do you like/dislike about 
it?
7. Can you think of additional details that you could use to 
make your story more effective or get your point across 
to the audience?
8. What details would you like to use but are unsure if they 
are appropriate for your audience?
Include your outlines with the drafts that you are turning 
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APPENDIX M
REGROW (PRE-TEST)
INDIVIDUAL SCORING ON NARRATIVE AND PERSUASIVE ESSAYS
THE NARRATIVE ESSAYS
Ellen's narrative essay was entitled/ "Shocking News." 
The story focused on a telephone call that she received 
from her brother informing her that his wife was deathly 
ill/ later to be diagnosed with a brain tumor. Based upon 
scoring by instructors A and B, Ellen's writing had 
improved. Table Ml includes individual and summary scores 
for Ellen's narrative essay.
Table Ml: Summary of Ellen's REGROW pre-test narrative 
essay scores_____________________________________________
Rubric categories Scores Agreement or Disagreement
Instructor B A  or D
Introduction 3 3 A
Body 2 2 A
Conclusion 2 2 A
Sequencing 3 3 A
Critical thinking 3 3 A
Integration of outside 
sources, prior 
knowledge, 
thought fulne s s
1 1 A
Total 14 14 A
Both instructors concurred on the scoring in each
section of Ellen's narrative. She received a three in the 
introduction category indicating that her introduction was 
an average attempt to develop the purpose of the text. The 
body and conclusion of her essay received scores of two, 
showing that she attempted to support the purpose of the
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paper and summarize at the paper's end. Ellen received a 
three for sequencing for some problematic placing of 
details. Critical thinking was scored as three showing 
that Ellen presented certain details with uncertainty. She 
failed to integrate outside sources into her paper, which 
resulted in a score of one.
Rachel's narrative essay was entitled, "The Exxon 
Incident, " and was told from the perspective of her husband 
since it was his story. Table M2 includes the individual 
and summary scores that Rachel received on her narrative 
essay.
Table M2: Summary of Rachel's REGROW pre-test narrative 
essay scores______________
Rubric categories Scores Agreement or Disagreement
Instructor B A  or D
Introduction 3 3 A
Body 2 2 A
Conclusion 2 2 A
Sequencing 2 2 A
Critical thinking 2 2 A





Total 14 14 A
The introduction of Rachel's essay was scored as an 
average attempt to develop the purpose of the text. The 
body of her essay only attempted to support her 
introduction and thesis statement. Both instructors also 
believed that her conclusion was only an attempt to provide 
summary information. Sequencing and critical thinking were
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scored as average- The integration of outside sources was 
scored as above average.
"A Typical Day at Work," was the title of Isabella's 
narrative essay. She basically retold a day in her life 
starting at 7:45 a.m. and ending at 6:00 p.m. Table M3 
includes the summary of individual and total scores awarded 
to Isabella's narrative essay.
Table M3: Summary of Isabella's REGROW pre-test narrative 
essay scores_________________________________ ______  ____
Rubric categories Scores Agreement or D± s agreement
Instructor B A or D
Introduction 3 3 A
Body 3 3 A
Conclusion 2 2 A
Sequencing 4 4 A
Critical thinking 2 3 A





Total 16 17 A
Isabella made a strong effort in her introduction.
Instructors A and B scored her opening as an above average 
attempt to maintain logic and coherence. She received a 
score of three for the body of her essay indicating that 
both instructors believed that she made an above average 
attempt to support the introduction. Her conclusion was 
rated as a two, which stood for the fact that she made only 
an average attempt to summarize her paper. Critical 
thinking was scored as average in that Isabella appeared to 
be confused about certain aspects of the paper that she
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presented. Instructor B scored her critical thinking as 
above average because he believed that she was unclear 
about minimal details. Both instructors scored the 
integration of outside sources as two.
Rodney's narrative essay was entitled, "Creating 
Violence Among Children." He told the story of what he 
considered to be the three major contributors to violent 
children, which are parents, television, and the 
environment. Table M4 includes the individual and summary 
scores of Rodney's narrative essay.
Table M4: Summary of Rodney's REGROW pre-test narrative 
essay s c o r e s _________________________ __________ _____
Rubric categories Scores Agreement or Di sagreement
Instructor B A  or D
Introduction 3 3 A
Body 3 3 A
Conclusion 1 3 D
Sequencing 3 3 A
Critical thinking 2 2 A





Total 15 17 A*
* Total essay is scored as an agreement. Scores of 15 and 17 are a 
disagreement in theory. However, when compared to the other 
categories, student received only one disagreement.
Rodney's introduction and the body of his essay 
received a score of three from both instructors, which 
meant that the instructors believed that Rodney made an 
above average attempt to present the purpose of his paper 
and back it with support. The instructors disagreed on the
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conclusion. Instructor A  thought that the conclusion was 
inadequate and did not explain any of the previous text. 
Instructor B thought that the conclusion was an above 
average attempt to summarize the essay. Sequencing, 
critical thinking, and integration of outside sources were 
scored, three, two, and three respectively.
Zeldars narrative essay was entitled, "Who's the 
Victim." She referred to the article assigned for reading 
in an attempt to show how both children were victims.
Table M5 is a summary of the individual and total scores 
that Zelda received on her narrative.
Table M5: Summary of Zelda's REGROW pre-test narrative 
essay scores_____________________________________________
Rubric categories Scores Agreement or Disagreement
Instructor B A or D
Introduction 4 4 A
Body 4 3 A
Conclusion 4 3 A
Sequencing 3 3 A
Critical thinking 4 3 A





Total 22 19 A*
* Total scores show a disagreement. However, when all categories 
are examined, there is agreement throughout. Therefore total 
category is shown to be an agreement.
Both instructors thought that Zelda's introduction was 
logical, coherent, and signaled the purpose of the text. 
Instructor A also believed that the body of Zelda's essay 
was clear, focused and supported the introduction and
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thesis statement. Instructor B scored the body of Zelda's 
essay as a three indicating that he thought that the logic 
and coherence was moderate in the paragraphs. Instructor A 
also believed that the conclusion of Zelda's essay was well 
developed. Instructor B scored the conclusion as a three 
indicating that the summary paragraph was adequately 
developed. Both instructors scored sequencing as above 
average. Instructor A scored the critical thinking category 
as reflecting great detail, whereas instructor B scored 
critical thinking as above average.
"Living in a Violent Environment," was the title of 
Ray's narrative essay. He recounts a story of how society 
has impacted his life. Table M6 includes individual and 
summary information provided by both instructors for Ray's 
narrative essay.
Table M6: Summary of Ray's REGROW pre-test narrative essay 
scores
Rubric categories Scores Agreement or Disagreement
Instructor B A or D
Introduction. 4 4 A
Body 4 4 A
Conclusion 3 3 A
Sequencing 4 4 A
Critical thinking 3 3 A
Integration of outside 
sources, prior 
knowledge, 
thought fulne s s
3 3 A
Total 21 21 A
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Instructors agreed on scoring in the six categories 
with regards to Ray's essay. The introduction was logical 
and signaled the purpose of the text. Instructors scored 
the body of the essay to reflect that it included clear, 
focused paragraphs that supported the introduction and 
thesis statement. The conclusion was scored three by both 
instructors indicating that it was adequately developed. 
Every paragraph was in logical order with adequate support, 
thus sequencing received a score of four. The student 
received a score of three in critical thinking and the 
integration of outside resources categories.
THE PERSUASIVE ESSAYS
"People Should Watch Less Television," was the title 
of Ellen's persuasive essay. This persuasive essay argues 
against the harmful effects that result from watching a lot 
of television. Table M7 presents the scoring results of 
Ellen's persuasive essay.
Table M7: Summary of Ellen's REGROW pre-test persuasive 
essay scores__________ _________________________________
Rubric categories Scores Agreement or Disagreement
Instructor B A or D
Introduction 3 3 A
Body 3 2 A
Conclusion 1 1 A
Sequencing 3 3 A
Critical thinking 3 2 A





Total 15 14 A
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Instructors A and B agreed that the introduction of 
Ellen's persuasive essay was an average attempt to develop 
the purpose of her paper. Instructor A  believed that the 
paragraphs that comprised the body of her essay were 
moderate in terms of logic and coherence. However, 
instructor B believed that the body warranted a score of 
two indicating that Ellen only made an attempt to support 
the introduction and thesis statement. Both instructors 
believed that the conclusion was inadequate. Instructor A 
believed that Ellen was somewhat confused in thinking 
critically. Instructor B believed that Ellen made an 
attempt to think critically but did not understand certain 
details that she presented. Although Ellen made an attempt 
to integrate outside sources, instructor A believed that 
this was done so on an average level, and instructor B 
believed that the attempt was above average.
"Irresponsible Parenting," was the title of Rachel's 
persuasive essay. In this essay, she argued that it is 
time for parents to take responsibility for raising their 
own children. Table M8 includes the scores, individual and 
summary, for Rachel's persuasive essay.
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Table M 8 : Summary of Rachel's REGROW pre-test persuasive
essay scores__________________________ _____ __
Rubric categories Scores Agreement or Disagreement
Instructor B A  or D
Introduction 3 3 A
Body 2 2 A
Conclusion 2 2 A
Sequencing 2 2 A
Critical thinking 3 3 A





Total 14 14 A
Rachel's essay received identical scoring by both
instructors. Her introduction was scored three meaning 
that she made an average attempt to present her purpose.
The instructors believed that the body and conclusion of 
her essay were average attempts at developing and 
summarizing the purpose of her text. Sequencing received a 
two for an average attempt at maintaining logical order. 
Rachel received a score of three for an above average 
attempt at critical thinking and received a two for an 
attempt at integrating outside sources.
Isabella's persuasive essay was entitled, "Should the 
Woodside Landfill be Closed." She argued that it should be 
closed. Table M9 includes individual and summary scores 
given by Instructors A and B to Isabella's persuasive 
essay.
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Table M9: Summary of Isabella's REGROW pre-test persuasive
essay scores_________________________________________________
Rubric categories Scores Agreement or Disagreement
Instructor B A  or D
Introduction 3 3 A
Body 2 2 A
Conclusion 2 2 A
Sequencing 2 2 A
Critical thinking 3 3 A





Total 15 14 A
The introduction of her essay was scored as a three by 
both instructors meaning that the introduction was an 
average attempt to develop the purpose of the text. The 
body, conclusion, and sequencing of the persuasive essay 
were scored as two indicating that Isabella made average 
attempts to develop the purpose of the text, to summarize 
the paper, and to maintain a logical order throughout. 
Critical thinking was scored as three meaning that she made 
an above average attempt to think critically about her 
topic. Instructor A thought that Isabella made an above 
average attempt to integrate outside knowledge, whereas 
instructor B thought that she only made an attempt.
"The Media Should not be Held Responsible for the 
Behavior of Youth," was the title of Rodney's persuasive 
essay. Table M10 summarizes the individual and total scores 
assigned to Rodney's essay.
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Table M10: Summary of Rodney's REGROW pre-test persuasive
essay scores________________________________________________
Rubric categories Scores Agreement or Disagreement
Instructor B A or D
Introduction 3 3 A
Body 2 2 A
Conclusion 2 3 A
Sequencing 3 3 A
Critical thinking 2 2 A
Integration of outside 
sources, prior 
knowledge, 
thought fulne s s
3 3 A
Total 15 16 A
The instructors closely agreed on most of the 
categories in relation to Rodney's essay. Both agreed that 
the introduction was an above average attempt to express a 
unified purpose. The body was given a score of two by both 
instructors indicating that Rodney attempted to support the 
introduction of his paper. Instructor A's score of two on 
Rodney's conclusion supported the fact that she believed 
that he attempted to summarize the paper. Instructor B 
scored the conclusion as an above average attempt to 
summarize the paper. Sequencing was scored as above average 
because some details did not fall neatly in paragraph 
placement. Critical thinking was scored as average. The 
integration of outside sources was scored as above average.
The persuasive essay submitted by Zelda was entitled, 
"Should Parents be Held Responsible." She argues that 
parents have to be held accountable for the actions of
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their children. Table Mil includes individual and summary
scores for Zelda's persuasive essay.
Table Mil: Summary of Zelda's REGROW pre-test persuasive 
essay scores__________________________________________ __
Rubric categories Scores Agreement or Disagreement
Instructor B A  or D
Introduction 4 4 A
Body 4 4 A
Conclusion 4 3 A
Sequencing 3 3 A
Critical thinking 3 3 A





Total 21 20 A
Both instructors agreed on scoring in five of the six 
categories. The introduction was scored to indicate that 
it was logical, coherent, and signaled the purpose of the 
text. The body of the essay was also considered to be 
clear and focused. The conclusion of "the essay received a 
score of four from instructor A indicating that she felt 
that the conclusion was a well-developed summary paragraph. 
Instructor B scored the conclusion as a three because he 
believed that it was an above average attempt to provide 
closure to the essay. The categories of sequencing, 
critical thinking, and the integration of outside sources 
were scored as above average by both instructors.
Ray's persuasive essay was entitled, "Our Environment 
Teaches Us Violence." He argued that the environment
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shapes a person's behavior. Table M12 contains individual
and summary scores for Ray's persuasive essay.
Table M12: Summary of Ray's REGROW pre-test persuasive 
essay scores______________ ______  __
Rubric categories Scores Agreement or Disagreement
Instructor B A  or D
Introduction 4 4 A
Body 3 3 A
Conclusion 3 3 A
Sequencing 3 3 A
Critical thinking 3 3 A





Total 20 20 A
Instructors' scoring showed that they believed that 
Ray's introduction was clear, logical, and signaled the 
purpose of the text. The paragraphs composing the body of 
his essay were moderately coherent. The conclusion was 
scored as an above average attempt to summarize the essay. 
Sequencing received a score of three indicating the fact 
that some details did not fall neatly in paragraph 
placement. Critical thinking was scored as above average 
and the integration of outside sources received a score of 
four indicating that the instructors believed that the 
student included ample prior knowledge and personal 
experiences in his paper.
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APPENDIX N 
REGROW
INDIVIDUAL SCORING ON NARRATIVE AND PERSUASIVE ESSAYS 
THE NARRATIVE ESSAYS
Ellen's narrative essay was entitled, "The Perils of 
Nose Picking and Lying." She wrote about a time that she 
and her parents were taught a valuable lesson when her 
parents told her a lie to stop her from picking her nose. 
Table N1 contains a summary of individual and total scores 
for Ellen's narrative essay.
Table Nl: Summary of Ellen's REGROW narrative essay scores
Rubric categories Scores Agreement or Disagreement
Instructor B A or D
Introduction. 2 2 A
Body 3 3 A
Conclusion 2 3 A
Sequencing 3 3 A
Critical thinking 2 2 A





Total 14 15 A
The introduction of Ellen's essay made an attempt to 
develop the purpose of the text, for which she received a 
score of two from each instructor. Both instructors gave a 
score of three for Ellen's introduction, indicating that 
the logic and coherence was moderate in the paragraphs.
The conclusion was scored as a two by instructor A because 
she believed that an attempt was made to provide summary
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information. Instructor B provided a score of three 
indicating that he believed that Ellen provided an 
adequately developed summary paragraph. She received 
identical scores in sequencing, critical thinking and the 
integration of outside sources, which were three, two, and 
two respectively.
Rachel's narrative essay was entitled, "Over Flowed 
Toilets." Expanding from the theme of the short story, Bad 
Characters, Rachel attempted to tell a story focusing on 
the interactions that she has had with "bad" characters. 
Table N2 includes individual and total scores that Rachel's 
narrative essay received.
Table N2; Summary of Rachel's REGROW narrative essay scores
Rubric categories Scores Agreement or Di s agreement
Instructor B A or D
Introduction 3 3 A
Body 3 3 A
Conclusion 2 1 A
Sequencing 3 3 A
Critical thinking 3 3 A





Total 17 16 A
Instructors A and B scored the introduction of 
Rachel's paper as an average attempt to develop the purpose 
of the text. The body of the paper was scored to reflect 
that logic and coherence was moderate in the paragraphs. 
Instructor A thought that the conclusion was an attempt to
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summarize the paper and provided a score of two. Instructor 
B felt that the conclusion was inadequate in that it did 
not explain any of the previous text. Sequencing, critical 
thinking, and the integration of outside sources received 
scores that indicated that the student's work was above 
average.
"Our Trip to the Smokey Mountains" was the title of 
Isabella's narrative essay. The essay retells a family 
trip to the Smokey Mountains in Tennessee. Table N3 
includes individual and total scores for Isabella's essay.
Table N3: Summary of Isabella's REGROW narrative essay 
scores
Rubric categories Scores Agreement or Disagreement
Instructor B A or D
Introduction 4 4 A
Body 3 3 A
Conclusion 2 3 A
Sequencing 3 4 A
Critical thinking 3 3 A





Total 19 21 A*
* In theory the total scores are a disagreement. However, there was 
agreement in all other categories, which led to the assignment of 
agreement to the total.
Isabella's introduction was scored four, which is the 
highest that can be received in any category. Four 
represents an introduction that is logical, coherent, and 
signals the purpose of the text. The body of her essay was 
rated as moderate in terms of logic and coherence. 
Instructor A rated the conclusion of her essay as an
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attempt to summarize the paper; however, instructor B rated 
the conclusion as an average attempt to summarize the 
paper. Sequencing was rated a three by instructor A 
indicating that some details did not fall neatly in 
paragraph formation. Instructor B scored sequencing as 
having chronological and logical order. Critical thinking 
received a score to indicate that it was above average. 
Integration of outside sources received a score indicating 
that ample personal experiences and prior knowledge were 
included.
Rodney'' s essay was simply entitled "Wild Child," and 
it told of a rebellious time in his life and how his 
parents came to deal with that time. Table M5 contains the 
individual and total scores that Rodney's essay received.
Table M5: Summary of Rodney's REGROW narrative essay scores
Rubric categories Scores Agreement or Disagreement
Instructor B A  or D
Introduction 4 4 A
Body 4 4 A
Conclusion 3 3 A
Sequencing 4 4 A
Critical thinking 3 3 A





Total 22 22 A
The instructors rated Rodney's essay identically.
Both believed that the introduction was logical, coherent, 
and signaled the purpose of the text. The body of the
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essay contained clear and focused paragraphs that supported 
the introduction and thesis statement. The conclusion was 
an above average attempt to provide summary information.
All paragraphs were in chronological and logical order, 
leading to a score of four for sequencing. Critical 
thinking was rated above average, and the student 
integrated ample personal experiences, prior knowledge, and 
reflection into the paper.
Zelda entitled her narrative essay, "Blessing in 
Disguise." She told about the process of dealing with the 
obstacles that life has handed her. Table N5 includes the 
individual and summary scores given to Zelda's narrative 
essay.
Table N5; Summary of Zelda's REGROW narrative essay scores
Rubric categories Scores Agreement or Disagreement
Instructor B A or D
Introduction 4 4 A
Body 4 4 A
Conclusion 3 4 A
Sequencing 4 4 A
Critical thinking 3 3 A





Total 22 23 A
The introduction to Zelda's essay was scored to 
indicate that it was logical, coherent, and signaled the 
purpose of the text. The body of the essay contained clear 
and focused paragraphs that supported the introduction.
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Instructor A scored Zelda's conclusion as an above average 
attempt to summarize the essay. Instructor B scored the 
conclusion as a well-developed summary paragraph. In terms 
of sequencing, all of the paragraphs were in chronological 
and/or logical order. The student displayed above average 
skills in critical thinking, and provided ample personal 
experiences and prior knowledge in an effort to integrate 
outside sources.
"The Birdfeeder," was the title of Ray's narrative 
essay. The essay told the story of how he had to work to 
outsmart squirrels that were climbing into his birdfeeder 
to eat the birdseed. Table N6 includes the individual and 
total scores awarded to this essay.
Table ET6: Summary of Ray's REGROW narrative essay scores
Rubric categories Scores Agreement or D i s agreement
Instructor B A  or D
Introduction 4 4 A
Body 4 4 A
Conclusion 4 3 A
Sequencing 4 4 A
Critical thinking 3 4 A





Total 23 23 A
Ray's essay appeared to be well thought out. The
introduction of the essay was logical, coherent, and 
signaled the purpose of the text, as indicated by the 
scoring. The body of the conclusion was also scored to
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indicate that it contained clear and focused paragraphs.
The conclusion of the essay was given a score of four by 
Instructor A meaning that she believed that it was a well- 
developed summary paragraph. Instructor B scored the 
conclusion as a three meaning that he believed that the 
writer made an above average attempt to summarize the 
paper. Both instructors thought that sequencing was 
chronological and logical. Instructor A scored critical 
thinking as a three indicating that one or more aspects of 
the paper did not quite fit. Instructor B scored critical 
thinking to show that the writer had a clear command of his 
subject. Both instructors agreed that the student included 
ample personal experiences and prior knowledge.
THE PERSUASIVE ESSAYS
Ellen's persuasive essay was entitled, "Computers 
Should be for Everyone," and argued that everyone in school 
should have access to computers in light of the fact that 
technology is so prevalent. Table N7 includes individual 
and total scores given to Ellen's persuasive essay.
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Table N7: Summary of Ellen/s REGROW persuasive essay scores
Rubric categories Scores Agreement or Disagreement
Instructor B A  or D
Introduction 3 3 A
Body 3 3 A
Conclusion 2 2 A
Sequencing 2 2 A
Critical thinking 3 2 A
Integration of outside 
sources, prior knowledge, 
thoughtfulnes s
3 3 A
Total 16 15 A
Both instructors agreed that the introduction of 
Ellen's essay was an average attempt to develop the purpose 
of the text. Likewise, the paragraphs composing the body of 
her essay were moderate in terms of logic and coherence.
The conclusion received a score of two indicating that the 
student made an attempt to summarize the text. Sequencing 
was scored as a two in that the student seemed to veer off 
the track of what her essay should cover. However, 
instructor A believed that the student was confused and 
presented her topic with some uncertainty. Instructor B 
though that Ellen's essay reflected an attempt to present 
her topic, but that she did so with little understanding.
Rachel's persuasive essay was entitled, "Smokers Have 
Rights." She makes an effort to convince the readers that 
smokers should be allowed to exercise their rights even at 
the expense of non-smokers. Table N8 contains individual 
and total scores for Rachel's persuasive essay.
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Table N8: Summary of Rachel's REGROW persuasive essay
scores
Rubric categories Scores Agreement or Disagreement
Instructor B A  or D
Introduction 4 4 A
Body 2 2 A
Conclusion 2 2 A
Sequencing 2 2 A
Critical thinking 2 2 A





Total 15 15 A
Both instructors agreed that the introduction of
Rachel's essay was strong, and that it signaled the purpose 
of the text. It was logical and coherent. Following the 
introduction, the scoring of the essay changed. The body 
of the essay was scored only as an attempt to provide 
support for the introduction. Likewise the conclusion of 
the essay only attempted to provide summary information. 
Sequencing and critical thinking were both scored as 
average by the instructors. Integration of outside 
information was scored as above average.
"Public Schools are Better than Private," was the 
title of Isabella's persuasive essay. As a product of both 
institutions, Isabella argues that the public schools 
benefited her more. Table N9 includes individual and total 
scores for Isabella's persuasive essay.
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Table N9: Summary of Isabella's REGROW persuasive essay
scores
Rubric categories Scores Agreement or Disagreement
Instructor B A or D
Introduction 4 4 A
Body 4 4 A
Conclusion 3 3 A
Sequencing 4 4 A
Critical thinking 4 4 A





Total 22 22 A
Isabella's introduction received a score of four
indicating that it was logical, coherent, and signaled the 
purpose of her essay. The body of the essay also received 
a score of four from both instructors in that they believed 
that the paragraphs were clear, focused, and well 
developed. Her conclusion received a score of three 
indicating that it was adequately developed. Every 
paragraph was in chronological and logical order, thus 
sequencing received a score of four. Critical thinking 
received a score of four showing that Isabella clearly 
thought about her topic. She received a three for 
including personal experiences and prior knowledge that 
illuminated the topic.
"DUI" was the title of Rodney's essay. Basically he 
chose to argue that driving under the influence of alcohol 
causes the loss of lives, jobs, and leads to hefty fines.
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Table N10 includes individual and total scores given to
Rodney's essay.
Table N10: Summary of Rodney's REGROW persuasive essay 
scores
Rubric categories Scores Agreement or Disagreement
Instructor B A  or D
Introduction 4 4 A
Body 4 4 A
Conclusion 3 4 A
Sequencing 3 4 A
Critical thinking 3 3 A





Total 20 22 A*
* Total scores are a disagreement in theory. However, instructors' 
scores constituted an agreement in all other categories, therefore 
essay total was scored as an agreement.
Both, instructors believed that Rodney's essay was
logical, coherent, and signaled the purpose of his text. 
Likewise, they also scored the body of the essay as 
supporting the introduction with clear and focused 
paragraphs. The conclusion was scored as above average by 
instructor A and as well developed by instructor B. 
Critical thinking and the integration of outside sources 
were scored as three by both instructors indicating the 
student made an above average attempt to think through her 
topic and made an above average attempt to integrate 
outside sources.
Zelda argued for two-year opposed to four-year 
schools. The title of her essay was, "The Better Route."
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Table Nil includes individual and total scores for Zelda's
essay.
Table Nil: Summary of Zelda's REGROW persuasive essay 
scores
Rubric categories Scores Agreement or Disagreement
Instructor B A or D
Introduction 4 4 A
Body 4 4 A
Conclusion 4 4 A
Sequencing 3 3 A
Critical thinking 4 4 A





Total 23 23 A
Zelda's introduction was scored as logical, coherent, 
and signaled the purpose of the text. The body of the 
essay was scored to indicate that the paragraphs were clear 
and focused and supported the introduction and thesis 
statement. Her conclusion was well developed. Sequencing 
was scored a three meaning that it was above average. Her 
essay was well thought out, thus the score of four for 
critical thinking. She received a score of four for 
integrating ample personal experiences and prior knowledge.
"Beaches, Mountains, and Las Vegas," was the title of 
Ray's persuasive essay. In particular, Ray argued why 
southern California was the best place to live. Table N12 
includes the individual and total scores for Ray's 
persuasive essay.
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Table N12: Summary of Ray's REGROW persuasive essay scores
Rubric categories Scores Agreement or Disagreement
Instructor B A  or D
Introduction 4 4 A
Body 4 4 A
Conclusion 4 3 A
Sequencing 4 4 A
Critical thinking 4 4 A





Total 24 23 A
The introduction of Ray's essay was logical, coherent 
and directly stated the purpose of his essay. The body of 
the essay was scored as four because the paragraphs were 
clear and focused and supported the introduction and thesis 
statement. The conclusion was given the score of four by 
instructor A because she believed that the summary 
paragraph was well developed and summarized the entire 
essay. Instructor B scored the conclusion as three, which 
signaled an above average attempt to summarize the essay. 
Sequencing, critical thinking, and the integration of 
outside sources received scores of four indicating that the 
student presented information in a logical order, with much 
forethought.
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APPENDIX O
REGROW - POST TEST
Directions:
Based upon lectures, notes, and classroom discussions, you 
are familiar with an effective essay. Effective essays 
make your audience want to read them. They are responsive 
to the purpose for writing and the subject. You will write 
a narrative essay and a persuasive essay on the subjects of 
your choice. Make sure your subjects are well thought out 
and that you can provide convincing information to support 
them.
During the last half of this semester, you have used 
question-answer relationships to analyze reading 
assignments. This has given you familiarity with the types 
of issues that may arise regarding your essay's subject, 
purpose, and audience - the questions that an instructor 
asks when trying to evaluate your work. A list of those 
questions is below. In outlining and writing your essay s 
you should keep these questions in mind. After drafting 
you may want to refer back to this list and even add others 
questions that you feel are important to writing an 
effective essay.
1. What will your essay be about?
2. How will the reader know this? (Meaning, do you have 
enough details.)
3. Are there any other subjects that the reader may think 
that your essay is about? What are they? Are these 
other- issues relevant to the subject of the paper?
4. What audience is this essay being written for?
Besides the obvious (the teacher assigned the work), 
what would make a reader think this essay was written 
for an instructor?
5. Why are you writing this essay (to tell a story, to 
describe something, etc.)?
6. After writing this essay, what do you like/dislike 
about it? And if you had time, what would you change?
7. Can you think of additional details that you could use 
to make your story more effective or get your point 
across to the audience?
8. What details would you like to use but are unsure if 
they are appropriate for your audience?
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APPENDIX P
REGROW (POST-TEST)
INDIVIDUAL SCORING ON NARRATIVE AND PERSUASIVE ESSAYS
STUDENTS CLASSIFIED AS BELOW AVERAGE
ELLEN
Ellen's narrative essay was entitled, "The Missing 
Lottery Ticket." She told the story of her Uncle Belton's 
purchase of a lottery ticket that could have been a winner. 
Table PI includes individual and summary scores of Ellen's 
essay.
Table PI: Summary of Ellen's narrative essay scores
Rubric categories Scores Agreement or Disagreement
Instructor B A  or D
Introduction 3 3 A
Body 3 3 A
Conclusion 2 2 A
Sequencing 2 2 A
Critical thinking 3 3 A





Total 16 16 A
The introduction of Ellen's paper received a score of 
three from both instructors indicating that she made an 
above average attempt to develop the purpose of the text. 
The body of her essay was also pretty well developed and 
received a score of three meaning that logic and coherence 
was moderate in paragraphs. The conclusion was scored as 
an attempt to provide summary information. Sequencing was
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scored as merely an attempt to maintain logic and 
coherence. The student exhibited strong critical thinking 
skills, but experienced some problems with her topic, thus 
a score of three. In the final category, both instructors 
scored Ellen's integration of outside sources as above 
average.
Her second essay made an attempt to convince others 
that holiday shopping should always be done before the 
holiday arrives. The title of her persuasive essay was, 
"Getting Your Holiday Shopping Done Early." Table P2 
includes individual and total scores awarded to Ellen's 
persuasive essay.
Table P2: Summary of Ellen's persuasive essay scores
Rubric categories Scores Agreement or Di s agreement
Instructor B A  or D
Introduction 3 3 A
Body 3 3 A
Conclusion 2 2 A
Sequencing 3 3 A
Critical thinking 2 2 A





Total 15 15 A
Both instructors agreed in scoring Ellen's persuasive 
essay. The introduction was an average attempt to develop 
the purpose of the text. The body of her essay was seen as 
having paragraphs that were moderate in terms of logic and 
coherence. The conclusion of Ellen's essay was scored as a
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two indicating that she made an attempt to maintain a 
logical order of events. She appeared to have minor 
problems with critical thinking in her essay in terms of a 
few minute errors observed. In the final category, the 
integration of outside sources was scored as a two meaning 
that Ellen included personal experiences, but these neither 
enhanced nor furthered the point of her essay.
RACHEL
Rachel's narrative essay was entitled, "Money Was Not 
the Answer." This essay focused on the lengths that she 
went through to make a man happy that did not care about 
her. Table P3 includes individual and total scores that 
Rachel received on her narrative essay.
Table P3: Summary of Rachel's narrative essay scores
Rubric categories Scores Agreement or Di s agreement
Instructor B A or D
Introduction 3 3 A
Body 2 3 A
Conclusion 3 1 D
Sequencing 3 3 A
Critical thinking 2 2 A





Total 16 15 A
Rachel's introduction was scored as an average attempt 
to develop the purpose of the text. Instructor A scored 
the body of Rachel's essay as two meaning that she believed 
that the essay's body made an attempt to support the
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introduction, and thesis statement. Instructor B scored the 
body of Rachel's essay as three indicating that the 
paragraphs were an above average attempt at logic and 
coherence. The conclusion was scored as a disagreement 
between Instructors A and B. Instructor A thought that the 
conclusion clearly summarized the paper, whereas instructor 
B through that the conclusion was inefficient in 
summarizing the paper. Critical thinking received an 
adequate scoring by both instructors and the integration of 
outside sources was above average.
"Everyone Should Take Part in Financial Planning," was 
the title of Rachel's persuasive essay. She makes an 
attempt to convince people that financial planning leads to 
a more secure retirement. Table P4 includes the individual 
and total scores of instructors A and B for Rachel's essay.
Table P4: Summary of Rachel's persuasive essay scores
Rubric categories Scores Agreement or Disagreement
Instructor B A  or D
Introduction 3 3 A
Body 2 3 A
Conclusion 2 2 A
Sequencing 2 2 A
Critical thinking 3 2 A





Total 15 15 A
Rachel's introduction was scored as a three by both 
instructors indicating the she made an average attempt to
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develop the purpose of the text. In terms of logic and 
coherence, instructor A scored the body of her essay as 
average. Instructor B scored the body as moderate in terms 
of logic and coherence. Both instructors believed that the 
conclusion was only an average attempt to summarize the 
essay. Sequencing received a low score of two due to the 
fact that some details were misplaced, which led to 
problems with chronological order. Critical thinking 
received a score of three from Instructor A  indicating that 
Rachel presented some details with uncertainty. Instructor 
B's score of two indicated that he believed that Rachel was 
clearly confused by certain aspects of her paper. Both 
instructors gave Rachel a score of three for the 
integration of outside sources indicating that she included 
some relevant information.
STUDENTS CLASSIFIED AS AVERAGE 
ISABELLA
Isabella's narrative essay was entitled, "The Day of 
the Rims." She told the story of shopping for rims for her 
car. Table P5 includes individual and total scores for 
Isabella's narrative essay.
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Table P5: Summary of Isabella's narrative essay scores
Rubric categories Scores Agreement or Disagreement
Instructor B A or D
Introduction 4 4 A
Body 3 3 A
Conclusion 3 3 A
Sequencing 4 4 A
Critical thinking 3 3 A





Total 20 20 A
Isabella's introduction, was logical, coherent, and 
signaled the purpose of the text. The body of her essay 
was scored as containing paragraphs that were moderate in 
terms of logic and coherence. Both instructors scored the 
conclusion of Isabella's essay as an above average attempt 
at summarizing the purpose of her paper. Sequencing 
received the highest points possible, which was four, 
showing that both instructors were in agreement in 
determining that the essay was in complete chronological 
and logical order. Critical thinking and the integration 
of outside sources categories both received scores of three 
indicating that the student thought through her topic and 
integrated above average personal experiences.
"Do Stricter Parents Lead to More Rebellious 
Children," was the title of Isabella's persuasive essay.
She argued that stricter parents actually lead to more 
problematic children. Table P6 includes individual and
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total scores awarded by Instructors A and B to Isabella's 
persuasive essay.
Table P6: Summary of Isabella's persuasive essay scores
Rubric categories Scores Agreement or Disagreement
Instructor B A or D
Introduction 4 3 A
Body 4 4 A
Conclusion 3 3 A
Sequencing 3 3 A
Critical thinking 3 3 A





Total 20 19 A
All categories were scored as an agreement though 
instructors observed minor differences. Instructor A 
scored Isabella's introduction was logical, coherent, and 
signaling the purpose of the text. Instructor B thought 
that Isabella made an average attempt at developing the 
purpose of the text. Both instructors believed that the 
body of the essay contained paragraphs that were clear and 
focused, thus the score of four. The conclusion was scored 
as an above average attempt to summarize the paper. The 
categories of sequencing, critical thinking, and the 
integration of outside sources were scored as three, 
indicating the Isabella's effort was above average.
RODNEY
Rodney's narrative essay was entitled, "A Day at the 
Beach." This essay told about the one vacation that he
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would never forget. Table P7 includes individual and
summary scores assigned by Instructors A  and B to Rodney's
essay.
Table P7: Summary of Rodney's narrative essay scores
Rubric categories Scores Agreement or Disagreement
Instructor B A  or D
Introduction 4 4 A
Body 4 4 A
Conclusion 3 4 A
Sequencing 4 4 A
Critical thinking 3 3 A





Total 22 23 A
Both instructors scored the introduction of Rodney's 
essay with a four meaning that the introduction was 
logical, coherent, and signaled what information was to 
follow. The body of the essay contained paragraphs that 
were clear and focused. The conclusion of the essay was 
scored to indicate that it was above average by instructor 
A, and was thought of as a well-developed summary by 
instructor B. In terms of sequencing, all paragraphs were 
in chronological and logical order. Rodney received a 
score of three in the critical thinking and integration of 
outside knowledge categories indicating that his skills 
were above average.
"Smart Choice," was the title of Rodney's persuasive 
essay. He argued for the fact that people do not realize
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how important a good education is. Table P8 includes
individual and total scores for Rodney's persuasive essay.
Table P8: Summary of Rodney's persuasive essay scores
Rubric categories Scores Agreement or Disagreement
Instructor B A  or D
Introduction 3 4 A
Body 4 3 A
Conclusion 4 4 A
Sequencing 4 4 A
Critical thinking 3 4 A





Total 21 23 A
Instructor A scored the introduction of Rodney's essay 
as an average attempt to develop the purpose of the text. 
Instructor B scored the introduction as a three indicating 
that the paragraph was logical, coherent, and signaled the 
purpose of the text. Conversely, Instructor A believed that 
the body of the essay contained clear and focused 
paragraphs. Instructor B's score indicated that he 
believed that logic and coherence was moderate in the 
paragraphs. Both instructors scored the conclusion and 
sequencing as fours, meaning that the conclusion was a 
well-developed summary, and all paragraphs were in 
chronological and logical order. Critical thinking 
received a score of three from Instructor A meaning that 
the student had a few rough points in the essay that were 
not thought through. Instructor B thought that the student
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exhibited strong critical thinking skills and also that he 
included ample outside information. Instructor A thought 
the inclusion of outside information was above average. 
STUDENTS CLASSIFIED AS ABOVE AVERAGE 
ZELDA
Zelda's narrative essay told the story of her first date 
and was simply entitled, "My First Date." Table P9 
includes individual and summary scores for Zelda's 
narrative.
Table P9: Summary of Zelda's narrative essay scores
Rubric categories Scores Agreement or Disagreement
Instructor B A  or D
Introduction 4 4 A
Body 4 4 A
Conclusion 4 4 A
Sequencing 4 4 A
Critical thinking 4 4 A





Total 23 23 A
The introduction of the essay was scored as logical, 
coherent, and that it signaled the purpose of the text. In 
addition, the body of the essay was composed of clear and 
focused paragraphs and also received a score of four. Both 
instructors scored the conclusion of the essay as a four 
indicating that it was well developed. The sequencing and 
critical thinking categories received a score of four from 
both instructors. The scores of four mean that sequencing
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was chronological and logical, and that the student 
exhibited strong critical thinking skills. In terms of the 
integration of outside sources, the instructors believed 
that the student did an above average job.
"The Legal Driving Age Should be Increased," was the 
title of Zelda's persuasive essay. She argued that many 
teenagers are irresponsible and that the current age for 
receiving driving privileges should be increased as a 
result. Table P10 includes individual and total scores for 
Zelda's persuasive essay.
Table P10: Summary of Zelda's persuasive essay scores
Rubric categories Scores Agreement or Disagreement
Instructor B A  or D
Introduction 4 4 A
Body 4 4 A
Conclusion 3 3 A
Sequencing 4 4 A
Critical thinking 4 4 A





Total 23 23 A
Both instructors scored Zelda's essay identically.
The score for the introduction meant that both instructors 
believed that the opening paragraph was logical, coherent, 
and signaled the purpose of the text. According to 
scoring, the body of the essay was composed of clear and 
focused paragraphs. The instructors agreed that the 
conclusion was an above average attempt at summarizing the
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essay, thus a score of three. The categories of 
sequencing, critical thinking, and the integration of 
outside sources received score of four indicating that the 
student exhibited strong skills in these areas.
RAY
Ray's narrative essay was entitled, "The Best Years of 
My Life." In this essay Ray reflected on his life and 
determined that the best years of it were spent being 
stationed at Pearl Harbor. Table Pll includes individual 
and summary scores for Ray's narrative essay.
Table Pll: Summary of Ray's narrative essay scores
Rubric categories Scores Agreement or Di sagreement
Instructor B A  or D
Introduction 4 4 A
Body 4 4 A
Conclusion 4 3 A
Sequencing 4 4 A
Critical thinking 4 4 A





Total 24 23 A
The only difference in scoring between Instructors A 
and B on this essay was in terms of the conclusion. 
Instructor A believed that the conclusion was a well- 
developed summary paragraph. Instructor B believed that 
the conclusion was an above average summary paragraph. 
Both instructors agreed that the introduction was logical,
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coherent, and signaled the purpose of the text. The body 
of the essay was composed of clear and focused paragraphs 
that supported the introduction. Sequencing was 
chronological and logical. Student exhibited strong 
critical thinking skills, and integrated ample personal 
experiences into the essay.
Ray's persuasive essay was entitled, "The Casinos." 
He argued that riverboat casinos made Louisiana a more 
attractive place to visit. Table P12 includes individual 
and total scores for Ray's persuasive essay.
Table P12: Summary of Ray's persuasive essay scores______
Rubric categories Scores Agreement or Disagreement
Instructor B A  or D
Introduction 4 4 A
Body 4 4 A
Conclusion 3 4 A
Sequencing 4 4 A
Critical thinking 4 4 A





Total 23 24 A
Much like Ray's narrative essay, both instructors 
agreed on all categories minus the conclusion. Instructor 
A  believed that Ray's conclusion was an above average 
attempt at providing summary information. Instructor B 
believed that the conclusion was a well-developed summary 
paragraph. Both instructors believed that the introduction 
was logical, coherent, and signaled the purpose of the
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text. The body of the essay contained convincing, clear 
and focused support points. Sequencing was chronological 
and logical. Student exhibited strong critical thinking 
skills and provided ample outside information.
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APPENDIX Q
STANDARDIZED OPEN-ENDED INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
POST INTERVIEW
1. What types of activities did you or would you have enjoyed 
doing in this course?
2. What do you think about the instruction you received in 
your Developmental English 091 class, this semester?
3. What suggestions would you make for improving this course?
4. Do you feel that the instruction you received in
Developmental English 091 helped you to become a better 
reader? How?
5. Do you feel that the instruction you received in your
Developmental English Composition 091 helped you to become 
a better writer? How?
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6. Do you feel that the instruction you receive in your 
Developmental English 091 course helped you to think 
critically about issues, meaning do you investigate topics?
7. What do you think of direct writing instruction that you 
received in the first half of your course?
8. What type of impact did this instruction have on your 
writing?
9. Comments on the direct writing instruction you received in 
your Developmental English 091 course?
10. What do you think of the instruction in class using groups 
to discuss reading assignments to generate writing topics 
(REGROW Reading/Writing Strategy)?
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11. What type of impact did the instruction using the question- 
answer guides with reading materials and group discussion 
have on your writing?
12. Comments about the REGROW Reading Strategy (this was the 
instruction that included (1) Reading, (2) Employing 
question-answer relationships, (3) Guided collaboration 
(group work), (4) Reflecting (thinking about your topic), 
(5) Outlining, and (6) Writing the paper.
13. What did you enjoy most? Least? What did you think were the 
most helpful aspects of the course? The least helpful?
PLEASE CHOOSE A  NAME THAT YOU WOULD LIKE TO BE CALLED IN 
THIS STUDY.
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